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The material contained in this
book was originally published as
a set of serial lessons. They are part
of the 210 lessons written by C. C.
Zain and published under the aus-
pices of the Brotherhood of Light.
Together they represent the com-
plete spiritual and occult teachings
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Emblem of

The Religion of the Stars

T
he emblem on the facing page symbolizes the

philosophy and aspirations of all seekers of
Divine Inspiration. The two interlaced

trines signify the involution and evolution of the soul
through the Cycle of Necessity. The downward
pointing trine, dark in color, indicates the descent
of the soul into material conditions for the purpose
of gaining necessary experience. The upward point-
ing trine, light in color, indicates the ascent, or evo-
lution of the soul, back to the realm of spirit after
gaining experience in matter. Inside the interlaced
trines is the word of Deity, JodHeVauHe, written in
square formed Chaldean letters. Thus written, it sig-
nifies the belief that there is a Super Intelligence Who
interpenetrates and exercises a guiding power over
the whole universe. It sets forth the four universal
principles through which this Super Intelligence al-
ways operates. The joined sun and moon at the top
of the symbol indicate that spirituality may best be
reached, and still further evolution in spiritual realms
accomplished, through the marriage of a male and
a female soul. The seven stars and the astrological
symbols around the outside of the interlaced trines
indicate the belief that astrological energies power-
fully influence all life. Knowledge of these forces will
enable the aspirant to avoid many misfortunes, as
well as guide the development of personal talents,
thereby successfully advancing spirituality while, at
the same time, enabling the individual to contrib-
ute his or her utmost to universal welfare. See
Course 12, Volume 2, Natural Alchemy: Evolution of
Religion, by C. C. Zain, for an explanation of the
origin and historical development of this symbol.
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Instructions for
Using This Manual

This course, Imponderable Forces is the 6th of seven in The Brotherhood of
Light series on Magic. In it you will find the serial lessons originally referred
to as Serial Numbers 183-189.

Who Can Submit Final Exams:

All seekers may submit a final exam for this course. If you do not have the
final exam please request one from The Light of Egypt website.

Studying:

This course consists of 7 lessons. At the back of the book beginning on page
109, are Study Questions which may be used as a guide in preparing for the
open book final exam.

We suggest that you carefully read the study questions so you can iden-
tify the most important topic areas. Next read the lesson, concentrating on
the study questions. Recording the answer to each study question is optional,
depending on each persons study techniques. Please do not submit the study
question answers for grading.

Taking the Final Exam:

The Final Exam consists of 25 essay questions. Each answer is worth 4 points.
Please limit your answers to 25 words or less.

Be sure to neatly print all the information requested on the first page of
your answer sheet(s). Include your name, and email address. After the final
exam is graded by a Hermetician your graded exam will be returned to you
along with your Award Manuscript. This is an open book examination.

Time Limits:

There are no time limits. The Light of Egypt suggests that you pass no more
than one exam per month.

Suggestions:

Some of our students have brought to our attention that they like to 3 hole
punch their courses, along with the study questions and final exams, and
keep them in a notebook for easy reference.
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Forword

R
ELIGION should give instructions in optimum living. Optimum liv-

ing embraces more than a few hilarious days, a few enjoyable weeks,
or a few years of health and material prosperity which are followed

by a long period of illness and misery. Optimum living gets the best out of life
relative to its entire span. Considering the tremendous accumulation of sci-
entific evidence that life persists after the dissolution of the physical, religion
must embrace both life on earth and life beyond the tomb.

For living to best advantage after life on earth is done, man must know as
much as possible about the innerplane realm, about its energies and proper-
ties. And, it is becoming increasingly evident that for him to live to best ad-
vantage while still in the physical form, he must know as much as possible
about these innerplane energies.

University scientists have demonstrated extrasensory perception. Man’s
soul often acquires information, usually unknown to himself, upon which he
acts successfully to adapt himself to future conditions he could not have per-
ceived through his reason and physical senses. This extrasensory perception,
through which all information must be acquired after he loses his physical
body, is equally valuable during and after physical life.

University scientists have also demonstrated psychokinesis. As man will
have no physical muscles, and as objects of the innerplane do not respond to
gravitation or physical pressure of any kind; after leaving the physical, to
move or build anything, or to go anywhere, man must exercise psychokine-
sis. While still on earth he often is able to bring psychokinesis into play to
heal the sick and amazingly demonstrate other desirable physical conditions.
Because of this, the use of psychokinesis on earth is equally as valuable as its
use after earthly life is done.

On the innerplane there is no air, no moisture and no molecular vibra-
tions which constitute heat. Thus after he leaves the physical he is not influ-
enced by physical weather. He is markedly influenced by astrological vibra-
tions, which constitute the innerplane weather. Though he may not be aware
of it while on earth, the innerplane weather has as much or more influence
over his life as the outerplane weather. Therefore, knowledge of how to fore-
cast these astrological conditions and what precautionary actions should be
taken relative to them, is equally important to man in the afterearth life as it is
while he still occupies a physical form.

It seems inevitable that the Religion of the Stars shall become the world
religion of the future because it includes all significant demonstrated facts of
both the outerplane and the innerplane, Not that these are as yet all known,
or that we expect a day to come when all of them will be known. But as fast as
they are discovered and properly verified, if they are sufficiently important
facts, they will be integrated into The Religion of the Stars.

Mankind is becoming too well educated to be guided either in religion or
in its political views by blind belief in propaganda. More and more it is de-
manding demonstrated facts from those who advocate some economic or
political system. And in due time it will demand demonstrated facts on which
to base its religion. In 210 Brotherhood of Light lessons the writer has striven
to set forth as many of such significant outerplane and innerplane facts, and
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the logical inferences to be derived from them, as possible.
The writer believes The Religion of the Stars will be the world religion of

the future not merely from the facts and logical inferences presented in these
210 lessons, but because these facts will be supplemented by additional facts
as fast as they are discovered and verified. The Religion of the Stars is not a
static religion. It will progress as fast as there is progress in demonstrable
knowledge.

This writer is not so foolish to believe that what has already been pub-
lished in the 210 Brotherhood of Light lessons is the last word, or that no
errors have been made in them, or that new demonstrated facts may not make
necessary some revision of the ideas there presented. He all too well remem-
bers that when he went to college, the atom of each of the many chemical
elements was indivisible, unchangeable and indestructible. Einstein had not
yet published his Theory of Relativity. And four things, which since his youth
have so greatly changed civilization, as yet had no existence: automobiles,
airplanes, the cinema and the radio.

While he is still on this earth he will do all in his power to acquire new
significant facts and revise The Brotherhood of Light lessons to include them.
When he has passed to the next plane, undoubtedly new significant facts will
be discovered that should be included in The Religion of the Stars. However,
as orthodoxy will certainly try to get sufficient control to slant them into con-
formity with orthodox opinion, he believes the Brotherhood of Light lessons
as he leaves them should remain unchanged.

It would be unethical for someone to insert opinions or discoveries in
these lessons and not take both the credit and the blame for them. The writer
does not want the credit for the ideas or the errors of some other person. He
asks that the printed pages of each lesson be left as he has last revised it.

However, in reprinting, it is easy to increase any lesson to 36 or 40 or any
multiple of four pages. He suggests, therefore, that any errors he has made,
or new discoveries, or logical opinions derived from these discoveries, be set
forth and elaborated in an appendix following the 32 pages of the lesson which
it is thought should be thus amended. Before this is done, the writer of the
appendix should submit what he has thus written to Light of Egypt and se-
cure their approval. And his name should appear in the appendix as the au-
thor of such commentary.

The author of the 210 Brotherhood of Light lessons desires that they be
permanently retained as the Stellarian Beliefs as he has written them up to
the date of his physical demise, and that subsequent amendments should be
credited to the persons who make them.

C.C. Zain (Elbert Benjamine)
August, 1951
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Course 18

Imponderable
Forces

How to Act Under Adverse
Progressed Aspects

Chapter 1

B
Y imponderable forces I refer to all those energies recognized by occult
science which as yet have not been investigated by the leading authori-
ties of material science. The objects of our environment, for instance, ra-

diate an energy which has an influence upon our lives. The thoughts of living
people impinge upon our consciousness. Under certain circumstances those
who have passed to the next life can contact us. Aside from their thoughts,
the actions of people have a suggestive force. The press commonly shades the
news it reports in such a manner as to enlist our sympathies with its views.
Religious and other rituals come to our attention. Astrological energies stimu-
late our thoughts and actions. And there is the whole subject of ceremonial
magic. All these influences, which though imponderable, may nevertheless
exert an influence upon human life, are embraced by our subject.

Some people would say a belief that any of the things mentioned has an influ-
ence in our lives is pure superstition. Yet my object in here discussing them is,
in as far as possible, to banish superstition.

Superstition, according to Websters New International Dictionary, is,

An excessive reverence for, or fear of, that which is unknown or
mysterious; hence the attitude of mind of a person or persons
whose beliefs are regarded as false and as leading to idle or fool-
ish practices; especially a religious belief regarded as irrational
and misleading.

Now it is true that so long as an effect is observed to be produced by an un-
known force, and so long as something is shrouded in mystery, there is apt to
be excessive reverence and fear. Therefore the best way to remove that exces-
sive reverence and fear is not to deny the effect, which people actually see for
themselves is produced, but to find out just how it is produced.

If the energy actually is inimical to human welfare, or to the welfare of
some individual, denying its existence will not prevent its operation. But
whenever it is fully understood and is no longer wrapped in mystery, a means
can be devised to render it harmless. Thus superstition is not banished by
ignoring a situation. But by a full understanding of a situation it may be shown
harmless and unworthy of fear; or if really inimical, a means can be devised
to counteract it and make it no longer something which excites fear.

Superstition
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So in this Course I shall delve into all sorts of peculiar corners of exist-
ence, and shall even explain the principles of such forbidden things as sor-
cery, necromancy, black magic, and witchcraft. Not to induce fear, but to ban-
ish all fear of them. When they are really understood, they perhaps cannot be
denied, but, because understanding them makes them harmless, at least they
will no longer be reverenced or feared.

People are not superstitious because they believe in these things, but be-
cause they have an irrational dread of them. And even about things that do
not specially excite horror, I find that numerous people are very supersti-
tious; for they greatly exaggerate the influence certain things exert.

The most powerful of all imponderable forces to influence our lives are
our own thoughts. But because in other Courses I have discussed their use
and influence in great detail, here I shall consider them only in so far as may
be necessary to understand the operation of other energies.

Next to our own thoughts in their ability to influence our lives, and there-
fore the first imponderable force here to be considered, I believe astrological
influences are the most powerful. And although there are seven different
Brotherhood of Light Courses devoted to these influences, I find the present
Course would be incomplete without one lesson devoted to their discussion.
Especially is this true because, although they have a very real power, they are
the objects of so much superstition.

The very first contact a person makes with astrology may be through a
birthday reading. Now the zodiacal sign in which the Sun was located at
birth usually impresses its quality upon the individual; but this is a single
one of many positions which must be considered to give even a character
reading. Without looking in an ephemeris for the year, the birthday denotes
only the sign and degree of the zodiac the Sun was in at birth. And while the
aspects made by the transiting planets to the place of the Sun, thus located,
are not without some effect, they certainly are not of sufficient consequence
to form the basis of a reading of what is going to happen to the individual
during the year.

As there are some 1,800,000,000 people in the world, a “horoscope”
based merely upon the month of birth is equally applicable to about
150,000,000 persons. And a “horoscope” for the year based merely upon
the day of the month of birth, such as the printed day by day readings
issued in vast quantities, and the birthday information published in some
of the daily papers, is equally applicable to some 5,000,000 other persons
in the world. One certainly wants something more individualized and
specific as a guide to his endeavors.

In the ephemeris, and in other publications, all the aspects that occur between
the planets for each day are listed. After these aspects are usually to be found
symbols or words denoting whether the aspect, and therefore the day, is good
or bad.

Now I have known people so superstitious—using the word as indicating
an exaggerated fear or reverence—that they will hardly stir out of the house
on any day thus indicated to be unfortunate. Yet we must consider that all the
eighteen-hundred million people in the world are subject to every aspect thus
shown. Surely, all these people do not suffer misfortune on such days, as they
go about their daily occupations.

Exceptionally heavy afflictions thus shown, and exceptionally heavy ben-
efic aspects, it is true, are reflected by world conditions. But even the affairs of

The Daily Aspectarian
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nations, and the current events that are of importance enough to be given
prominent headlines in the daily papers, require more specific information
than can be gained from the aspects as shown in the ephemeris. That is, to
make accurate predictions from day to day as to what events of importance
will happen in a country or city, a horoscope erected for a specific hour and
minute of a given day at a definite longitude and latitude is necessary.

Except for some quite extraordinary aspects, such as occur at intervals of
many years, any specific predictions as to what will happen at any given place
on a given day requires either a cycle chart erected for the place, or the horo-
scope of the place; and it is better to have both.

Because there is a severe affliction to Mars on a given day, as shown in the
ephemeris, it is quite likely that if a census of the world could be taken that it
would show more than the average number of accidents. But if you expect to
verify predictions of this kind by newspaper headlines, you will be disap-
pointed. We have tested out such influences very thoroughly in our research
department. They are so general in character as to produce no results that are
pronounced enough and reliable enough to warrant making predictions. And
if the tendency to accident on such a day is so unreliable as to make predic-
tions unwarranted, it seems to me that to permit such an aspect to deter one
from going about one’s daily affairs is an exhibition of superstition.

However, if you will erect a Mars Cycle chart for the place where you
reside, you will find when Mars moves to a strong aspect to any planet in an
angle in this chart that you can predict events of the nature of Mars as affect-
ing the things indicated by the house of the chart occupied by the aspected
planet, and that this prediction can later be verified. In our weekly evening
Mundane astrology class we make predictions for each day of the week for a
week in advance. And for a score of years such predictions have been fully
verified. And if you will watch the reports in the daily papers on those days
when Mars makes aspects to the planets as they appear in the Mars Cycle
chart, you will perceive that every strong aspect that Mars thus makes is coin-
cident with noticeable fires, accidents and violence.

So if you were to guide your daily affairs by aspects so general in nature
that they affect the world, the country, or even the city where you reside, as a
whole, it would be much better to refer to the aspects in these Cycle charts,
because these aspects are reliable enough in the effect they produce on groups
of people that you may be sure some of the group is going to be influenced in
a very definite way.

I am not trying to disparage the use of the aspectarian in the ephemeris.
Instead, I am pointing out that many people try to make it do something which
is not its true function. They try to make the daily aspectarian do work that is
the specific function of a personal chart.

Now, on the other hand, when you commence some definite venture, or
even take the initiative, such as going to a tradesman for a purchase, or set the
time for an interview; because this is the birth of the thing at hand, so to
speak, the aspects as shown in the ephemeris become important. You can
prove this by erecting the charts for the commencement of a large series of
ventures, and noting how their success or failure compares with the aspects
ruling the ventures in these charts.

In view of actual results that have followed starting ventures when the
planets favored them, as contrasted with the failures shown when ventures
were started under adverse aspects, you are fully warranted in choosing a
time when the planetary positions favor it to start any venture of importance.
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Furthermore, if you will check up on your successes and failures in inter-
views, you will find that it is quite worth while to have the planets, as shown
in the aspectarian, favoring you when you have such an appointment, and
also, when possible, to have the interview fall in a planetary hour favorable
to the issue as you desire it.

If you are compelled to take issue with another, it is to your advantage to
go to him while there is a good aspect applying to Mars. If you would make a
sale, do not overlook the aspects to Jupiter. And if you would buy a bargain,
see to it that Saturn has a strong and favorable aspect on that day. Even these
aspects, however, are quite subordinate to the Major and Minor progressed
aspects in your birth-chart. But they have value enough to warrant you taking
the trouble to notice them. They give the best conditions that are obtainable
under your heavier personal progressed aspects.

But for all things that are already commenced, and in the conduct of the
everyday affairs of life in which no new thing is started and no especial initia-
tive is used, I believe paying much attention to the aspects as they appear in
the daily aspectarian is a waste of time that should be devoted to things more
specific to your own chart. That is, other than in such ways as I have signified,
your attention should be given to the influences that come specifically to you,
rather than such general and vague conditions as are shown in the ephem-
eris. And to have fear merely because the daily ephemeris shows heavy evil
aspects is to exaggerate their importance far beyond what experience shows
to be their real power.

Your own observation will quickly convince you, if you watch the affairs
of others, that some people have very good luck and other people have very
bad luck, in practically every department of life during every day of the year.
But you also probably have discovered that during certain periods all the
“breaks” are in your favor, and that during other periods all the “breaks” are
against you. And there are still other times when success comes almost with-
out effort in one department of your life, yet in spite of all your efforts there is
loss or failure at the same time in some other department.

This is because you are an unique individual, the thought-cells of whose
finer body is acted upon by the rays from the planets in a way different than
they act upon the thought-cells of any other person in the world just at the
same time. How the world is affected by planetary rays can be discerned only
from a world chart. And how any particular individual is acted upon by plan-
etary energies, as a distinct member of a larger group, can be determined
only by comparing a map of his astral body with a map of subsequent plan-
etary positions. That is, to determine how planetary energies will affect one
individual differently than other individuals, we must possess his birth-chart.

To be specific, there are three distinct types of astrological influences op-
erative in every person’s life, each of which is of more importance to him than
the various aspects shown in the aspectarian of the current ephemeris. They
are: 1. Major progressed aspects. 2. Minor progressed aspects. 3. Transit as-
pects. Each of these three as calculated specifically in relation to himself, which
means, in relation to his own timed chart of birth.

Of these three types of influence, I believe that commonly only the major
progressed aspects are of sufficient power to determine whether or not an
individual is warranted in entering upon some important undertaking. Both
minor progressed aspects and transit aspects are sufficiently important to re-
ceive consideration; but the broad outlines of one’s endeavors, I believe, should

Rely on Major
Progressed Aspects
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always be determined by a thorough consideration of the birth-chart in rela-
tion to the major progressed aspects operating at a given time.

I consider that any individual can only live to his maximum when he has
studied his birth-chart sufficiently to know in what departments of life he
may expect difficulties and in what departments he may expect favors; and
then at all times keeps apprised of just what major progressed aspects are
delivering planetary energy to him. With this information at hand, and prop-
erly assimilated, he is in a position to weigh accurately the possibilities of
every apparent opportunity or apparent obstacle that comes to him.

But certainly this does not mean that because he is under adverse
progressed aspects he should cease effort, have fear, or fail to take hold
of ventures that promise success. If the aspects in the birth-chart are har-
monious, he may be able to make a success of a venture in spite of pro-
gressed afflictions.

If a man is a good mountain climber, he may be able to reach the top of the
mountain in spite of a snowstorm. The same snowstorm would probably make
it impossible for a weaker climber to reach the top. If the weaker man knew
he would be caught in a snowstorm, he no doubt would avoid disaster by not
attempting the climb. Yet the stronger man might set out in spite of knowing
he would encounter a snowstorm. But it certainly would be to his advantage,
because it would enable him to prepare for it, to know that he would have to
fight his way through the snow.

Now I submit that neither the stronger nor the weaker man could prevent
the snowstorm arriving on its destined day. Nor can we, no matter how strong,
prevent the arrival of those astral discords shown by inharmonious progressed
aspects. But in either case we can estimate our strength to overcome such a
storm, and whether or not it is wiser to try to push through it, to await a more
favorable time, or to abandon the venture entirely.

Yet when I speak of strength, I speak not of physical courage and mental
ability, but of the harmony and power of the thought-cells of the astral body,
as shown by the birth-chart.

Of this you may be sure, that as the heavier major progressed aspects
form in your chart, some of the things signified by the departments of life
mapped by the houses occupied by the aspecting planets will be brought
prominently into your life. Some of the things thus brought will be optional
with you whether or not you will accept them. Concerning other things, such
as the loss of acquaintances through death, you will have no option.

Of the optional matters—such as whether or not you will go into some busi-
ness, whether or not you will accept some position of importance, whether or
not you will remove your home, marry, take a trip, form a friendship, or what
not—your decision should be guided not merely by the progressed aspects
operative, but by a careful consideration of these in relation to the harmony
or discord shown governing the matter at hand in the birth-chart, and in rela-
tion to past conditioning and present environment.

Just what can, and just what cannot, be done under any given set of pro-
gressed aspects is a subject of Brotherhood of Light Astrological Research,
based upon what people have been able to do, and what people have failed to
accomplish, under different charts and different progressed aspects. I believe
from a careful analysis of the various progressed aspects operative at any
particular time, and of the background and past conditioning and present
environment, in comparison with the possibilities shown in the birth-chart, it

Most Events
Are Optional
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is possible to determine in advance whether an individual can, or cannot,
make a success of a venture then entered into.

Furthermore, such an analysis will indicate how great are the obstacles
that must be overcome, and how severe the opposition. In regard to the im-
portant developments of life, we are perfectly warranted in being guided in
our decisions as to acceptance or rejection, and in our various undertakings,
chiefly by the birth-chart as modified by major progressed aspects. Minor
progressed aspects and transit aspects have quite discernable influence, and
are of great importance as influencing the details within the larger trends
which are indicated by the major progressed aspects.

Even in those things in which choice seems to be curtailed, it is as foolish
to consider astrological influences in terms of compulsion as it is to think of
the weather in terms of compulsion. It is true, of course, that there are things
we can do successfully only when the weather is clear and fine. Yet most of us
find other things that are well worth doing even when the weather is most
inclement.

If you wish to photograph landscape, a rain-storm may make this impos-
sible. But if you knew this rain-storm was approaching, and just when it would
arrive, you would not try to take out-of-door pictures at that time. Instead,
you would have arranged your affairs so that you could take pictures indoors
by artificial light, or you would turn your attention during the stormy weather
to something other than picture taking.

Of course, if instead of a severe storm, you had discerned that the day
would only be somewhat cloudy, you might have prepared to take the pic-
tures anyway. You could have given a longer exposure, and otherwise taken
additional pains. So also if the progressed aspect storm was comparatively
mild you might have put forth the effort to overcome whatever obstacles it
held. But if the storm was severe enough, in spite of all your pains and efforts,
it would have been impossible to get good landscape pictures. And knowing
that such a rain, or astrological progressed aspect, was at hand, you would
not attempt it, but would turn your energies into something you could do
even while it rained.

Now if you will regard the birth-chart as a map of yourself, as an accurate
map of your aptitudes and of your character, and therefore, of your tendency
to attract certain conditions into your life, you will have the right conception
of it.

Then, if you consider every progressed aspect and position as a definite
weather condition—not a general weather condition, but as a weather condi-
tion affecting only specific departments of your particular life—you will have
as clear a picture of their method of influence as can be obtained. They are, of
course, truly astral storms and astral sunshine; but because of the high-veloc-
ity properties of the astral world, they affect you in a way they do not affect
others, and they affect you only through certain departments of life, and not
through other departments.

It may be that you have a crop growing in the field, and the government
weather bureau sends out a frost warning. You cannot prevent the weather
thus turning cold, nor can you prevent a Saturn progressed affliction from
having a chill and depressing affect on conditions. Knowing that such con-
ditions are at hand you may be able to do something to save your crop, to
insure it, or to mitigate the loss. Then again, you may be so situated that
nothing can save this particular crop. Or, speaking of progressed aspects,

Just How to
Regard Major

Progressed Aspects
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you may be already in business in such a way that a severe affliction to
Saturn in your chart by progression is certain to bring you heavy loss in
spite of anything you can do.

But because the weather bureau sends out a warning that it is going to
freeze, that it is going to rain, that it is going to hail, or that it is going to blow
a gale, should cause no person to cringe with fear. Fear gives no help, and
paralyzes effort. Every such weather warning, or astrological warning, pre-
sents a definite problem. That problem is: What is the very best thing to do
under the approaching atmospheric or astral condition? In every such instance
there is always a best solution to the problem. Usually Precautionary Actions
can be taken to ameliorate the difficulty. But even when nothing can be done
to prevent loss, the issue can be met courageously, spiritual values can be
gained from it, and the attention can be turned to something else that offers
better promise.

Because Course 9, Mental Alchemy goes into the details of counteracting
astrological influences through the deliberate use of specifically selected
thoughts, I shall here neglect that phase. But entirely aside from thought-
power to annul the influence of undesirable astrological vibrations, there is
always, in any person’s life at any time, somewhat more sunshine in one de-
partment than in some other department. That is, no matter how terrific the
astrological storm may be, it never strikes all phases of the life with equal
intensity. Under a whole group of adverse progressed aspects the sky may
not be wholly clear in any region but, resulting from the structure of the birth-
chart alone, there is sure to be less storm in one section than in other sections.
And an analysis of the birth-chart and the major progressed aspects will re-
veal this least afflicted area, as well as those where the elements rage fiercest.

Even when it is possible to do so, I do not advise that you should always
avoid the stormy areas. Such departments of your life as are indicated by the
houses in which planets are located that make strong progressed aspects are
sure to come into prominence under these aspects. If the progressed aspect is
favorable, go ahead to the extent warranted by the possibilities of the birth-
chart. And even if the progressed aspect is somewhat adverse, a careful sur-
vey of your birth-chart, and a gauge of the probable force of the affliction,
may convince you that you can win out in spite of the temporary astrological
storm. Or a matter of principle may be involved, causing you to feel that even
though you are sure to be severely battered in the encounter, it is better to
fight and suffer than to sidestep the issue.

The storm warnings which major progressed aspects give should not serve
the purpose of frightening you, or deterring you from undertaking anything
possible to accomplish. But they should, and they do, when correctly under-
stood, indicate the times of approaching sunshine or storm, as affecting each
section of your life. They give you definite information when you will have
difficulties to overcome in each department of life. And by giving you a mea-
sure of the help or hindrances you are quite sure to encounter in each line
during a given period, they enable you to count the probable cost of victory.
By pointing out the cost of victory, and whether it is possible even by paying
the price, your major progressed aspects taken with your birth-chart, give
you a weather map that serves accurately to guide you as to whether any
particular venture is worth while.

Furthermore, if you decide effort in one field is useless, or that to accom-
plish some particular thing will cost too much in energy expended, this astro-
weather map also indicates to you in what departments, at any given time,
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there is most sunshine and least storm, and therefore, about what measure of
success may be expected from a given amount of effort in each.

These major progressed aspects may come singly, but more often there
are several operating. Often at the same time there are storm signals where
investment and money matters are concerned there are fair weather signs
over the areas devoted to domestic life, over the areas devoted to social ac-
tivities, or over the areas devoted to building up the health and vitality. When
such is the case, in so far as practicable, if you will turn your attention more to
these latter departments your gains will be more satisfactory.

When several major progressed aspects are thus present at the same time
it is quite possible that each will work out very largely in its own terms. If one
is decidedly discordant, some unfortunate event may be attracted bearing the
characteristics of these planets and affecting the department of life ruled by
one of these planets. And if another major progressed aspect is quite harmo-
nious, some other event may occur almost at the same time which is decid-
edly fortunate, bearing the characteristics of its planets and affecting the de-
partment of life ruled by one of these planets. Thus an individual may have
an accident on a journey at the very time he acquires a large estate through
inheritance. In such instances RALLYING FORCES have very little influence.

But it is more common than otherwise for the individual to react so strongly
in his thinking and feeling to some one of the progressed aspects present,
usually the most powerful one, that his nervous system keeps tuned to its
frequencies. And the nervous system, through the electrical currents flowing
over it is tuned, by the thoughts and emotion to pick up, radio fashion, the
type of planetary energy, including its harmony or discord, corresponding to
these thoughts and feelings. The nerve currents thus serve as conductors to
the terminals of all the aspects. If, as is common, the nervous system through
the thoughts and feelings engendered, keeps tuned to the energies of the domi-
nant progressed aspect, these find their way, through the short circuit thus
provided by the electrical energies, not only to the thought-cells mapped at
the terminals of this aspect, but also to the terminals of other aspects, includ-
ing all the other major progressed aspects, which are giving energy to the
thought-cells. And thus the dominant progressed aspect becomes a RALLY-
ING FORCE which influences what happens relative to the departments of
life reached by other progressed aspects.

While RALLYING FORCES made possible by the feelings and thoughts
stimulated by the dominant progressed aspect rather commonly dominate a
period, the individual, by persistently cultivating the thoughts and feelings
characteristic of some weaker progressed aspect which is also operative, can
cause its energies to be the dominant factor of the period. In other words,
RALLYING FORCES often can be used to attract the kind of events desired
rather than the kind that otherwise would have come into the life.

But other than through the short circuit provided by RALLYING FORCES,
which is made possible by the thoughts and feelings, the astral weather influ-
ences the thought-cells, and therefore the life, only in those departments of the
life shown by the houses ruled by the aspecting planets. And whether RALLY-
ING FORCES are present or not, the astral weather influences the life only
through the avenues characteristic of the planets involved in the aspect. These
are the chief avenues through which each of the ten planets affect the life.

SUN: Any progressed aspect of the Sun affects the vitality, the signifi-
cance, and the authority.

MOON: Any progressed aspect of the Moon affects the mental attitude,
the domestic life, and the everyday affairs.
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MERCURY: Any progressed aspect of Mercury affects the mental inter-
ests, the facility or accuracy of expression, and increases the cerebral activity.

VENUS: Any progressed aspect of Venus affects the emotions, the social
relations, and the artistic appreciation.

MARS: Any progressed aspect of Mars brings strife, haste and increased
expenditure of energy.

JUPITER: Any progressed aspect of Jupiter affects the individual through
abundance, increased optimism, and joviality.

SATURN: Any progressed aspect of Saturn brings work, responsibility,
and economy or loss.

URANUS: Any progressed aspect of Uranus affects through something
sudden, through a human agency, and brings change into the life.

NEPTUNE: Any progressed aspect of Neptune increases the imagination,
increases the sensitivity, and attracts schemes.

PLUTO: Any progressed aspect of Pluto affects through groups, through
subtle force, and brings coercion or co-operation.

If there are storm signals from a certain house, unless sunshine is present
from some RALLYING FORCE you may be sure of a storm in that depart-
ment of life. But that does not signify you cannot receive help, even in this
matter, from some other house where there is sunshine. But if you are to get
assistance from this other department of your life to help you weather the
storm in the one department, that help must come through the other depart-
ment; it cannot come through the department where the storm is raging.

Here is a common example of what I mean- A man runs for some political
office at a time when the ruler of his 10th (honor and credit) is afflicted by
major progression. Now all the difficulties shown by this aspect will arrive;
that is, bad weather will set in so far as his honor is concerned. No matter
how bright and shining some other department of life may be by reason of
favorable aspects, the storm shown will strike him in the matter of his honor.

But if, at the same time, his chart shows a fine sunshiny spell where his
11th house is concerned (his friends), he may look for great help from his
friends. Now a friend may lend one an umbrella, a friend may come out in a
boat and rescue one from drowning, or a friend may be of various kinds of
assistance in a storm or deluge. So while the storm rages, as indicated by the
affliction in his house of honor; his friends may be loyal enough, and have
ability enough, to rescue him from what otherwise would be a 10th house
disaster. And many a man has obtained political office when by progression
his 10th was badly afflicted, by at the same time having strong benefic aspects
from the house of friends, or from the house of money. These aspects have not
been to the ruler of the 10th, but he obtained money enough to buy his way, or
his friends were good enough to carry him, through the storm in his 10th.

I do not think that any person, no matter whom he may be, can get the
utmost out of life without the astro-weather map furnished by his birth-chart
and major progressed aspects. If you are discerning, even though you are no
expert in astrology, you quickly come to know just about how hard it is, on
the average, to make satisfactory progress in each field of your interest.

You should have at hand, at all times, a birth-chart, with all the major pro-
gressed aspects that are within one degree of completion marked down at the
side of it; and the date -hen each of these major progressed aspects is com-
pleted; or if past, when it was completed. Just bear in mind that each such
progressed aspect, at all times while within one degree of perfect, tends ei-

What To Do In
An Astral Storm

Your Own
Weather Chart
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ther to sunshine or storm in the department of life ruled by each planet. The
closer the progressed aspect comes to completion, the more violent the storm,
or the more balmy the sunshine, as the case may be.

Do not think, however, that the event indicated by this storm or sunshine
necessarily will arrive exactly on the date when the progressed aspect is com-
plete. It may do so, of course. That is, you may have enough pressure brought
to bear upon you just when the storm rages fiercest that you then go out into
it. Or it may be that the sunshine is so alluring when strongest that you are
impelled right then to take advantage of it. But, on the other hand, while the
aspect is within one degree of perfect, yet not complete, or even past comple-
tion, there may be minor progressed aspects, or even strong transits, that in
combination with the influence of physical environment cause you to move
into such sunshine or storm as is signified by the heavier progressed aspect.

Yet you should get this clear in your mind: that even when you feel no
effect of such astro-weather conditions, if the major progressed aspect is within
one degree of perfect, the storm is there, or the sunshine is there, which it
indicates. Your not being affected by it is due to your remaining within an
appropriate shelter. That is, you have refused to become active within the
departments of life affected by the progressed aspect.

And right here Minor progressed aspects, and to a less extent Transits, come
in. For during a storm in a certain department of life, a Minor progressed
aspect or even a strong Transit aspect may come along from one of the planets
involved in the storm. If the Minor progressed aspect or Transit aspect is also
stormy, it indicates a gust added to the strength of the general storm for a few
days, which added violence may precipitate the condition threatened by the
storm. But if the Minor progressed aspect or Transit aspect is itself sunshiny
in nature, it indicates that within the storm there is a glimpse of fine weather.
And because of this illusory promise of fair weather you may be lured into
the storm Yet the storm as a whole may be so strong that the little bright spot
in it has no power to afford shelter.

Thus while a major progressed aspect affecting a certain department of
life is operating strongly, any minor progressed aspect or transit aspect also
directly affecting that department of life is likely to indicate the time of its
most pronounced effect. Under such astro-weather conditions, when action
becomes necessary, it is better to avoid even the good minor progressed as-
pects and transit aspects of the planets causing the more general storm. In-
stead, action should be taken under whatever indirect shelter can be found in
the sunshiny minor progressed aspects and transit aspects of planets not di-
rectly involved in the storm.

I have seen people, and so have you, who dash madly to cover if even a gentle
spring shower comes up. Just a pleasant breeze is sufficient excuse for them
to neglect their daily duties. And there are astrological students who are fright-
ened over any little discord that shows up in the progressed aspects of their
chart. Neither of these groups gets very far in life. They lack the very essence
of success, which is discretion and courage.

Let me implore you not to scan your chart to find something to fear. If a
government weather map gives you a nervous chill when it shows a little bad
weather ahead, it is better for you not to see such a map. Our desire to know
what kind of physical weather will be at hand on a certain day is not so we
can run like a whipped cur if we perceive it is to be cloudy. It is so we can go

Minor Progressed
Aspects and Transits

Timid People
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about the necessary duties of life in greater comfort and with greater effi-
ciency than we otherwise could. If it is necessary for us to go to the office, we
go in spite of impending rain; but we take along an umbrella or a raincoat to
use when we are on the way home.

A chart showing there will be a late frost does not prevent us from
planting our crop; it just enables us to delay planting until the indicated
frost has passed.

So, with a map of the major progressed aspects for your chart before you,
try to realize that every discordant progressed aspect signifies stormy weather
in the departments of your life it influences; and every harmonious progressed
aspect signifies fine, clear weather in the departments of your life it influ-
ences. Such weather obtains all the time the aspect is within one degree of
perfect, but grows in intensity up to the time the aspect is complete, then
gradually diminishes. From this, together with the birth-chart, try to form a
clear image in your mind just how strong the storms, or the fair conditions,
are as affecting each of your affairs.

Then, with this information before you, plan your life accordingly. Do not
be afraid of storms; getting a little wet may be good for you in the long run.
Going out in the wind once in a while may wake you up. But, at least, know
where and when the storms are, and where and when is the clear fine weather.
And then adjust your life by the aid of this information. As a trader uses the
market quotations to guide his buying and selling, use the knowledge of your
major progressed aspects as the chief guide to all your activities.

I am not advising you completely to ignore transits and minor progressed
aspects. Look upon the transits of the slowly moving planets through the
houses of your chart, not as storms and spells of brightness, but as seasons
that are unusually hot, unusually cold, unusually wet, or unusually windy.
The transits of the planets through the houses do not give rise to storms and
sunshine governing the departments of life so affected. They give seasons of
a certain type, within which the sunshine and storm indicated by progressed
aspects take place. As seasons of a particular type they deserve consideration.

But the minor progressed aspects and heavier transit aspects, such as the con-
junction of a planet with the degree on the ascendant, or the degree occupied
in the birth-chart by a planet, are not so general. They are little spells, within
the larger storms or fine periods. In themselves they are not strong enough to
produce weather of such permanence as to offer great hindrance or great
help. Yet they do indicate the little flurries of rain, the brief gusts of wind, and
the other temporary weather conditions that often make for the success or
defeat of our day to day or week to week affairs.

You can well afford to watch your heavier minor progressed aspects, and
even some of the heavier transit aspects; for within the more important peri-
ods, and when the astral weather is little affected by major progressed as-
pects, they give you a map of the days, and the weeks, when the astro-weather
will favor or hinder your ventures.

In all those little affairs of life over which you have the power to choose
whether you will do a thing or not, and when you will do it, you will find that
a knowledge of what minor progressed aspects are operative will make your
life far more pleasant and less subject to discomfort and little annoyances.

It is not a disaster to plan an outdoor picnic for a certain day, and to awaken
on that day to find it raining. Nor is it a matter of grave importance that you

House Transits

Less Important Affairs
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go on a visit to relatives just when they have left for other parts, or their
children have just been quarantined for scarlet fever. But such things are awk-
ward and annoying.

Then again, to go for a social evening with friends to find that they have
just had one of their quite infrequent but rather violent family rows, is some-
what disconcerting.

Yet for all such small occasions as I have mentioned, and the score of oth-
ers that readily come to your mind, if you will consult the astro-weather map
of your minor progressed aspects, you will be able to avoid picking the times
when irritations are sure to be in the offing. You can quite easily learn to pick
fair-weather minor progressed aspects for all these little ventures. Of course,
if you ignore minor progressed aspects entirely, yet have a thorough knowl-
edge of your map of major progressed aspects, you will be able to make a
success of your life. You will take the proper time for the big things, and di-
rect your chief energies-wisely. But if you do not also know your minor pro-
gressed aspects. you will have to fight through a lot of disagreeable trifles
that they would enable you completely to avoid.

At all times, regard your birth-chart as of far more consequence than any
other astrological influence. Consider it as a map of your character, your apti-
tudes, and your peculiar susceptibility to certain types of astral storm or as-
tral sunshine.

Next, consider only the major progressed aspects as of sufficient influ-
ence to afford a reliable map to guide you in deciding the really important
issues of your life. Yet every major progressed aspect should be carefully
weighed as to its possibilities and probabilities. Gauge the volume of influ-
ence, the time when it reaches its maximum, and the departments of life which
it may influence, of every major progressed aspect.

But never consider progressed aspects as events in your life. Instead, look
upon them only as astro-weather conditions that either favor you or hinder
you in specific hopes and endeavors. So, weigh each carefully, to determine
how best to act; for while you cannot prevent the weather from being what it
is, you can direct your actions under such weather conditions as obtain.

Look upon the transit of a heavier planet through a house as a season
corresponding in quality to the planet, and as affecting the department of life
ruled by that house.

Make use of minor progressed aspects and even of the stronger transit
aspects; but especially the minor progressed aspects of the Sun. Consider them
merely as little spells of sunshine or little squalls, within the astro-weather
conditions shown by the major progressed aspects.

Keeping in mind that the astro-weather conditions shown by the major
progressed aspects and minor progressed aspects are the most important in-
fluences that bear upon the success of all ventures, when you commence some-
thing of importance, take the initiative in any enterprise, or choose a day for
some special purpose, also consult the aspectarian in the back of the current
ephemeris, and select a time which gives strength and harmony to the planet
ruling the particular venture.

Summary
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LEW AYRES
December 28, 1908, 12:15 a.m. CST. 93:15W. 45N.
Data obtained from him personally by a friend.

1929, first screen success: Mars trine Saturn p.
1930, established as screen actor by his performance in All Quiet on the

Western Front: Mercury inconjunct Jupiter r.
1931, married (divorce later): Mars conjunction Venus r.
1933, married (divorce later): Venus semi-square Mars r.
1940, made screen comeback: Venus opposition Neptune r.
1942, conscientious objector, when drafted asked for non-combatant ser-

vice, which was granted after several months in conscientious objectors’camp:
Venus conjunction Uranus p.

1944, distinguished himself as non-combatant in Medical Corps during
invasion of Philippines: Mars inconjunct Neptune p.
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DAVID LEE NORMAN
December 1, 1891, 12:02 a.m. LMT. 75:10W. 40N.
Data from him personally.

1936, with the January issue, under the pen-name G. R Bay, became man-
aging editor, later also editor, Student Astrologer Magazine. He gained out-
standing writers and built up a large circulation. The periodical contributed
markedly to the spread of astrology, but financial difficulties arose. Venus
was still sesqui-square Neptune and Pluto when he made the deal, and was
square Mars p when the difficulty arose.

1937, leaving Student Astrologer he helped promote and became the edi-
tor of International Astrology Magazine, which had a run of about 200,000
copies each issue (128 pages a copy). A good magazine, starting with Febru-
ary, 1937, it ran nine issues and then failed financially: Sun square Mars r.
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Course 18

Imponderable
Forces

Sympathies and Antipathies

Chapter 2

I
SUPPOSE that no one will be so hardy as to deny that a given environ-
ment affects different people in markedly different ways. DI Most of us
know those who become chilled and so devitalized that their lips begin

to turn blue after a few hours on the seashore. And we know other people
who find no better tonic than the cold salt sea wind. Those who suffer asthma
here along the coast are advised to move to the high, dry desert of Arizona,
and those of the desert region suffering from the same complaint frequently
get relief by a journey to the coast. A Colorado rheumatism, likewise, some-
times disappears when the patient gets to sea level, and a sea level rheuma-
tism sometimes vanishes in the high mountains of Colorado. People are dif-
ferent in the makeup of their astral bodies, and consequently do not offer the
same response to identical external conditions.

Many of your own responses to conditions are so easily noted that they
require no more than mention. You know it if wearing a wool garment next
the skin causes the appearance of a rash, and you probably have learned, long
before now, that certain articles of diet that other people eat with impunity,
do not agree with you. But there are numerous other subtle surrounding con-
ditions that are well worth some attention.

And of quite as much importance as knowing that they should be given
some attention, is to determine just how much attention their importance
warrants. To burden ourselves needlessly with a multitude of observances is
so to expend our energies upon unessentials that we have none left with which
to meet the real and vital issues of life.

The most important of all imponderable forces to influence our lives are
our own thoughts. But because in other courses I have discussed their use
and influence in great detail, here I shall consider only their employment to
recondition discordant thought-cells. Next to our own thoughts as having
great power to influence us I consider astrological forces. As third in power to
affect our lives I should place the thoughts of other people, our acquaintances
and immediate associates in particular. Fourth in importance, I believe, are
the objects, animate and inanimate, of our environment. And finally, as the
fifth, and under ordinary circumstances the least important power in most
person’s lives, are to be considered entities and intelligences of the astral world.

This means, in its practical application, that the person with a limited amount
of energy to devote to such things should use about one-half of it learning

Relative Importance of
Imponderable Forces
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intelligently to direct his own thoughts. If he neglects this, the aid he gets
from other imponderable forces will be correspondingly small; but if he gives
time in full measure to cultivating proper mental attitudes, the aid he gets
from other imponderable forces will be very great.

Of the energy at his command to devote to occult pursuits, he will do well
to devote about one-fourth of the total to learning about himself astrologi-
cally. One-eighth of the total can advantageously be devoted to a consider-
ation of other people’s thoughts as influencing agents. Ordinarily he is war-
ranted in devoting perhaps but one-sixteenth of the energy set aside for oc-
cult pursuits in reference to selecting suitable objects, or situations, for his
environment. And there is then left to him, of the total devoted to occult pur-
suits, another one-sixteenth which he can use in the study of, and adjust-
ments to, all other imponderable forces, including the spirits of the dead, and
various denizens of the astral world.

Now I am well aware that this ratio of 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/16 is quite arbi-
trary, and certainly would not be applicable in all instances. But it seems to
me better to have even such an arbitrary scale, open as it is to controversy,
than to have no gauge at all. New thought enthusiasts and metaphysicians
will deem that 1/2 is far too small a portion to allow for the development of
proper thinking. The astrological fan will be sure that astrology should re-
ceive even more attention than thought. And the spiritualist will feel slighted
to note that the influences from the next life are allocated an importance in
our everyday affairs that warrants only 1/16 of our energy spent in occult
pursuits being devoted to understanding and using them.

I shall find no fault with anyone who thinks I have underrated or over-
rated the importance of some particular type of imponderable force. But hu-
man time and energy are limited, and there is great need of some standard of
values, so that they will not, in ignorance, be frittered away. As a practical
occultist, interested in all imponderable forces, and somewhat familiar with
the various types, I have attempted to give a ratio based upon my experience
of the relative importance of each in the average run of people’s lives.

Some may be surprised that I advocate so much energy spent in learn-
ing about thoughts and emotions and in directing them. But the object of
the study of imponderable forces is to learn how to take advantage of such
of them as coincide with our ambitions, and how to escape the obstructing
influence of those which oppose us. In some few instances this object can be
attained through knowledge alone. But mostly, in spite of mere knowledge
of their existence and just what they are doing, imponderable forces reach
and influence us.

To prevent them reaching us we must be able to tune in on some other
wave-frequency; and we can only do this through properly directed thoughts
and emotions. And there are others, such as astrological forces, which, due
to responsive thought-cells within our finer body, we cannot tune off and
break the connection. They reach us, wherever we are, and in spite of our-
selves. Yet even so, we can prevent them, in large measure, from influenc-
ing us in adverse ways. We can do this in a minor extent through intelligent
control of our environment. But really to control them and make them serve
our purpose, we must be able to change the desires of the thought-cells they
reach so that these will use the energies thus acquired in activities which
are beneficial. This we can do only by cultivating proper mental and emo-
tional attitudes.

Even where planetary influences are concerned, while not being able com-
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pletely to tune off the energies from birth-chart or major progressed aspects,
we can tune the nervous system, through intense feeling of a selected type to
pick up, radio fashion, other more harmonious planetary energies in great
volume; and these will then be fed to all the thought-cells reached by any
major progressed aspect then operative. Even as Rallying Forces not con-
sciously selected often change the desires of the thought-cells and cause them
to bring events into the life of a fortune or misfortune not indicated by the
progressed aspect directly reaching them, so Rallying Forces also can be de-
liberately utilized to change thought-cell desires, and the consequent event
attracted, in the direction selected.

But in addition to tuning in on some more harmonious energy, the desires
of the thought-cells may also be altered in the direction selected through ei-
ther Conversion or the use of a proper Mental Antidote.

As the feeling of pleasure or pain at the time these thought-cells were
formed is entirely responsible for their desires before they are given unusual
activity through the energy fed into them by a progressed aspect or by the
character vibrations of an object or some other person’s thoughts, their de-
sires can be altered in the direction of harmony by adding pleasant feeling
energy to them in as much intensity and volume as possible. This process
does not add thought-elements of a different planetary family to the thought-
cells, but it does rearrange in a more harmonious compound the thought-
elements of which they already are composed.

Rallying Forces change the desires of the thought cells by delivering to
them energies of a selected type. Conversion changes the desires of the
thought-cells by a rearrangement of the thought-elements in the compound
of which they are formed. A third way of changing thought-cell desires is
through the use of Mental Antidotes.

When the two planets which are mental antidotes do not heavily afflict
each other in the chart of birth, it is usually easier to substitute thoughts and
feelings ruled by the antidote planet, than merely to think constructive
thoughts and have constructive feelings ruled by the planet whose thought-
cells are to be made more harmonious. When thinking and experiences of the
nature of the antidote are substituted for the old type of habitual thinking
and feeling, there is apt to be less resistance to developing pleasant thoughts.
If Mars is heavily afflicted at birth, for instance, it may be difficult to think of
the departments of life it rules in terms of initiative and constructive endeavor
without at the same time thinking of the irritation, anger and antagonism
which has been experienced in the past relative to the events and conditions
of these departments of life. It may be easier, in reconditioning the Mars
thought-cells more harmoniously, to substitute for belligerent and destruc-
tive thoughts their mental antidote, constructive thoughts and feelings about
domestic life and assisting the weak and helpless, ruled by the Moon.

Unseen energies ruled by the Sun need no mental antidote, and any con-
structive thoughts of the other planetary families added to Sun thought-cells
are beneficial to them.

Constructive thoughts ruled by the Moon or Pluto are the mental antidote
for Mars energies, and constructive Mars thoughts are the mental antidote
for Moon or Pluto energies.

Constructive thoughts ruled by Jupiter are the mental antidote for Mer-
cury or Uranus energies, and constructive Mercury thoughts are the mental
antidote for Jupiter energies.

Constructive thoughts ruled by Venus or Neptune are the mental anti-
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dote for Saturn energies, and constructive Saturn thoughts are the mental
antidote for Venus or Neptune energies.

In applying mental antidotes, only the constructive thoughts and feelings
of the antidote should be used. They should be substituted for thoughts which
arise belonging to the planetary family of the thought-cells to be recondi-
tioned, and used whenever there is close association with the thoughts of
others, or with an environment, belonging to this planetary family, and when-
ever there is a progressed aspect involving the indicated planet.

The most important factor in employing either conversion or mental anti-
dotes is to give the thoughts substituted for those undesirable as high a har-
monious emotional content as possible. And at first to make them thus highly
pleasurable it may be necessary to associate them with as many other pleas-
ant desires as possible. Thus at first artificially conditioned by association, in
not too long a time these new thoughts will develop a highly pleasant content
of their own.

I place so much stress upon the cultivation of thoughts and emotions be-
cause they are the most effective agents for the control of all the other types of
imponderable forces.

Let us understand that a thought radiates from the thinker’s mind, and that
a given thought has a definite vibratory rate. The nature of the thought de-
termines its rate. Thought-vibrations may sound either on a higher or a lower
decave (an interval of ten), just as a tone may be sounded on a higher or a
lower octave (an interval of eight). Did we but perceive the thoughts of any
individual as completely as we hear the tones of his voice, the vibratory
rates of the thoughts could be charted with the aid of a staff similar to that
used in the notation of music. Each distinct thought has its own vibratory-
tone within the decave; but those of the next decave just above the staff,
because of a responsiveness somewhat similar to overtone effects in music,
up to and including note 22, have individual qualities that are repeated in
still higher decaves.

This is not the place to enter into a technical discussion of how the lower
decaves of thought are repeated in higher decaves, so that the same key can
be sounded on upper or on lower frequency-levels. But it will assist in under-
standing imponderable forces if you realize that a train of thoughts is just so
many thought-tones.

If we could discern them properly we could set them down on a piece of
paper, and the chart so formed would look not so dissimilar to a musical
composition. Each separate thought would have its own place on, or above,
the staff, and it would be related to other thoughts that came before and that
followed after, according to sequence.

Such a train of thoughts, if it were clear cut, would have its own dominant
key. We might designate this key after the name of the thought-note corre-
sponding to it. If the thought-train, or composition, revolves about accoun-
tancy, we know its key is 1, corresponding to the planet Mercury. If the thought-
train revolves about war and strife, we know its key is 16, corresponding to
the planet Mars. If the dominant note is despondency and discouragement,
we know the key is 15, corresponding to Saturn. If hope and faith are the
controlling elements, we know the key is 17, corresponding to the zodiacal
sign Gemini.

Some day, I believe, an apparatus will be constructed delicate enough to
record thought-waves. With such a device it will be possible to tabulate the

Charting Our Thoughts
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vibratory frequency of each thought as it is radiated from the thinker’s mind.
But at the present time there is no such machine. Consequently, to chart the
tones of a complex series of thoughts so that each shall occupy its proper
place in a charted thought-composition is as yet beyond us. But at least we
can, through a quick analysis of the feeling and desires associated with it,
determine the key of any clear cut thought composition of our own.

Other people about us also are having thoughts and these thoughts often
are radiated to us. And because we devote attention to our own thoughts, and
to the thoughts of others, as imponderable forces capable of influencing us,
the question next arises as to which are the more important and deserving of
attention and energy. In many connections this same problem will arise. And
while there are unusual circumstances that alter this, and while there are
plenty of exceptions to it, under normal circumstances the thoughts of the
individual about himself are far more powerful in affecting his life than those
coming to him from without. Even the thoughts of others more frequently
influence him markedly through causing him to change his own thoughts
and opinions than through those more direct alterations of his finer body that
thought-impacts tend, undoubtedly to produce.

We all entertain ideas about ourselves. We all habitually entertain cer-
tain types of thought, and habitually experience certain kinds of emotional
states. At the same time our associates may hold quite different opinions,
and more or less constantly bombard us with the emotional quality they
feel thus thinking of us. But unless we are unduly negative, their influence
thus exerted is far less important in molding our destiny than what we our-
selves think and feel.

Of the thoughts with which we are associated, abstractions, such as names
and numbers, are the least apt to arouse emotions in those thinking them.
Their effect, therefore, upon the individual with whom associated is more
often than not entirely determined by their own essential vibratory rate, un-
influenced by incidental polarities.

Thoughts which are less abstract usually have added to them the feeling
of pleasure or pain that arises from past experience with similar objects or
situations. And some people who think of a person by name, also may expe-
rience a feeling of attraction or of dislike due to previous encounters with the
person to whom the name belongs. This is due to the incidental association of
the name, and not to its own vibratory rate. But perhaps the majority who
think of the same name will feel no emotional response whatever.

This incidental polarity of a thought, the feeling of pleasure or pain asso-
ciated with it, determines the manner in which it unites into combination
with other thought elements within the finer form. But it does not change the
essential key of the thought. The key, or essential vibratory rate of the thought,
determines what group of thought-cells within the finer body will be given
greater activity by the thought, and therefore what type of external condi-
tions will be attracted.

When people think of us by a name, whether that name is spoken, whether it
is a matter of reading our signature at the bottom of a letter, or merely that
our name flashes into their minds, they usually, at least vaguely, visualize us.
Or if they do not know what we look like, the reading of a letter from us
serves the similar purpose of focusing their minds so that their thoughts travel
directly to us. While speaking or reading our name, they think about us, ei-
ther clearly or vaguely, and the vibratory rate of the name is radiated from

Vibratory Influence
of a Name
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their minds to our own. Thus we receive a thought-wave, coming directly,
because at the moment their minds are trained on us. And whatever the vi-
bratory rate of the name thus wafted in our direction, the impact of it stirs up
within our finer body those thought-cells having a similar vibratory key.

But of even more importance than the name others know us by, is the
name by which we think of ourselves. Under ordinary circumstances the
thought-treatments we give ourselves, although we may never have consid-
ered them thought-treatments, are more important than any thought-treat-
ments from others. Therefore, the name by which we think of ourselves is
usually more important than the name used for us by someone else. And
while some may consistently think of themselves by the designation applied
to them by familiar associates, one who is called upon to sign his name to
letters, checks, and such papers, frequently tends to acquire the habit of think-
ing of himself by this signature. And those who read this signature, at the
time they read it certainly think of him by this name. Under such circum-
stances it would seem, then, that the name as thus signed probably would be
more powerful as influencing him than any other designation. It would be
more powerful because more thought energy of the vibratory rate of this par-
ticular signature would reach him than that of the rate of any other name.

Yet other names also would have some effect. If he is a boy going to
school and his schoolmates always call him Dan, and perhaps few ever think
of the balance of his name, and some who call him Dan do not even know
all his name, he is bombarded, by the thoughts of these schoolmates, with
the vibratory rate of Dan, which happens to be 19, corresponding to the
zodiacal sign Leo.

But his mother may always think of him as Danny. Thus she gives him
another vibratory rate. And his father may call him, and consider him only as
Daniel. This gives him still another rate to absorb or contend with. Yet, be-
cause the people who think of him by these different names are not equal in
the power with which they project their thoughts, nor do they think of him
with equal frequency, these names have different importances as influences
in his life. Nor do I think the name with which he was christened has much
influence over him, unless he continues to use it and be known by it.

Nicknames, pen-names and such other designations as we may be known
by have a certain amount of influence. How much influence can be approxi-
mated by an estimate of how often each is used and whom the people are who
think them. But how much energy we are warranted in spending getting oth-
ers to call us by a name that is keyed to the vibration that within ourselves we
know to be harmoniously organized and attractive to the things we want, is an
open question. I do believe, however, that it is well worth whatever trouble is
involved to select a signature, which usually can be done by using initials for
the middle name or making some slight alteration in the given name, that has a
key-vibration corresponding to fortunate influences in the life.

This opens the whole subject of sympathies and antipathies. And much
confusion may readily arise in connection with this subject unless we care-
fully distinguish between vibratory affinity and our own likes, and between
the sympathetic vibration of some external energy toward some particular
group of thought-cells within ourselves, and the vibration of that energy as
affecting our welfare.

We will come back to names and numbers; but to make this matter clear, for
the moment let us consider birth-stones. A birth-stone, according to the preva-

Birth-Stones
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lent opinion is a stone or gem ruled by the same zodiacal sign occupied by the
Sun in the birth-chart. Wearing such a gem, because it has the same vibratory
rate as the sun-sign, has considerable influence. A live gem has a rather po-
tent vibratory rate, and because of the law of affinity, it vibrates in sympathy
with the thought-cells in our astral body ruled by the same zodiacal sign.
That is, wearing a birth-stone adds activity to the section of our astral body in
which the Sun was located at our birth.

Let us suppose now that a birth-chart has the Sun in the 2nd house. The
2nd house rules money, and the chief influence of increasing the energy of
the thought-cells in the astral body ruled by the sign in which the Sun is lo-
cated, in this case, is upon finances. Furthermore, whether by associating with
a name, a number, animate object, inanimate object, human acquaintance, or
thoughts, the activity of the sun-sign is accentuated and increased; by just so
much as it is thus accentuated does it increase the power of the money thought-
cells in the life. It does so because the astral radiations of the birth-stone or
other object or a thought ruled by the birth-sign adds energy to, and increases
the activity of, the thought-cells in the finer form whose desires relate to money.

It will be seen, therefore, that the common idea of birth-stones is really founded
upon the law of affinity. Yet the most important factor has so far been omitted
from consideration. That factor is whether or not increasing the sun-sign vi-
bration will benefit or injure the particular individual.

Suppose, for instance, in the birth-chart both Mars and Saturn are in the
same sign with the Sun, and not only conjunction the Sun, but all are square
Uranus. To accentuate the thought-cells in the astral body occupied by the
Sun means also to accentuate Saturn thought-cells and Mars thought-cells,
and to bring out the influence of the conjunction and the discord of the aspect
from Uranus. For if you accentuate in the astral body the vibration of a sign,
you at the same time accentuate the activity of all the thought-cells mapped
by the sign; even as when you agitate a certain pool of water you at the same
time agitate every boat or stick floating on its surface.

In this case the money section of the astral body would be given much
added activity; but that activity would all be discordant. Increasing the ac-
tivity of its thought-cells would attract the loss of money. In fact, in this
case, the birth-stone, or friends, thoughts, names, numbers, locations, or
any other things that would increase the activity of the thought-cells ruled
by the birth-sign would be the very worst possible vibratory influence that
could be selected.

But suppose, in this same birth-chart, the Moon made a trine aspect to
the Sun, Mars and Saturn, and was unafflicted. Because there is a harmoni-
ous aerial leading from it to the section of the astral body that influences
money, the vibratory rate of the Moon, then, becomes the best influence in
the life for money.

Its energy can be increased in either of two ways: If there are no afflicted
planets in the sign it occupies, and if the ruler of this sign is not heavily af-
flicted, the energy of the Moon vibration may be increased by a gem, thoughts,
friends, names, numbers, etc., ruled by this sign. Whatever increases the
thought-cell activity of the sign, however, increases the thought-cell activity
mapped by every planet in the sign; and also, to a lesser degree, increases the
influence of the planet ruling the sign. But increasing the activity of that part
of the astral body ruled by the sign does not change the harmony or discord
of the thought-cells located there. It merely gives whatever thought-cells are

The Important Factor
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there located additional power to attract things and events of a correspond-
ing quality into the life.

Consequently, in this case, if there are other and afflicted planets in the
sign occupied by the Moon, it is better to wear a Moonstone, and to associate
with other things directly ruled by the Moon than with the things ruled by
the sign occupied by the Moon.

Usually there is felt quite a strong attraction toward gems, people, loca-
tions, etc., ruled by the sign rising in the birth-chart. This also is a matter of
affinity. We have certain thought-cells quite active, and when we contact other
things with the same vibratory rate we experience a distinct, and often quite
pleasant response. But whether or not the association with things ruled by
the rising sign will prove beneficial depends entirely upon whether planets
in this sign, and the ruler of this sign, in the birth-chart, are harmonious or
discordant. If there is a severe affliction in the first house of the birth-chart, it
is best to associate as little as possible with the things ruled by that sign.

The point I am trying to make here is that all twelve departments of life,
which embrace every kind of endeavor and activity, correspond to the sec-
tions of the astral body mapped by the positions of the zodiacal signs on the
mundane houses of the birth-chart. Therefore, the thought-cells of any par-
ticular department of life can be given added activity by associating with the
things ruled by the sign corresponding to them in the birth-chart, or by asso-
ciating with the things governed by the planets in the appropriate house of
the chart. But whether this added activity of the thought-cells will prove ben-
eficial or not is determined by the harmony or discord of such sign and plan-
ets in the birth-chart.

However, in any birth-chart it is possible to select some influence that is
more favorable to any department of life, and some influence that is more
adverse to such department of life. Consequently, no matter in what direction
one desires to have more success, it is possible to increase that success by
proper vibratory association.

But any such selection must be made with a view to individual require-
ments, and not because in a general way certain things are lucky and other
things are unlucky. And not simply because the individual happens to like
some association very much. We can say that strawberries are very good food.
Yet if some persons eat strawberries they break out with hives. Yet these people
that break out in hives when they eat strawberries are sure to like them quite
as much as other people do who suffer no inconveniences from them.

As a matter of observation, people usually like, and almost invariably are
drawn into, activities of the type indicated by the strongest influences in their
charts of birth. This is a valid operation of the law of affinities. The more
active a group of thought-cells is the more power it has, working from the
inner plane, to bring events such as it desires into the life. If the group desires
events which are beneficial to the individual, well and good. But, as is the
case when the group is mapped by a heavily afflicted planet, if the thought-
cells desire and work for events which are inimical to the individual, activi-
ties of the type indicated by them afford special facilities for them to bring
into the life disastrous events. The very people, for instance, who should avoid
danger, often take the keenest delight in wild hazards, and thus early meet a
violent end.

There are things, of course, and people, whose vibrations are of such a
nature that we feel uncomfortable in their presence. These discords are obvi-
ous, and should be avoided. But more people suffer loss through friends,
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acquaintances, and confidence-men whom they really have liked than through
the influence of those toward whom there is a strong magnetic antipathy.

Now coming back to the vibratory influence of abstract ideas, just how much
energy are we warranted expending in the selection of proper numbers? The
number of the house on the street, or the number of the room in an office
building, or the number of a post office box, usually stands out in the mind
quite apart from the name of the street, building, or post office. As commonly
visioned, I believe, the number is the important element of such an address.
And when many people think of this number each day in association with the
person using it, that person receives quite a bombardment of thoughts of the
particular vibratory key of the number. Also, he becomes accustomed to think
of himself as associated with this number. And in this case the number has
quite an appreciable affect on him.

Then when an individual is called by telephone many times a day, those
calling him think of him while calling the number. In our cities it is customary
to have a name as a prefix for the telephone number. If it is a dial telephone,
only the two first letters of the prefix are dialed. Nevertheless, in answering
the call, in listing it in the directory, and usually, I believe, in thinking about it
when giving the call, the prefix in full is considered as a part of the number.
Consequently, in determining the vibratory key of such a telephone number,
the prefix part and the number part should be added together as a single
vibratory unit. And if the person is called over the telephone frequently, this
vibratory rate, so often projected by thought to him has considerable influ-
ence. How it will affect him, of course, depends upon the corresponding
thought-cell harmony or discord in his own astral organization.

But how often do people think of an individual in association with the
license plate number of his car? When I am called upon to write the license
plate number of my car, I usually have to pause a moment to remember it.
When I go into an auto park after the car, even though the park is full of other
cars, I seldom glance at the license plate. I recognize the car as I would a horse
or a cow, by its familiar features. Of course, some people may recognize their
car only by looking at the license plate, and should I be in doubt, I also look
for the number. But ordinarily I do not often think of the number, and there-
fore, in so far as my thinking is concerned, it has little power to influence me.

As to the influence of others thinking this number in connection with me,
I do not think I have half-a dozen friends who remember the license plate
number of my car. And although I see the license plates that approach and
pass me on the road, and those of cars going ahead of me in the same direc-
tion I am going, I do not read these numbers. The common extent of my ob-
servation is to notice when the color of the plate denotes it was issued else-
where, and when this is the case to notice the state in which it was issued.

I am aware there may be others who always read the license plate num-
bers. In so doing they may also think of the occupants of the car, and waft to
them thus the vibration of the number thought about. But I am inclined to
believe that if attention enough is given to the number of a passing car to fix it
in the mind, that the car will be gone before there is any very clear picture
also in the mind of its occupants. Or if attention is given to the occupants, that
the number on the license plate will undergo at best but a faint recognition.

I do not wish to imply that under certain circumstances the number on
the license plate may not be so frequently and clearly associated with the
occupants of the car, or its owner, that it produces a quite discernible affect.

How Important
Are Numbers
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But under ordinary circumstances I am inclined to believe that the influence
thus exerted is rather small.

Yet people will go to unusual extremes sometimes to get a number for
their license plate that vibrates to some particular rate. I grant that it is better
to have a number that is harmonious to one than a number that is discordant.
But to fear to ride in a car because it has a certain license plate number, or to
insist that a garment shall have just a certain lucky number of buttons, is very
close to the excessive fear or reverence which may be termed superstition.

In the attention we pay to imponderable forces we must learn to use dis-
crimination. We must learn to gauge the comparative power of these influ-
ences, so that we may not spend much energy on those which are inconse-
quential. The power of names and numbers resides in the thought energy of
those who think them. Consequently, in gauging their importance, the fre-
quency with which they are thought, the thought-power of the individuals
thinking them, and the directness with which, through association, they are
sent to the individual, all must enter into the calculations.

But in our contacts with people, we have both the characteristic vibration of
the individual and the thought attitude toward us to consider. That is, like
localities, plants, gems and domestic pets, people have a vibratory key note.
And in addition they have within their astral forms various thought-cell groups
which radiate characteristic energy strongly. Furthermore, people think, and
the thoughts they radiate each has its own vibratory rate. Unlike a name or a
number, the thought radiation of a person is capable of quickly changing from
one rate to another.

Thus a person whose astral organization is quite harmoniously attuned
to our own, and from whom commonly only such radiations are received as
are highly beneficial, might for some cause become highly critical of our con-
duct, or even have a strong thought of enmity. And so long as such a thought
was strongly projected against us, we should be bombarded with energies
that would have a destructive effect upon us.

There are limits within which we can select our human companions. Had
we the power to choose it would be better to associate closely only with people
whose strongest vibratory rates were of the same key as harmonious thought-
cells within ourselves. From a vibratory standpoint, how one person will in-
fluence another, and which departments of life will be most affected, can be
learned from a comparison of birth-charts. But the birth-charts of our close
associates are not always accessible; nor even so, is it always possible to choose
whether or not we will associate with some person.

Not infrequently those of the same family are not altogether harmonious,
yet have obligations that do not permit them to live apart. Sometimes, in the
business world, people are compelled to work in the same office or shop with
others toward whom they can feel only something of antipathy. And also,
those who commonly are quite harmonious toward an individual may be
subject to periods during which their thoughts are violently destructive.

We should, of course, choose our associates with considerable care, when-
ever this is practicable. But when such choice is impossible, or can only be
made at too great a sacrifice, we should know how to prevent being unduly
influenced through such contacts. A life of usefulness does not permit us to
be too egocentric. The advancement of society requires the friendly co-opera-
tion of many rather closely associated individuals. To become too sensitive to
the character vibrations, or to the more temporary thought vibrations, of oth-

Character Vibrations
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ers is to suffer; and to withdraw from close co-operative effort is to prove
selfish. Consequently, in the home, in the business, or in more public con-
tacts, it is very desirable to get along with people toward whom no natural
sympathy is felt, without undue friction.

In protecting ourselves from any sort of thought influence, we can do so
very effectively by assuming a cold, unbending, firm attitude of mind, and
resolutely turning the attention to something else of interest. In this manner
we break the connection, and the thought impulse recoils from our astral body
without setting up changes in it. So long as we are in the presence of some
person, object, or even astrological energy, if we were to hold this cold, un-
bending, inflexible attitude toward it, we could deflect its influence. But to
continue in such an attitude would also shut out other energies which are
beneficial.

If we must enter some obnoxious place temporarily, or if we are brought
into contact with some inharmonious object temporarily, we can shut its vi-
bratory influence out, just as on entering a place filled with smoke we can
shut the smoke from our lungs by holding our breath. But holding our breath
has its limit of usefulness, and assuming so chilly an attitude toward our im-
mediate environment is also quite undesirable. People will co-operate with
us only when they feel that we are friendly, and if we are coldly aloof and
reticent they are sure to feel that we are unsympathetic.

But there is another technique that we can apply quite effectively during the
time we must remain in the company of those toward whom there is some
antipathy, in the company of those who for the time being are angry, critical,
fearful, despondent or otherwise radiate destructive thoughts, or while we
remain in any environment, or in the presence of any thing that we have
reason to believe, either from a knowledge of its astrological signature, or
because we sense it, is detrimental to us.

Under such circumstances we are not warranted in severing the vibratory
connection completely. We cannot, for instance, act with cold and calculated
indifference toward our employer. Even though the locality where we are
employed has a vibration inharmonious to us, it may be quite necessary for
us to work in it. If husband or wife periodically flies into a temper, or grows
morose and despondent, it is neither expedient nor good policy usually to go
elsewhere until the storm blows over.

There is, however, a Jupiterian technique that can be used in such situa-
tions. Many a wife and many a husband have learned this technique without
other instructions than the necessity of getting along with the matrimonial
partner. And many a partner and many a subordinate in business have learned,
not only how to get on with the partner or chief, but also how to do so with
least inconvenience to themselves.

This mental attitude, which can be cultivated and held indefinitely with-
out shutting entirely out the character vibrations or the thought vibrations of
others, is neither negative nor submissive. It is rather jovial and cheerful; an
attitude that expresses itself in a smile and in kindness. It refuses, however, to
take any notice whatever of unpleasantness. It refuses to argue or complain.
It looks upon life as good. If others display a nasty disposition, or if the envi-
ronment is discordant, they are tolerated pleasantly and kindly. But no atten-
tion is paid to discord.

This sweetness and pleasantness is not to be just on the surface, it must be
felt. And it must be maintained with some positiveness. The object is so to

Best Technique
For a Disagreeable
Environment
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saturate the astral body with cheerful, kindly, optimistic thought-vibrations
that every thought-vibration reaching it from the outside will be given an
incidental polarity that is harmonious. The basic rate of the vibration received
is not thus changed. A Mars vibration still remains a No. 16 vibration; and a
Saturn vibration still remains a No. 15 vibration. But because the attitude of
the person receiving these vibrations is calmly, cheerfully and radiantly posi-
tive to them, whatever discord they were originally endowed with by the one
who sent them forth, or that they characteristically had, has its incidental
polarity changed as it comes in contact with this pleasing thought-energy
that suffuses the astral form. Therefore, this energy, while it adds to the activ-
ity of certain thought-cells within the astral form, at the same time, through
the Rallying Force induced, increases their harmony and gives them addi-
tional power to attract conditions that are beneficial.

Now the imponderable forces that have some influence over us are of
three distinct categories: 1. Character vibrations; which are the radiations of
people, objects, and energies, due to the organization of their finer bodies. 2.
Astrological vibrations, which reach us directly from the planets and zodia-
cal signs. 3. Thought vibrations.

A person radiates energy of the vibratory quality of the thought-cells al-
ready organized by states of consciousness in his astral form, whether he is
engaged in active thought or not. This is his character vibration. But in addi-
tion to this, if he is thinking intently about some specific thing he is radiating
a thought-vibration of a definite key, which is something separate from his
character vibration.

Mechanical objects, localities, and colors all have character vibrations, but
practically no thought-vibrations. Their affect upon a given individual can be
determined as to kind by noting their astrological rulership, or vibratory key,
and how it stimulates his thought-cells, as pictured by his birth-chart. The
amount and importance of their influence on the individual requires careful
discrimination to determine.

Other things, however, in addition to character-vibrations have thought-
vibrations due to the temporary activity of either their conscious or their un-
conscious minds. Among minerals, gems have the most intense thought-vi-
brations; and these are directed toward benefiting the wearer if the stone feels
the sympathy which is aroused by harmonious thought-cells of its own key
within the astral form of the wearer.

Domestic pets, such as cats, dogs, birds, and even horses have a thought-
vibration, aside from their character vibration that, while of the unconscious
mind, nevertheless may send energies of devotion and good will with much
power to the one they love.

The flowers and shrubs of the garden, also, if tended with loving care,
respond with quite potent thought-vibrations. Few people realize the ben-
efits they derive from the thought-treatments of the various lower-than-hu-
man forms of life which they love, and which respond by sending them inar-
ticulate, but nevertheless very potent treatments of love and well-wishing.
The one who ministers sympathetically to make the lives of plants and ani-
mals happy, commonly receives full value of benefit for energy thus expended.
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MARGARET CAMPBELL
March 24, 1882, 7:00 a.m. 90W. 39N.
Data given by her personally to a C. of L. student some years before the

tragedy.

1913, birth of mentally unsound son whom she loved and pampered for
26 years: Venus semi-square Sun r, ruler of son (fifth), Mercury in 12th, semi-
square Moon r.

1937, she had been a movie actress, and was doing nicely as a dramatic
instructor: Sun, ruler of entertainment (fifth), conjunction Pluto r, Mercury
square Uranus p, semi-sextile Neptune r.

1939, son became very quarrelsome and she decided to place him in an
institution, but before she could do so, on June 26, he murdered her: Asc.
square Sun r, Sun conjunction Pluto p, Mars sextile Jupiter p.
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JOSEPHINE POWELL
November 28, 1913, 11:00 p.m. 71W. 42N.
Data furnished by her parents.

1942, to celebrate her birthday, with husband and two friends went to
Boston, and all perished with many others (Pluto) in the Cocoanut Grove fire
(Mars): Sun semi-sextile Uranus p (sudden) in house of entertainment (fifth),
Asc. applying square Pluto p, Mars opposition Jupiter r, ruler of death (eighth).

John Powell (her husband), May 14, 1908: Pluto conjunction Mars r, Mars
conjunction Mercury p and both opposition Uranus r.

Helen Cafferella (her friend), September 9, 1916: Mars sesqui-square Pluto r.
Felix Cafferella (her friend’s husband), December 28. 1912: Jupiter oppo-

sition Pluto r, Mars sesqui-square Saturn p.
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Ceremonial Magic

Chapter 3

C
EREMONIAL magic embraces those magical practices in which there
is more or less definite ritual, and in which, often, specially prepared
equipment, such as wands, circles, pentacles, inscriptions, formulas,

etc., are used. Such magic may be black, white, or gray; depending upon the
motive and the effect produced, or which it is desired to produce. And at the
outset it may be well to differentiate between these types of magical practice.

Regardless of the method employed, black magic embraces all those men-
tal practices which have for object the injury of another, the gaining of an
unfair advantage over another, or which result in the enslavement of the in-
dividual practicing it to other entities.

White magic, on the other hand, has for object the benefit of another; and
employs no practice which injures or enslaves the one using it.

Gray magic is the use of mental practices for the satisfaction of curiosity
about phenomena, or for the gaining of something without injury to another
and without depriving another unjustly; yet which does not greatly endan-
ger the liberty of the one using it.

With or without the ceremonial element, magic may be white, black or
gray; all depending upon the motive of the person employing it, and the
ultimate effect both upon others and upon the magician. The New Thought
method of Demonstrating Success, for instance, is white magic when the
success is sought so that there may be a wider usefulness to others. It is
black magic when it endeavors to deprive society of wealth without giving
society something of equivalent value in return. And it is gray magic when
the success chiefly is desired from selfish motives, yet with no desire to
deprive or injure another in attaining it, and resulting in no detrimental
effect to others.

After all, New Thought Practices, Metaphysical Healing, Mental Treat-
ments, Christian Science, Mental Alchemy, Practical Psychology, and Realiza-
tion Through Prayer, are each the utilization of those forces or entities which
at an earlier date, and before material science lent to the word magic its mean-
ing of charlatanry, were considered magical. Sitting in a chair and giving a
distant person an absent treatment is magic, but it is not necessarily ceremo-
nial magic. Yet if this treatment is preceded by a specific prayer, or is pre-
ceded, or accompanied by, certain gestures, fixed phrases of speeches, or even
by Coué’s formula, “Every day, in every way, you are getting better and bet-
ter”, it may rightly be considered ceremonial magic.
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The ceremonial factor in magic is not a simple one, but may perform one or
more of three distinct functions. And to understand these functions it is req-
uisite that we understand the relation of the astral plane, the astral body of
man, and astral entities to magic in general. Magic, if worthy of the name,
utilizes forces of the astral plane, even though such forces are limited to the
astral energies of the magician.

Yet going still further afield, we must recognize that what is built upon
the astral plane by the mental imagery of an entity either incarnate or
discarnate has an actual concrete existence on this inner plane; and under
suitable conditions of contact with the external world may become more or
less completely manifest on the physical plane. That is, once formed in the
astral spheres, if it makes proper contact with the astral forms of those on the
physical plane which connect it up with electromagnetic energy, or if through
other contacts it gains a suitable electromagnetic energy supply, it has a power
to mold and shape physical environment and circumstances to coincide with
this astral state of affairs.

Now, to build anything on any plane, or to do work anywhere in the uni-
verse, there must be an energy supply of sufficient volume available. Noth-
ing can be done without consuming energy. And to build any condition on
the astral plane, or to direct its contact with the physical plane after it has
once been built, requires energy. The energy suitable for such astral work is
mental and emotional in character, the emotional property of the thought
being especially important, for a thought not endowed with feeling has a
very low energy content. One function of ceremony and ritual in magic, there-
fore, is through INDUCED EMOTION to supply in the most abundant man-
ner the energy which is directed into magical acts.

But energy is not sufficient to build a house, to move a hill, or to attract
gold. To do work of a desired character, the energy must be directed into
carefully selected and suitable channels. In building a house, it must be di-
rected into those avenues shown by the blue-print of the structure. To move a
hill it must be made, by means of manual labor armed with shovels, or by an
engine governing a mechanical shovel, to attack the hill in a particular and
predetermined way. To attract gold it must be diverted into the channels of
trade, or into wise speculation, or into some other well thought out plan.

Energy also, to perform any magical function, must receive specific direc-
tion just what it is to do. It must be guided accurately into those avenues
which will work toward the accomplishment of the desired result. And this is
a second function of the ceremony in magic, through DIRECTED THINKING
to steer the energies into the specific channels which will cause them to labor
for the anticipated result.

And there is just one other function of the ceremony.
When the task of building a house is too great for us, or when an object to

be moved is too heavy for our strength, or even when we desire to conserve
our own energies, we frequently call in help. The skyscraper is not built by
one man, but by many men who are employed in its construction. A plow is
no longer pulled by man power, but by horses or a tractor. And to move the
iron beams that go into the framework of a modern office building, engine
and crane are employed.

Ceremonies, rituals, and various kinds of equipment are employed in
magic for the definite purpose of enlisting the aid of entities which have their
abode on the astral plane. This is done in the hope, or expectation, that these
entities will aid in the work at hand, and thus enable the magician to accom-

The Three Functions
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plish what he would be unable to do alone. This is the third function of cer-
emony in magic. By the aid of demons, of spirits, of elementals, or of angels,
the magician endeavors to accomplish his purpose much as the modern “big-
shot gangster,’ attempts to carry out his plans through criminal underlings;
or as the industrial owner hires mechanics to run his factory. The kind of help
enlisted, of course, depends upon the type of work they are expected to do.

Now let us suppose that you have never personally had any dealings with boot-
leggers, yet for some reason you become intensely interested in getting illegal
liquor. What would be the first thing you would do under such circumstances?

You would probably endeavor to think of some friend or acquaintance
who would be apt to know a bootlegger. And you would ask this friend
how to locate such an individual. If you desired to employ a yegg to crack a
safe, or a gun-man to commit a murder, it is still less likely that you would
know how to locate efficient help; but you, under such circumstances, would
make inquiry in those quarters which you are led to believe do know about
such matters.

And the individual who becomes predisposed toward magic, especially
the black and gray varieties, must follow about the same method of proce-
dure. He desires the help of invisible beings to bring him power, wealth, or to
perform some iniquitous injury upon another. To commence with he is unac-
quainted with such invisible entities; and he does not know how to enlist
their aid. But he makes inquiry among those whom he thinks know about
such matters, and is either given some personal instruction, or is directed to
some book on ceremonial magic.

In the Sixth and Seventh Book of Moses, in The Greater Key of Solomon,
or in The Lesser Key of Solomon, let us say, he finds certain circles, diagrams,
or seals, each bearing either names or symbols, or both, of strange signifi-
cance. These names commonly are in a language with which he is unfamiliar;
but they are the names of invisible entities.

Should he enter the underworld of one of our large cities he likewise would
encounter an argot which he would find difficult to understand. One better
informed could tell him that a “rod’, means a pistol, that a “typewriter” means
a machine gun, that a “dope” signifies a drug addict, and that one individual’s
name is “Lefty” and another’s “Sleepy Joe”; the latter, perhaps, not as he might
at first think, because the individual so known is drowsy by habit, but be-
cause of unusual ability to put those whom he robs to sleep with a deftly
delivered blow from a black-jack.

What I am endeavoring to explain is that people on earth who follow
questionable pursuits usually have a language somewhat apart from that
employed in more straight-forward circles, by which they convey ideas to
one another. To “take him for a ride’, is an instruction they understand; but
is quite different in meaning from that which the high-school girl conveys
when she thus mentions transportation to her boy friend on a Sunday ex-
cursion. And people who follow illegal occupations also have the custom of
calling each other by names other than those with which more upright people
are familiar.

Let us suppose that someone having no previous contact with a criminal
or a bootlegger is advised by a friend who knows more about such matters.
He is given a telephone number to call, just as the practicer of doubtful magic
is given a seal, or diagram, such as are to be found in the books mentioned,
and in other treatise on ceremonial magic.

Contacting
Invisible Help
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In addition to a telephone number, when he makes the connection he is
given the name of someone to ask for. So, around the magic circles, or in-
scribed on the seal, and also as a part of the conjuration, are names. These
names mean very little to one unfamiliar with their argot import; but they are
the names of invisible entities.

Then when the individual called by ,phone makes response, he may want
some assurance that the person calling him is not prompted by mere curios-
ity, but actually desires conversation with him on his own ground. So it is
customary for those in illegal pursuits, when their aid is asked, either to fur-
nish illicit drink or for some more serious crime, to demand some pass-word,
or symbol, of one making the request. If he gives this sign, whatever it may
be, he is considered to be on the “inside”, and of a character safe to do busi-
ness with. But if he does not know the secret sign of the gang with which he
tries to deal, they tend to look upon him with suspicion, as an outsider. And
thus it is that magic rings, seals, and diagrams have certain symbols traced
upon them that are the badge of entrance into unhallowed groups.

Nor should we consider that the use of circles, signs, symbols, names, and
incantations given in books on ceremonial magic are without danger to one
who uses them under the belief he will contact some good noble angel.

If you have been given the telephone number of a bootlegger, and call
that number while under the impression it is the telephone number of a col-
lege professor, your intention does not alter the result that it will be the boot-
legger who answers the telephone. And if you have actually been given the
name of the bootlegger, but have been told it is the name of the professor,
when you speak that name it will be the bootlegger who acknowledges it,
and not the professor.

Let us suppose, also, that you have been given a number of sentences in a
language you do not understand, and that you repeat these sentences to the
bootlegger under the impression that you are asking the professor to send
you a book on the electronic structure of the atom. Yet in reality, though un-
known to you, these phrases mean to the bootlegger, and are so used by his
customers, that he is to deliver a dozen quarts of gin at midnight to your
address, and that you will have the cash to pay on delivery. You may be sure
that you will not get’ the electronic treatise, but that the gin will be delivered.
Furthermore, under these circumstances, you will probably be rudely routed
out of bed, and unless you have considerable cash with which you are willing
to part for the gin, there will be trouble that night on your doorstep. The fact
that you thought you were talking to a scholar and expected to receive a book
does not prevent difficulty arising with the bootlegger.

He will feel that as you called him up, talked to him by name, and gave an
order in the terms used by his! other customers, that you should also pay as
his other customers do. Even though he believes your excuse of ignorance, he
has been to much trouble, and will not feel pleasant about it. He will demand
some settlement of the account. And likewise those who dabble with ceremo-
nial magic, using names, giving signs, and placing orders to be filled by invis-
ible beings, are called to account, even though they think they are contacting
highly benign beings.

In this matter of calling up astral entities for assistance, before illustrating
how such calls are put through, even when the one making the call thinks he
is calling a quite different type of character, the time element should be men-
tioned. The books on magic are quite explicit that certain positions of the

Innocence Is
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moon must be observed, and suitable times of day or night, and the correct
planetary hours used.

And this is quite logical, and true to fact. Whether you call up a college
professor or a bootlegger, either probably has hours when he is accessible to
call and other hours when he is not so easily reached. Even the gangsters of
earth observe times when they can commonly be found in certain haunts,
and other times when they sleep, are out on criminal business, at the home of
a sweetheart, or otherwise so engaged as not easily to be reached. And we
may be sure that entities of the astral plane are under somewhat similar con-
ditions as regards to time. The astrological conditions, through their corre-
spondences, indicate when it is easier to contact any such astral being.

Let us understand that names and symbols, such as are used in ceremo-
nial magic on seals, circles, and other diagrams, have a definite vibratory rate.
For that matter, any name or number has its own vibratory rate. But those
names vibrate to the same key and frequency as does the astral entity whose
aid is thus being invoked.

When we visualize a person intently, this automatically tends to raise or
lower our own mental vibratory rate to the same frequency as the vibratory
rate of the person. That is, thinking concentratedly about a person tends to
tune in on his vibratory rate; and if the tuning in process is fairly complete
it makes possible an exchange of energies with the person so thought about.
Those who give absent treatments, some under one cult and some under
another, nearly all recognize this process as requisite to obtaining satisfac-
tory results.

When the appearance of the absent person is unknown, it is customary to
touch some article-a pen, a handkerchief, a lock of hair-which has been worn
by him, which carries his vibration. Through this article the vibratory rate of
the one sending the thoughts is tuned in to the same vibratory rate as the
person to be treated. And because it is a map of the astral body, nothing is
more potent for this purpose than the birth-chart of the one to be reached.

These seals, circles, and written symbols which are said to represent cer-
tain spirits, are the names of astral entities, and diagrammatically portray the
true nature of the entity to which each belongs. And one familiar with such
diagrams, even though he has never seen a particular one before, can at once
discern the character of the astral entity to which it belongs by the structure
of the diagram.

For instance, the seals given in the Sixth Book of Moses show characters
which are unsymmetrical. That is, they indicate forces that are distorted and
inharmonious. Lines which seemingly should be entire, are at times broken,
indicating the influence of the entity to break up and destroy. The symbol of
the moon, when it is used, shows it as it appears in the decrease, and not as it
appears while increasing in light, indicating that the entity possessing this
astro-chart is disintegrative in character, and works to bring things about that
are dark and evil. To anyone familiar with the language of universal symbol-
ism it is quite plain that an astral entity whose vibratory rates correspond to
any of these seals, or diagrams, could have no good influence, but is devoted
solely to perversion, as shown by the twisted lines, and to injury, greed, pas-
sion, and destruction.

If you are a student of universal symbolism, a little examination of the
characters used in these seals will convince you that they are the signatures
of gangsters of the invisible world.

The individual who uses one of these seals in magical work tunes his own
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vibratory rate to that of the invisible evil being. He takes down the receiver of
the astral telephone, calls up the number, as it were, of a head gangster, speaks
his name over the telephone, and if he goes through with the formula of invo-
cation, he asks the astral gangster to do some definite thing.

However, in the books of magic previously cited, and in other magical
books and instructions, the magician is not content merely to call up the in-
visible entity and ask his help. Instead, he calls him on the ,phone, and con-
jures him. That is, he demands that certain things be done, and threatens him
if he fails to do them. He conjures the astral entity in the name of certain
powerful and terrible beings. He gets in touch with him, and at once starts to
talk of coercion.

What would you think of an individual who had been given the telephone
number of some powerful criminal ring, and called up the “big shot” of the
gang and commenced to tell him to do certain things, and threatened to report
him to the Chief of Police, to place before the District Attorney a full record of
the gang’s criminal activities, and to ask for an indictment by the Grand Jury
unless the gang at once complied with these demands of blackmail?

To be sure, coercion is the language best understood, and most often em-
ployed, by the Lower-Pluto forces on both planes. One employing such tac-
tics places himself thereby on the gangster vibratory level. He reveals himself
to be driven by the common gangster motive, and trying to employ common
gangster tactics. But if the individual thus giving orders to the gang were
merely a private citizen actuated by greed or curiosity and without powerful
backing, you would expect him to be missing in a few days. And even if he
were a man of some intelligence and considerable backing, you would be
quite certain that there would be some kind of fireworks. Not only so, but if
the one making the demand were powerful enough to enforce it, you would
be quite within the bounds of the probable to suppose that henceforth that
gang would watch its opportunity to get revenge.

The idea I am trying to convey is that you cannot enlist the aid of crimi-
nals in advancing your own selfish ambitions. or even unselfish ambitions,
without making connections that ultimately will prove highly dangerous. And
this is quite as true of astral entities thus enlisted as of those that might be
contacted on the earth.

To enlist the aid of a criminal, either he must be made to believe he will
personally gain by the work he does, or he must be made to fear the conse-
quences of not rendering the service asked.

Thus we have ample traditions of various individuals who, for a price, sold
themselves to the devil. What they really did, of course, was to enter into
some kind of agreement with an astral entity. Having opened their psychic
faculties sufficiently to hold converse with, or at least to get impressions from
the astral plane, they have agreed to do certain things in return for certain
other things. The stipulation may have been that if they were given a certain
amount of wealth to enjoy a certain number of years, at the end of that time,
in return, they would become the servant of the astral entity and do his bid-
ding, on this plane and in the next.

Such compacts are not mere figments of the imagination. Astral entities
can be contacted. Some of them are intensely malicious, evil, and cunning.
They can use an individual whom they get control of for many selfish pur-
poses. They are keen to strike bargains. Perhaps they keep their part of the
bargain, and perhaps they do not.

Those Who Sell
Themselves to

the Devil
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Sometimes the “big shot” gangster keeps his word with the simpleton
whom he has entered into relations with, and sometimes he does not. But of
this we may be confident; that the powerful criminal on either plane, when
he makes an agreement, sees to it that he does not get the short end; and in so
far as possible that the individual who joins forces with him, or who uses him
for getting something, pays in full, and remains within the gangster’s power.
In spite of the trite saying about honor among thieves, the facts, as shown by
court records, indicate that commonly they do double-cross each other when-
ever it is to their advantage, and they think it safe to do so. Crooks on either
plane strive for unfair advantages. That is why they are crooks.

For purposes of protection from the astral entities thus invoked, the
books on magic, such as the Old Book of Magic, advise that with due cer-
emony a circle, or double circle be drawn about the magician who, while
communicating with the astral being, stands within the circle, which as-
tral entities are supposed to be unable to enter. In addition, certain imple-
ments are consecrated and use 1, such as a magic wand, sickle, robe, and
what-not. By the use of the circle the magician is supposed to be immune
from harm, and by means of the implements he is able to compel a reluc-
tant spirit to do his bidding.

The idea is about the same as if an individual wished to compel the mem-
bers of some criminal gang to do some dirty work for him, or even some work
of a better character. He would go to the headquarters of the gang to enforce
his demands, or he would have the gang leaders come to see him. But whether
he went to them in an armored car, or they visited him in an armored room,
he would keep himself behind steel walls thick enough to stop their bullets.
There would be grills through which he could look, and carry on conversa-
tion. And he would keep at hand a proper arsenal of weapons, so that should
these criminals refuse to do his bidding he could level a gun at them and
compel them to do as he desired. The magic circle serves the purpose of an
armored room, and the wand is used as if it were a pistol.

An individual who would thus summon and compel criminals might be
foolish enough to believe that after he got what he wanted the criminal gang
would forget all about the incident. He would therefore go about the com-
mon duties of life without armored protection, and with no side-arms or body
guard. But if he were a wiser man in the ways of either physical or astral
criminals, he would know that they would in time try to collect in full, and
that if he, at any time subsequently, relaxed his vigilance, or strayed too far
from adequate protection, he would be in great danger. His life, from this
time on, would be under the threat of retaliation.

Nor is this merely figurative language. In the more than forty years I have
devoted to occult matters it was inevitable that I should have brought to my
attention, from time to time, those who practiced ceremonial magic of the
black variety. Some of these individuals, for a time, wielded tremendous power;
some, for a time, had much wealth; some, for a period, were able to draw to
themselves, with irresistible force, those of the opposite sex.

But I have never known prosperity or selfish advancement gained from
such a source to last. Invariably, those whom I have known who practiced
such arts have had stark tragedy enter their lives. One still lives, but is serv-
ing a long term in the penitentiary. Another fell from a water tower, had al-
most every bone broken, yet lived to suffer terribly before his death from this
accident. Still others I have known who became maimed and crippled for a
time before death, or who suffered for years from some strange disease which
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finally was fatal. Tragical lives, all of them, in some respects, and usually end-
ing in untimely and terrible deaths.

It is a noteworthy fact that those who enter the criminal gangs of earth
often prosper for a few years. At times the rewards seem great. But it is very
seldom that they prosper over a long period of years. Fully as many of them
are killed, or otherwise disposed of, by members of their own, or of rival
gangs, as suffer conviction in the courts. And astral entities of the criminal
type-that is, such as are willing” or can be compelled, to work injustices, or to
help another obtain a selfish advantage-seem to take comparatively as large a
toll of those who join them, or fall into their clutches.

The entities whose help may be obtained through ceremonies in which seals,
circles, pentagrams and such charts of their astral nature are used, which I
have so far considered, are those possessing full human intelligence. But even
as on earth man has domesticated the cow, the horse, the goat, the pig, and
other creatures to render him service; so among a certain class of magicians
there is the attempt made to use nonhuman creatures of the astral plane in
the performance of their work.

To take an unfair advantage of another, or to take to oneself an unjust
share of what society produces, is the reverse from spiritual; and is no more
evil because an invisible entity is employed to do it than if it were done at the
point of a gun or by tricky bargaining. But the use of invisible intelligences
for such purposes is far more dangerous.

The animals we use for domestic purposes on earth have been made tame
through long generations of service. But the elementals of the astral world
have not been so domesticated. They are wild yet; and such of them as can be
called upon to render compulsory service in the attainment of selfish ends
are apt to be fierce as wolves. Yet, by one skilled in such matters, they can be
pressed into servitude; even as the part-wolf dogs of the North are trained to
draw a sled. But these elementals, so drafted into the service of human be-
ings, are more vicious than the worst sled dogs. And some such dogs will
attack their driver if he stumbles or falls.

Yet once the contact is established with an elemental, even though it is
dismissed with a proper magical formula, any one of a variety of otherwise
not very significant conditions are sufficient to recall it. At the time of its
return the clairvoyance of the magician may be at low ebb; for this return may
be years later, even after the magician has lost interest in such matters. He
may be unaware that the savage creature has once again been attracted to
him, and is lurking about, ready to work some dreadful injury upon him. He
is quite unprepared, therefore, for its onslaught, and quite unable to fend it
off, even if he is conscious of the cause of his terrible misfortune.

It is true that unusual and startling phenomena can be produced with the
aid of elementals. And it is true that they can be invoked and sent on missions
that successfully perform some work. But the hazard involved is out of all
proportion to what thus can be accomplished.

For the accomplishment of white magic, that is, the kind that benefits so-
ciety and is not grounded in some species of selfishness, there is no call con-
sciously to invoke the aid of elementals, or other non-human entities. It may
be that non-human entities will respond actively to the noble desire, and work
energetically with the thought form sent out. But commonly the white magi-
cian will not know that they are so working, and certainly does not compel
service from them. What they do in the interest of his idea thus sent forth, is

Enlisting Elementals
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done in a spirit of loving kindness. Fine thoughts and desires beget a sympa-
thetic response on both planes. Elementals never need be invoked or com-
manded by the white magician in the performance of his work; for he does
not desire to produce amazing physical manifestations, nor selfishly to ad-
vance some interest beneficial solely to himself.

For the purpose of benefiting or protecting another, the white magician may
need to reinforce his will with the proper ceremonial practices. But he has no
need for, and can receive no help from, either the gangster type of discarnate
human beings that can be invoked by the aid of a seal, or for any elemental of
the type that is savage enough that it must be invoked or compelled. The only
elementals that can give him any real help are those sympathetically respon-
sive to his thoughts, that spring to his aid voluntarily because of this sympa-
thy, that do not need to be called, and of which he need take no cognizance.

The white magician never calls upon entities with which he is not com-
pletely familiar as to their nature and aims. He often uses prayers, but these
prayers are directed to Deity, or to such saints as he believes in. That is, they
are to intelligences of a very high order. And even if the saint is a mythical
one, nevertheless its name has been so thoroughly linked with definite holy
qualities that the prayer offered it must be high in vibration, and exalted
enough to penetrate above the lower astral spheres. That is, the thought of
the saint, or holy name, tends to tune the individual offering it prayer to a
level corresponding to the noble qualities attributed to it.

There may be individuals-departed loved ones, for instance-on whom, in
stress, the individual may call for help. At a critical moment in his life many a
child has been thus assisted by a departed parent. And such assistance asked,
or rendered, is no more reprehensible than if both were still in the flesh. Un-
der seance room conditions, of course, there is the chance of deception as to
identity. But the person who has no such seance conditions, but needs help in
some crisis of his life, and calls upon a loved one who has passed to the next
plane, not infrequently receives needed advice or assistance.

On the inner plane, also, there are orders and brotherhoods whose char-
acters are well known because of their representatives on earth. When need
arises, the white magician does not hesitate to call upon the invisible repre-
sentatives of such organizations for assistance; if the assistance desired is of
the kind that comes within the province of the activities of such a brother-
hood. That is, he feels free to call upon the invisible members of the brother-
hood for the kind of help he would have no hesitancy in asking from mem-
bers yet on the physical plane.

And in the performance of a task, or the attainment of some worthy end,
he may enlist the aid of appropriate ceremony. In fact, internal energies are
only directed at their maximum potency through the employment of some
ceremony. Rut in seeking the aid of benign brethren of the inner plane, he
uses no words of compulsion, no conjuration, no extravagant terms, no flat-
tery, and no mysterious names. He asks of the invisible person the favor he
wishes in very much the same words he would ask the same favor if the in-
visible one were a man still upon the earth. He asks earnestly, and gives his
reason for asking; even as he would to one yet on earth. And as the being so
addressed is supposed to be kindly disposed and quite just, he is not foolish
enough to ask for something that deprives someone of what justly belongs to
another, or which gives an unmerited advantage over someone else.

Brotherhoods and orders on earth usually have some insignia, symbol, or

White Magic
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gesture by which they commonly are known. And this insignia may be used
as a seal, and the symbol or gesture may be employed in making the contact
with the brotherhood on the inner plane. It focuses the mind on the indi-
vidual there is desire to reach. In a way of speaking, it puts through the
telephone call. But no such sign, symbol. token, or insignia should ever be
used unless the one using it is completely aware of its import and to whom
it belongs.

He may be sure, of course. that the cross will assist him to contact Catho-
lics on the inner plane, that the Compass and Square will put him in touch
with Masonic brethren, and that the common lodge emblems of other organi-
zations will be safe to use in making contact with their invisible members.

For magical work of much importance, either white or black, there is usu-
ally a preparatory period of considerable duration, in which, by fasting. chas-
tity, rising at an early hour, and other strict obedience to a set routine, the
magician puts himself in training to perform the contemplated work.

It is not infrequent for the performance of some magical process of high
import, for the one who undertakes it to observe such a strict training for a
period of six months preceding the final ceremony. During all this time he
conducts every act of his life according to prescribed rules. He rises at a cer-
tain hour, offers up prayers of a given nature at certain intervals of each day,
clothes himself in a certain type of robe, and enters a specially prepared room
for an hour at a certain time each evening, where he goes through a pre-
scribed ritual.

Then there are the instruments of his art that must be prepared ac-
cording to a rigid formula. The robe which is to be worn at the final cer-
emony must be of a certain color, and composed of a certain material. It
must be washed in clear running water for so many minutes on each of
seven consecutive days, at a time ascertained from the position of the moon
A prayer, or mantram, then must be said over it, and it is then laid in a
new cedar box, and it is not to be again touched until it is removed to be
worn at the final ceremony.

The wand, of courses must be witch-hazel, cut at midnight of the Full
Moon. And it must be consecrated at a later date, with due ceremony, at mid-
night of another Full Moon. Then it likewise must be placed in a specially
prepared receptacle to await the time of the final ceremony.

Then there is the wooden sword to get ready, and the bowl, and whatever
other implements that shall be required. And each of them must be prepared
in a very special and painstaking manner, and carefully guarded from human
touch until the time they are to be used in the great magical process.

The room in which the final ceremony is to take place must be purified
thoroughly. Fumigating with a good disinfectant is a good way to start this; to
be followed by a thorough scrubbing with soap and water. Then incense may
be used to place it still more in tune with the ultimate purpose. And if a table
is to be required in the process, it should be made specially of new pine, and
appropriately consecrated.

Because things can be magnetized, and because certain times of the moon
conduce to receptivity of an article in the taking and retaining of both human
magnetism and thought-impressions, these procedures are not superstition.
That is, they do contribute to results.

But the most important function performed by such a strict and undeviat-
ing routine of procedure is fully to concentrate all the internal energies and
direct them completely into the task to be accomplished.
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To the extent there are devotional exercises in connection with the prepara-
tory rites, or that otherwise through the process the emotions are aroused,
the additional function of contributing energy also is performed. To the ordi-
nary individual the going to a distant patch of timber at midnight in the cold
weather of January (so that the Moon is in Cancer when it is full, and thus
directly overhead in its most potent sign) and cutting a witchhazel switch, is
not without some emotional accompaniments. And if, for a period of months,
the individual must kneel at three different and specified times a day, facing
in a certain direction each time, and repeating a mantram or prayer of specific
import, he will no doubt feel rather intently about the matter; and it is feeling
which furnishes magical energy.

To the extent, therefore, that the preparatory process, and the final cer-
emony afford stimuli to the emotions, they give energy that may be used in
the performance of the work at hand. But the chief function of long and pains-
taking preparatory periods is to direct all the available energy into the desir-
able channel of work.

Every act performed according to the ritual focuses the attention of the
unconscious mind upon what it is expected to do. It not only concentrates the
inner attention upon the work to be done, but through repetition and sym-
bolic acts it builds up a powerful faith in the unconscious mind that the thing
actually will become an accomplished fact. It is the application of suggestion
in its most powerful form.

Every act of the preparatory period, performed according to the predeter-
mined schedule, drives home into the unconscious mind that a certain result
is going to be obtained at a certain hour on a certain day in the future. The
suggestion is driven home not merely from one angle, but from a dozen dif-
ferent quarters. Each implement constructed, and each ceremony of conse-
cration, hammers home the suggestion in a little different way.

The result is that if the formula has been rigidly followed, and no relax-
ation of discipline allowed during the period of preparation, the magician
enters upon the final rite with all the energy of his inner being concentrated
to give a terrific impact toward the magical accomplishment of the work he
has planned. Consequently, he is able to do what under normal circumstances
would be quite impossible.

The physical brain has very little power to handle the electromagnetic ener-
gies which make magical processes of any kind possible. Cerebral concentra-
tion tends to generate electrical frequencies which are not suitable for either
inner-plane activities or the production of psychical phenomena. For use in
white magic, the electrical frequencies generated by the nervous system while
the mind is in a state of exaltation are most suitable. These not only tune the
individual in on inner-plane levels which are spiritual and constructive in
character, but they readily become converted into inner-plane energies which
permit the soul to become highly active on the inner plane.

The work accomplished by magical procedure always first brings about
some change on the inner plane. And to bring about this change the soul, or
as it more commonly is referred to, the unconscious mind, or subjective mind,
needs to be active on the inner plane. If its attention is glued to physical inter-
ests through continuing its habitual thoughts about them, it is unlikely to be
active enough on the inner plane to direct the energies furnished it to bring-
ing about the inner-plane changes necessary for the results desired.

For changing the inner-plane pattern of a physical thing or condition, it is
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highly advantageous that cerebral thinking cease and that the soul abandon
its close attachment to the physical and move out on the inner plane to do its
work. When the inner-plane pattern of the physical thing or condition has
thus been changed, or the inner-plane trend of its movement, this in turn
exercises extra-physical power upon the thing or condition to the extent there
is electromagnetic energy available for that purpose.

Without being aware of the exact process employed, mental and spiritual
healers make use of this process. And the thought-cells within each of us
employ the same principle to attract into our lives events characteristic of the
planets and houses of the birth-chart involved when progressed aspects form
to planets in our horoscopes.

All of which may seem so amazing to those who have been grounded in
the traditions of material science that it may be well here to indicate where
indisputable proof can now be found that physical objects can, and are, influ-
enced by just such nonphysical energies, which university men term the
Psychokinetic Effect. Ceremonial and all other magic depends upon this
Psychokinetic Effect.

Coincident with the experiments conducted since 1934 at Duke Univer-
sity on extra-sensory perception, other experiments were conducted there in
great volume on what is called the Psychokinetic Effect. The first report on
these exhaustive experiments was made in the March, 1943, issue of The Jour-
nal of Parapsychology.

The experiments as conducted were to determine if by mental power alone
Hand-Thrown and Mechanically-Released dice could be influenced in a pre-
determined way. The conclusion of the article starts with this sentence:

At the end of the first PK report, we have to conclude that we
know of no better explanation for the result of the tests in dice-
throwing herein described than that of the PK hypothesis; i. e.,
that the subject influenced the fall of the dice without the aid of
any recognized physical contact with them.

Each issue of The Journal of Parapsychology since has contained further re-
ports and statistical analyses on tests of the Psychokinetic Effect, and the March,
1944, number of this Journal issued by Duke University Press in the first three
paragraphs states:

The issue of the PK hypothesis can be decided within the scope
of a single article. We refer to the paper on the quarter distribu-
tion (QD) in this issue.
This abrupt departure from the earlier position is due to the fact
that a superior order of evidence has been found which was not
known at the time of the first report. In the analysis for the QD
there have emerged evidences of Lawfulness in hit patterns
throughout so large a portion of the available experimental data
that all reasonable doubt of the validity of the PK hypothesis has,
we maintain, disappeared, and all counter-hypotheses seem to
us manifestly out of the picture.
These statements are, we recognize, very strong, and they must
seem to the reader who has not yet read the QD report very bold
ones; but they are made with due deliberation and with what we
regard as good reason.
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HERMAN WILHELM GOERING
January 12, 1893, 3:13 a.m. LMT. 12E. 48N.
Data given in Today’s Astrology, December-January, 1939-40

1914, Man semi-square Neptune r. During the following four years of
World War I either progressed Venus or progressed Mercury was at all times
in aspect to Neptune. He rose to be third as a German flying ace.

1918, Germany defeated and he entered an institution to be treated for
dope addiction: Venus square Mars p, Mercury square Uranus r.

1939, World War II, in which he was Number 2 Nazi and commander of
the German air forces: Sun trine Uranus r, Mars opposition Uranus r.

1945, May, Germany defeated and he was captured to be tried as a war
criminal: Sun trine Moon r, sextile Mars p, Mars opposition Moon r.
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DALE H. MAPLE
September 10, 1920, 1:10 p.m. 117:10W 32:43N
Data from Bureau of Vital Statistics.

1936, graduated from San Diego high school Venus sextile Moon r.
1937, entered Harvard, became treasurer of Harvard German club, and

spoke openly in favor of Hitler Mars square Saturn r.
1940, shocked students and faculty by pro-Nazi utterances, and for so doing

received national publicity in October Time magazine Mars square Sun r and
Saturn p in house of public expression (ninth).

1941, graduated from Harvard Venus trine Uranus p.
1942, enlisted in U.S. army Sun square Pluto r.
1944, Feb. 20, first American soldier to be accused of treason in World War

II, held for assertedly helping two German prisoners of war to escape Mars
square Mercury r.
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Sorcery and Witchcraft

Chapter 4

I
N considering sorcery and witchcraft we leave behind the domain of white
magic and gray magic; for sorcery implies the aid of evil spirits, and witch-
craft is a type of the black art. Nor do we approach these subjects for the

purpose of instructing anyone in these nefarious practices. Instead, let us hope
to become so familiar with the processes and principles involved that there
will be no more inclination to dabble in such dark matters than there is to
fondle a mad dog; and at the same time, through such understanding, let us
become immune to injury and free from any fear of them.

In evil magic of this kind the three elements mentioned in connection with
ceremonial magic are present. Ceremony, of a nature appropriate to the purpose
is nearly always present. Some method of directing the attention to the purpose
to be accomplished is commonly used.And usually entities of the astral plane are
contacted and their assistance procured in the work to be accomplished.

Sorcery and witchcraft can hardly be set entirely apart from other cer-
emonial magic by drawing a strict line of demarcation; but in one respect, at
least, they present a contrast to ordinary magical processes. This is the great
accentuation of the emotional element, by which energy is generated and
directed into channels of evil. For the purpose of arousing the emotions to the
highest possible activity, the most horrible rites are conducted, the most fright-
ful excesses encouraged, and the most terrible practices are followed.

Because emotion generates and liberates electromagnetic energy that can
be used magically, and because the type of electromagnetic energy used in
black magic has need of great volume and low-frequency, those who practice
the black art exhaust every possible avenue by which the emotions can be
increased to a pitch of frenzy. Revolting deeds, crimes which are usually re-
pugnant, actions which engender horror; everything is made use of that is
terrifying. Anything they are capable of imagining which is against decency
and the welfare of society is employed in the effort to arouse the emotions
sufficiently to produce diabolical phenomena or to injure others.

Emotions, as analytical psychologists have discovered, are ambivalent.
That is, an emotion and its opposite are closely linked together. Hate and
love, courage and fear, and so on. Thus in affectional matters, it is not infre-
quent to find people who at first violently hate each other, to end by violently
falling in love. And people who have been violently in love and who become
enemies, often hate quite as energetically. The coward, also, when he is cor-
nered, may convert his fear into desperate courage. And thus it is, also, that
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religious aspirations, under certain circumstances, are given an inversive trend,
and the individual delights and thrills in the perverse, the wicked, the evil
and the horrible, quite as thoroughly as he might have enjoyed high ecstasy
had his energies been directed into a truly spiritual channel.

Considering that it is not pleasant emotion, nor socially acceptable emo-
tion, that is desired for black magic, but merely volume of emotion, the more
destructive in quality the better, do you think the Congo initiation of a sor-
cerer, as described by Dean R. Allier, is sufficiently arousing?

In the Congo, the initiation of sorcers gives occasion for horrible
scenes. Among other tests the candidate is compelled to make a
human sacrifice, the victim chosen from among his nearest rela-
tives, usually his mother or his eldest daughter, and being immo-
lated upon the stalk of euphorbium, a small tree from which flows
a sap which is viscous and narcotic. When arteries and veins are
emptied, and the victim’s last struggles have ceased, sap and blood
are mingled together; the neophyte drinks the sap, then in turn
those present do likewise, until the body is entirely drained of its
blood. It is then placed on a pyre, is slowly roasted, and is then
divided into as many portions as there are participants in the
rites, generally twelve. The flesh is at once devoured, the bones
being carefully set aside; again they are placed upon the pyre
and left there until they are almost charred; then they are once
more removed and divided into twelve parts. All evidences of
the hideous feast are carefully removed and the participants all
return to the village. These bones, ground in fine powder, will
later be used in the preparation of powerful charms.
As a final test, the corpse of a female, or a man-prisoner, or of a
stolen child, is bound to the neophyte sorcer, breast to breast,
head to head, mouth to mouth, and the two bodies are hastily
lowered to the bottom of a ditch, which is then covered with
branches. During three whole days, the neophyte remains in that
position; sometimes he becomes insane before the expiration of
the time! Then there succeed three days of trial during the course
of which, in his hut, but ever bound to the corpse which is now
putrefying, he may neither eat nor drink without making use of
the corpse’s right hand.
After six days, the test having been ended, the initiate is removed
from the corpse and washed with lustral water; his entire body is
painted with red powder and oil (baza), and in a clearing of the
forest, he performs a sacred dance. The body is brought to him.
With a knife employed in initiation he cuts off the corpse’s hand
at the wrist and, seizing it, performs another dance. The hand is
put to dry, to be used by him henceforth in certain magic prac-
tices. It will be a powerful fetish.

There is a wide literature upon the practices of sorcerers; but the above single
quotation serves my purpose of drawing attention to the common practice
among primitive sorcerers of doing the most horrifying things they can imag-
ine. Dancing on the graves of the dead, and defilement of every variety, is
thus employed. The end attained is a terrific and perverse emotion, which
generates electromagnetic energy for their purpose.
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Everyone, at least by mention, is familiar with the outbreak of witchcraft at
Salem, Massachusetts. In the abstract of the laws of New England printed in
1655 appears this article: “III. Witchcraft, which is fellowship by covenant with
a familiar spirit, to be punished with death.” The earliest execution for witch-
craft in the U. S. appears to have been still earlier, in 1648. In the Salem epi-
demic of witchcraft, 1691-1692, in which Cotton Mather became so energetic as
a witch finder, nineteen persons were executed for witchcraft, Giles Cory, who
refused to plead, being the only person in America who legally was tortured to
death. In 1692, fifty persons were tried for witchcraft, but only three were con-
victed, and these three were later pardoned by the governor.

The Salem epidemic of witchcraft, while the most notable outbreak in
America, is not an isolated example, but represents a condition that frequently
occurred in Europe all through the dark ages. In France the clergy obtained
drastic laws, such that public rumor, or the accusation of a single witness,
was sufficient to cause the suspected witch to be subjected to torture, the leg-
islative power for witchcraft being given solely to the Church.

Under authority of an act of Parliament, which was passed in 1281, Nicholas
Remigius burned 900 persons in Lorraine; in less than six weeks the Bishop of
Geneva burned 700 victims in 1596, earlier in the same century Grillandu, the
inquisitor of Arezzo, admitted over 2,000 victims, and Sprenger and Pierre de
Lancre were responsible for other thousands of deaths of those charged with
witchcraft. Between 1320 and 1350, four hundred witches were put to death
in the city of Carcassonne; in 1485, 85 witches were burned at the stake in the
district of Worms. Also in Germany we find in 1659 there were 900 victims in
the diocese of Wurtburg, 600 in the bishopric of Bamberg, and that children
from one to six years of age were included among those burned.

These are a few instances cited from the many, merely to indicate the
prevalence of witch persecution at that time. But before proceeding to ex-
plain the cause of these manifestations, and the principles involved in the
crime of witchcraft, it should be mentioned that in addition to the evil influ-
ence these witches were reputed to exercise upon others, there were two
other standard characteristics.

It was generally believed that a witch had entered into a compact with the
devil. It was also believed that in witness of this pact Satan placed his brand
upon the skin of his new subject. Thus in the trials it was not uncommon to
search for this devil’s mark. For example, at the trial of Elise Guyon, March
11, 1660, the master executioner was ordered to examine her whole body be-
fore putting her to torture. On March 13, Jacob Fleurdelys, the executioner, as
a result of this examination, found “at a certain point below the back, a mark
like a little scar, in the middle of which could be seen a little black point, into
which having thrust a pin, the accused felt nothing, and the executioner hav-
ing withdrawn it, there followed it neither blood nor water.”

It was still further believed that witches commonly, and rather regularly,
went to a certain meeting place, riding through the air, perhaps on a broom-
stick, to take part in a diabolical orgy, called the sabbat. This witches, sabbat
was as horrible and revolting as a tortured imagination could make it, a very
curtailed description being sufficient to show its general nature:

It is not enough for the women to rush into such devilish prac-
tices; into them they must also drag their children. One can di-
vine the growth of a forbidden emotion when it is thus allowed
to defile innocence I The little beings are presented to the Devil,
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who rebaptizes them in his own way and brands them with his
claw or horn. As the novices are as yet unable to participate in
the essential rites, they mind the toads. On occasion they will be
incited to incestuous unions.
Orgies and the most shameless libertinage are thus given free
rein in the sabbat. Now frightful devils dressed in blue, wearing
caps surmounted with cock feathers, give themselves over to acts
which may be guessed; now sorcerers and witches satisfy with-
out the least scruple, their lubricity. According to the testimony
of one of these victims of hallucinations, finally they perform a
dance two by two with interchange of couples.
As Satan is determined above all things to justify his title of King
of Evil, often in the sabbat he, or those affiliated with him, not
content to excite their adepts against wretched human beings,
command them to trouble the elements and to unchain storms,
which bring ruin and devastation upon the fields. One of these
witches says that whenever she went to the Goutte Benoist near
a spring, or assembled the people of Etobon and of the neighbor-
ing villages, their masters the devils would force them to beat
the waters with white clubs, pronouncing the words: Hail! Hail!
come and fall upon the woods or the seeds! Then there formed a
sort of vapor which rose in the air and fell again as hail.

That witches are not more prevalent today is largely due to the better under-
standing of psychical phenomena which followed the birth of modern spiritu-
alism in 1848. In all ages and in all climes there have been many individuals
whose nervous systems generated an excess of low-frequency electro-magnetic
energy which could be used by astral plane entities to produce phenomena of a
physical nature. In earlier times these individuals either were witches, or inno-
cent of any wrong were branded as witches. Now they become mediums.

The Neptune period of the Piscean Age commenced with the discovery of
Neptune in 1846. In 1843 and 1844 a Mr. and Mrs. John C. Bell lived in a house
in Hydesville, New York. One day a peddler called, the next day Mrs. Bell
and her servant girl left for a visit, leaving the peddler and Mr. Bell alone in
the house. No one ever saw the peddler again.

In 1846—the year Neptune, the psychic planet was discovered—Mr. and
Mrs. Weekman took the house, but were so constantly disturbed by mysteri-
ous knocking and rappings that they moved in 1847. The house was next
taken on December 11, 1847, by Mr. and Mrs. John Fox. They had two daugh-
ters, Kate, aged twelve, and Margaretta, aged fifteen. The rappings heard by
the Weekmans continued.

Every effort was made to discover what caused the rapping, and on Fri-
day, March 31, 1848—which date I suppose may be considered the birth of
modern spiritualism—Kate Fox found out that whatever made the noises could
see and answer questions. A man by the name of Isaac Post thought that by
means of a code alphabet it might be possible to talk with the entity respon-
sible for the haunting, and devised such a method. The entity claimed to be
the spirit of the peddler. He gave many details of his life, and said he had
been murdered for $500 and buried in the cellar.

His rapped out accounts caused quite a furor in the community; and there
was much digging in the cellar. No skeleton was found, although some hu-
man bones and some quicklime were unearthed.

The Birth
of Modern

Spiritualism
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While the importance of these events relates to the commencement of a
new religion—Spiritualism—they also have an interesting sequel. Over half
a century later—in 1904—a false wall which had been built across the cellar a
few feet from the true east wall partly tumbled down, and behind this false
wall the existence of which the diggers in 1848 had not suspected, the skel-
eton of a man and a peddler’s pack were found. Whatever had done the haunt-
ing, even if it could not reveal the false wall, knew the body of the peddler
had been placed in the cellar.

After the unsuccessful digging in the cellar in 1848, interest in what might
have happened to the peddler at once gave way to wonderment that in the
presence of Kate Fox raps gave answers to questions. Men of science were
called in to investigate the raps. They pronounced them genuine; and were
attacked in the press by skeptics. Kate Fox began to give seances for money,
and following all this publicity, mediums who professed to give messages
from those who were no longer of earth began to spring up everywhere.

Those capable of generating low-frequency electromagnetic energies had
at all times been present, but the idea of a person being a medium for the
transmission of messages or forces from the next plane of life, as that term is
now understood, was quite foreign to earlier days. From the time of the Witch
of Endor, whom Saul consulted, those who had converse with the unseen
world, or through whom the invisible world was able to exert its influence
upon the physical world, down to the time of the Fox sisters, were looked
upon solely as agents of the devil.

The Church decreed that any communication from other than physical
sources that was spiritual and constructive in character could only come
through it. Any other communication from, or manifestation of, any entity
not of the earth, and any manifestation of supernormal power outside the
sacred precincts of the Church, came from the devil. And the individual or
individuals responsible for it must be ferreted out at any cost, and must die a
horrible death.

Today in America there are many thousands of natural mediums, and
thousands of others who have become such through training. Also, because
of their peculiar negativeness, supernormal phenomena sometimes takes
place—as records from all parts of the world show—in the presence of cer-
tain children. Course I, The Laws of Occultism, describes the various types, and
explains the cause, of such phenomena. Here I merely wish to point out that
they do take place, even when the natural medium has no notion of the fact
that he is a medium.

We should face what obviously is the fact; that the Church alone is en-
tirely responsible for the various epidemics of witchcraft that once took place
in Europe and America. Cotton Mather, in the early days of New England, I
feel convinced, was chiefly responsible for the Salem outbreak. His furious
diatribes against it kept the minds of people focused on it, and directed the
trend of what otherwise would have been harmless mediumship into ques-
tionable channels. The furor he created helped it to spread. There have al-
ways been what now are known as spirit mediums; but the Church condemned
each and every one of them. The Church persecuted them, and branded ev-
erything that came through them as a manifestation of the devil.

These mediums of yesterday were essentially no different from the medi-
ums of today; but unlike mediums of today the only explanation of the phe-
nomena that manifested through them was that offered by the Church; that it
came from the devil. Mediums are the most suggestible class of people in the
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world. And the suggestion had been hammered into their minds from child-
hood by Church teachings, and by all their associates, that any supernormal
phenomena were from the King of Evil.

What more natural then, when such strange phenomena began to mani-
fest as is now the rather common experience of mediums, that they, as well as
their associates, should attribute it to the devil. And fear that they had thus
lost their souls, in some incomprehensible manner, riveted their minds to this
conviction. They were thus set apart from the balance of mankind by the pos-
session of strange powers that, because of their religious teachings, they be-
lieved could only come from the evil one. There could be no doubt about it in
their minds; they, for some inexplicable reason, were eternally damned.

Believing this centered their minds the more firmly on the devil and hell.
And a medium with his mind thus occupied quite quickly does “tune in” on
the actual astral hells. Or, if he is an individual preoccupied with wicked de-
sires, he likewise easily “tunes in” on the slums and iniquitous dens of the
invisible world.

The wicked individual could attract nothing higher to him than wicked
entities. And the really innocent and well-meaning medium, under the Church
teaching that all such communications and influences came from the devil,
had his thoughts so centered on evil entities and regions that he could contact
nothing else. His imagination, fevered by Church doctrines, pictured devils
and obnoxious regions so strongly that he of necessity attracted them.

On the high-velocity inner plane the principle of resonance supercedes
that which on the low-velocity outer plane we call gravitation. The soul of the
individual always moves to the basic vibratory level of the inner plane which
has the frequency of its own dominant vibratory rate. Regardless of the mate-
rial locality of his physical body, the soul, the real individual, lives on the
astral level to which it has adjusted its dominant vibrations. These dominant
vibrations are determined by the habitual mood.

The thought of the individual that he is eternally damned, that he is an
outcast, and is unutterably evil, develops a feeling that so lowers his domi-
nant vibrations that his soul moves to, and lives on, a level which supports
the so-called astral hells.

Furthermore, intently thinking of something! or someone on the vibra-
tory level where the soul functions, brings the soul, through the principle of
resonance, into contact with the thing or person thought about. Due to one of
the most outstanding properties of inner-plane existence, if a person thinks
persistently about the devil, or about all manner of evil, his soul will be brought
into contact with evil entities. And if at the same time he is mediumistic, these
evil entities will take control of him, and may perform much mischief.

The same mediumistic individual, if his mind had been directed to think-
ing about saints, might very well, through the feeling of exaltation induced,
have moved his consciousness and soul to function on a high basic level of
the inner plane, and might have contacted benign intelligences that would
have assisted him in healing the sick, and in performing other works quite
beneficial to mankind.

But before the advent of modern spiritualism, the Church so insisted that
outside its precincts nothing supernormal could be contacted other than the
devil, that those who contacted inner-plane entities of any kind through what
is now recognized as extra-sensory perception were easily convinced that
because of such contacts, which they often were unable to prevent, they were
unutterably evil and forever damned.
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Now if some naive individual should visit the slums of earth while under
the impression that he had lost all moral responsibility; and under the belief
that he could gain the things he wished by making some kind of an agree-
ment with a gangster or crook thus contacted; he would find little difficulty
in finding someone to make such an agreement with, if he offered sufficient
service in return. And the poor, innocent medium of days gone by, who imag-
ined he had lost his soul anyway—because the Church said so—and who had
been taught by that same Church that it was possible for a man to gain in
material things by forming a compact with the devil, had no great difficulty
in contacting some being from the astral slums who assumed the role of devil
and sealed such a bargain.

Because there are beings who have passed to the next life who are quite as
cunning, evil, and destructively inclined as any remaining yet on earth, the
individual who trains his mind on such entities is quite sure to make the
contact, and if, at the same time, he is an irresponsible medium, this entity
will probably be able to obsess him and compel him to acts of which he other-
wise never would even think.

Today the followers of modern spiritualism select certain meeting places
where they congregate and hold seances. Even today it is not uncommon—
although protected by a State Spiritualistic Church Charter—for a seance room
where materializations are held to be raided by the police. The mediums pro-
ducing the most amazing phenomena are still subject to considerable perse-
cution by those in authority. And in the days before spiritualism became rec-
ognized as such, all those attending a seance were in danger of death by tor-
ture at the hand of the emissaries of the Church.

It is not strange, therefore—knowing that many people who now attend se-
ances do so only in secret for fear of public condemnation—that those of an
earlier day who were familiar with such phenomena should hold their meet-
ings in secret. Their lives depended on keeping their activities from the knowl-
edge of the Church. Mediums were then called witches, and their seances
were called sabbats.

But because of Church doctrines they believed they were working under
the auspices of the devil. At these seances, therefore, they contacted no influ-
ence of good and light, but only such dark and perverse creatures as were
called to them by their terror stricken imaginations. These mediums, like those
today who develop the disintegrative forms of mediumship, had no power to
resist forces from the inner plane who desired to debauch them. We can well
imagine, then, from what we know of present-day irresponsible mediums
who have lost their wills and their characters through permitting complete
control by low entities, that these seances, held in the olden days by such
mediums under the control of debased invisible entities. were obscene, re-
volting and terrible in every way.

No doubt, to some of these seances thus held, these benighted mediums
of old sojourned in their physical bodies. But mediums at the present day
who go into the trance state are not confined to their physical bodies and the
earth. They can leave the physical and travel through space to regions of the
astral realm. And in making such a journey either to a distant locality on
earth, or to some place of congregation in the astral world, the sensation is
not that of walking, but more nearly that of flying.

It seems probable, then, that all cases of witches flying through the atmo-
sphere to their trysting place, were either actual instances of astral travel, or

The Witches’ Sabbat
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were merely imaginary journeys of those who entered a trance-like condi-
tion. Yet because it is well attested that people at the present day can and do
visit distant places on earth in their astral bodies and there manifest their
presence; and because it is not uncommon for those advanced in occult mat-
ters, as well as those who are negative mediums, to travel to localities on the
astral plane in their astral bodies, we can assume that the witches of medieval
times also had the same power, and actually visited the sabbat, either on the
physical plane or on the astral plane, as the case called for, in their astral
bodies, and there took part in its iniquitous ceremonies.

As additional testimony to this probability, we know that certain drugs have
the power to release the astral body from the physical. People, for instance,
while under the influence of anesthetics, sometimes leave their bodies and go
elsewhere, and are able to recount what they there saw when they regain
consciousness. And one of the traditions that persists about witchcraft, and
which has been commemorated in various famous paintings of witches, is
that it was common practice for them to anoint their bodies with an unguent,
which enabled them to travel through the air to the sabbat.

What really happened, no doubt, was that the drug thus applied caused
them to lose physical consciousness and enabled them to travel to the desired
spot in their astral bodies. When they returned to their physical bodies they
retained a memory of all they had done at the sabbat, as well as the aerial
journey to it. But quite likely they were not aware that their physical bodies
had been left behind, as they had no knowledge of any other body, and they
had appeared in a body at the sabbat.

The Church had branded all mediums as lost souls, and they had no infor-
mation with which to contradict this doctrine. The Church and the popu-
lace related that witches at certain appointed times had the custom of at-
tending a meeting presided over by the devil. The medium, already believ-
ing her soul to be lost because of the supernormal phenomena so expressly
forbidden by the Church, felt attracted to others of her kind. These she was
able perhaps to contact physically, who instructed her in the sabbat. Or if
they were not thus contacted, the suggestion was sufficient that when she
went into trance she traveled to such a meeting place. And you may be sure,
having heard the details of such diabolical meetings since childhood, that
she was attracted by the very power of the images in her mind to just such a
place in the astral region.

Furthermore, if anyone is so insane as to wish to visit such scenes as are
described in accounts of the sabbat, you may be sure, if he gets out of the
body, that he can still attend them. In the hells and slums of the lower astral
spheres, there still exist almost any terrible condition that can be imagined.
But because people who are mediumistic now nearly all know that the invis-
ible world is divided into realms of comparative darkness and light, of evil
and of good, of bestiality and spirituality; when mediums, or occult neophytes,
leave their bodies for visits to the astral plane, they have their minds fixed on
brighter realms, and take as much pains to avoid the astral slums as they
would to avoid a den of venomous serpents.

There is another feature of the modern seance room which offers an ad-
equate explanation also of the epidemic nature of witchcraft outbreaks. This
is the developing circle. That is, those who have little mediumistic ability, by
associating with mediums and attending circles devoted to supernormal mani-
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festations, develop that ability. Furthermore, the constant thinking about such
phenomena tends to attract invisible entities, and hastens to develop what-
ever latent quality is present. And in particular fear, because fear is so nega-
tive an emotion, quicker than any other attitude, tends to break down the
power of resistance to any encroaching force and place the individual in its
power and control.

So we find many historical cases in which witchcraft swept a whole vil-
lage, so that most of the women and children were possessed. And in particu-
lar were such outbreaks more frequent in religious communities and con-
vents. In religious communities, the suggestions of the Church that all super-
normal phenomena indicated a compact with the devil were highly forceful.
In convents, the suppression of natural functions by confinement and absti-
nence encouraged every variety of psychical disorder.

In such convents, occasions arose in which, one nun being seized by con-
vulsions, and accusing some priest of casting a spell over her, the contagion
spread to all the nuns in the institution. In the rather famous case of Urban
Grandier, for instance, who committed indiscretions with one nun; all the
other nuns were possessed with convulsions. And they all accused the unfor-
tunate priest of sorcery. Perhaps the unnatural conditions of his life did cause
him to endeavor to gain satisfaction for suppressed desires through magical
means. But nothing was ever proved against him. Nevertheless, he was tor-
tured horribly, and later burnt at the stake.

A village swept by an epidemic of witchcraft, that is, by a wide develop-
ment of mediumship directed into perverse channels through Church teach-
ings, was Mohra in Sweden. This case was examined in all its details by the
legal authorities in 1669-1670, and the records enter into all its phases; inves-
tigating where the sabbat was held, the diabolical rites which were there per-
formed, and the evil which these witches promised to do to other persons.

As was common to those initiated into the sabbat, the neophytes were
baptized, this time by priests of the devil, confirming this new baptism with
fearful oaths and imprecations. They were required to write their names in
their own blood in the devil’s book, and to do various things which plainly
were the inverse of Church ritual. This is the common practice of those de-
voted to the destructive principle; they invert all constructive practices. Thus
we have the traditions of the Black Mass, of prayers said backward, and of
every manner of perversion. As to the manner in which these misdirected
epidemics of mediumship were handled, a short quotation from the investi-
gation at Hohra is enlightening:

On the fourteenth of August the Commissioners met again con-
sulting how they might withstand this dangerous flood. After
long deliberation, an order coming also from His Majesty they
did resolve to execute such as the matter of fact could be proved
upon examination being made. For there were discovered no less
than three score and ten in the village aforesaid, three and twenty
of which freely confessed their crimes and were condemned to
die. The rest, one pretending that she was with child and the
other denying and pleading, were sent to Fahluma where most
of them were afterwards executed.
Fifteen children who likewise confessed that they were engaged
in this witchery died as the rest. Six and thirty of them between
nine and sixteen years of age who had been less guilty were forced
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to run the gauntlet; twenty more had no great inclination and yet
had been seduced to those hellish enterprises, because they were
very young were condemned to be lashed with rods upon their
hands for three Sundays together at the church door, and the
aforesaid six and thirty were also deemed to be lashed in this
way once a week for a whole year The number of seduced chil-
dren was about three hundred. The examination was conducted
as follows:
First the commissioners and the neighboring justices went to
Prayers; this done the witches, who had most of them children
with them which they either had seduced or attempted to se-
duce, were set before them. Some of the children complained la-
mentably of the misery and mischief they were thus forced to
suffer sometimes of the witches. The children being asked if they
were sure of being at any time carried away by the devil, they all
declared that they were begging from the commissioners that they
might be freed from that intolerable yoke.

The inclusion of children even younger than those mentioned in this in-
stance, I believe, is sufficient evidence that many witches were not per-
sons unusually selfish, or unusually wicked in character. They were merely
people of average morals in whom, either naturally, or because of contact
with other mediums, was exhibited the phenomena nowadays common to
private and professional mediums. But because of the attitude of the
Church, they were driven to consort with entities on the inner plane, who
actually were wicked. The appalling ignorance concerning the inner plane
and the next life, left them no alternative but to become affiliated with
entities who were enemies of society. The Church thus drove them into a
life of debauchery and wickedness.

But, without doubt, there were others in those days, just as there are at
present, who were unusually selfish, wicked and cruel by nature, who volun-
tarily turned to sorcery and witchcraft in the premeditated attempt to gain
power and wealth, or for the purpose of satisfying lust and wreaking ven-
geance upon enemies. We may be sure such then existed, for we find their
counterparts in the sorcerers and black-art fraternities of present-day uncivi-
lized tribes.

Yet whether the individual was wickedly inclined to start with or not,
knowing himself ostracized from the society of normal persons by reason of
his occult practices, for the purpose of self-preservation he allied himself with
others who also were similarly ostracized. Today if a man unwittingly com-
mits a crime for which the law demands his life, even though he is not natu-
rally criminally inclined, he is very apt to ally himself with some existing
criminal organization the better to escape punishment. And once having joined
such a band, and taken oath of allegiance thereto, the band is in a position to
compel him to actual criminal activities. Should he refuse to do so he would
instantly be under suspicion, and subject to punishment from them, or expo-
sure. It is common knowledge how almost impossible it is even in our present
so-called civilization for one who is a criminal, or even a member of a crimi-
nal gang, ever afterwards to go straight.

Thus it is that those who in innocence become affiliated with fraternities
of sorcerers, or who attend the witches, sabbat, continue loyal to these gangs
of the slums of the invisible world, participate in their debaucheries, and aid
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in their crimes. They do so for the fundamental purpose of self-preservation.
And in such instances as the belief in the mark of the devil is strong, there is
as much reason to believe that some such mark does appear upon the bodies
as there is to believe that stigmata appeared, as is well attested, on the bodies
of some of the medieval saints. One familiar with phenomenal mediumship
in its more startling form, as exhibited by certain public mediums, will find
no difficulty in believing that through such agencies a mark might be placed
upon the body of the medium.

The debaucheries which are described as attendant upon the sabbat no doubt
served somewhat in the gratification of unhallowed desires. Even criminal
gangs on earth have their wild parties. But they served also a magical pur-
pose; for magical phenomena of any kind depend upon the energy available,
and such terrible carousals and horrible practices could not fail to cause shud-
ders, to set up powerful emotional revulsions, and to drain the mind and
nervous system of its last reserve of emotional intensity. And the energy thus
liberated in frenzy, if directed concentratedly by means of an appropriate cer-
emony which kept the unconscious mind fixed upon the thing to be accom-
plished, would have a powerful leverage for the production of low-grade, or
criminal, physical phenomena.

The initiatory rites of the sorcerer, in which he is driven almost insane of
horror, serve a similar purpose, as well as cementing, through a common
crime, his bond of fealty to the sorcerer band One passing through such an
experience, or attending the sabbat, undergoes a change, and is never the
same afterwards. Henceforth, the emotions are easily aroused to a pitch of
intense excitement. Witches, according to tradition, when they pronounce
curses, are worked up to a point where they are crazed with wrath.

The priests of certain oriental religions apply the same principles in a
much milder way. They keep dancing girls, not to satisfy their lascivious in-
clinations; but through the contortions of their dancing to arouse the priests
to a high degree of passion; the intensity of emotion thus engendered being
used by the priests in the performance, not of injury to others, but of such
magical phenomena as will awe the multitude and serve the ends of the temple.

As to the manner in which sorcerers injure others there is a wide litera-
ture available. The chief method is through sympathetic magic. That is, a min-
iature image of the enemy to be disconcerted is made, and the injury is per-
formed upon this miniature image; the affliction thus being thought to regis-
ter upon the astral body of the one attacked. In one region of Africa, as an
instance of another type of sympathetic magic, the sorcerer follows the one to
be injured and drives thorns in the tracks his feet have left in the dust. The
one so to be afflicted is supposed to suffer as if the thorns were actually driven
into his feet. And, as the sorcerer after a time lets it be known what he is
doing, the one so attacked, in his fright, no doubt soon does begin to feel pain.

For, after all, the greatest aid black magic has ever had, and upon which it
must rely in great measure for its effectiveness, is the fear of its victim. Take,
for instance, the regions of America and Africa where voodooism is most
prevalent. The white man, because he does not believe in it, and therefore has
no fear of it, is seldom harmed by such practices. But in the same vicinity it
may be very common for Negroes, who believe in and fear it, to be its victims.

If I were to say that society has no cause to consider that it may occasion-
ally be injured by an evil sorcerer, I should have to claim also that society is
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free from injury from the professional criminal. If I were to say that magicians
are not banded together for mutual advantage and protection on the inner
plane, I should have to say that criminals are too ignorant to organize into
efficient groups.

But as a matter of fact, criminals on both planes often organize into bands.
And those of the inner plane are quite willing to impersonate the devil if they
can dupe some unfortunate of earth into signing a compact with them; for, of
course, a personal devil is a myth. It is merely the personification of the force
of destruction and disintegration. But there are actual entities on both planes
whose hands are against society, whose efforts are chiefly toward destruc-
tion, and whose energies attempt to turn everything into perverted channels.
Call these physical “big shot gangsters” and “dope addicts” devils, if you
choose; and also their contemporaries on the inner plane.

Anyone who follows this path of evil, also, certainly is ignorant. For an
individual on the physical plane who, with full recognition as to what he is
doing, becomes addicted to drugs so that he can be compelled to use a ma-
chine gun in the murder of people in order that his boss will supply him with
the drug he is unable to live without, certainly may be considered crazy. Those
who arrive at such a state of affairs certainly are in a bad way.

But they are still much more fortunate than the habitual sorcerer Such a
one has placed his hand against the evolutionary forces of the cosmos; he is
allied with all forces of destruction. He cannot know happiness, for he has
joined forces with the creatures of the astral hells, and to these hells he will go
when he passes from the earth. And surrounded by others of his ilk, it will be
eons, perhaps, before he can break the chains of his evil attractions and gradu-
ally and painfully crawl out of the murky pit into which his awful deeds have
plunged him. Anyone, anytime, who uses magic to injure another, or who
allies himself with the invisible gangsters of magic for some fancied gain, I
unhesitatingly say is either grossly ignorant or else completely mad.

This is certainly not a pleasant subject to discuss. It is full of morbid con-
ditions and revolting thoughts. But we cannot sanely ignore a wound be-
cause it festers. We cannot shut our eyes to the widespread crime and law-
lessness existing in America. Nor can we dismiss with a shrug the crimes of
sorcery and witchcraft.

Instead, we need to know why all these conditions exist; to the end of
removing their cause. And I trust that this explanation of the cause and prac-
tices of black art may deter some who otherwise in a spirit of curiosity might
dabble in such matters to their sorrow.

Having discovered the cause of any obnoxious condition and how best to
remove that cause, which in this case I believe to be through full enlighten-
ment, the next thing is to devise adequate means of protection. For ignorance
is never full protection.

So in matters magical it should be recognized that effects produced, ei-
ther good or bad, depend upon the impact of astral energies. But these as-
tral energies can only affect a human being when they establish sufficient
rapport with his astral body to be able to transmit to him their energies.
And unless he is unduly negative, through cultivating irresponsible
mediumship, he has the power within himself of preventing the formation
of such conditions of rapport.

If he has cultivated directed thinking to any degree, he is able to turn his
attention to whatever matters he desires to think about. And if he completely
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turns his inner and outer attention to some elevating subject, to some pleas-
ant emotion, or to some problem requiring concentration, he automatically
destroys all rapport with vibrations of a lower or destructive nature. Magical
injury can take place only through the principle of resonance, best illustrated
by the radio. A low and harmful vibratory rate cannot tune in on a high and
constructive rate. Therefore, while one is absorbed in high aspiration, or with
some thought of a constructive nature, this automatically tunes out destruc-
tive magical influences, and renders them ineffective and harmless.

Fear, however, more than anything else except thoughts similar to those
of the magician, focuses the mind to the vibration of the thing feared, and
forms a rapport with the very thing that should be avoided. Fear effectively
tunes in on the thing feared.

Faith in some higher protecting power, however, effectively tunes the vi-
bratory rate to a higher frequency, and shuts off those that are pernicious.
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POPE PIUS XI
May 31, 1857, 8:00 a.m. 9E. 45N.
Data given in Wheel of Life, Vol. II.

1870, ordained a priest: Mercury conjunction Sun r, Mars semi-sextile
Uranus p.

1918, became papal nuncio in Poland: Mars trine Neptune r in house of
travel and religion (ninth).

1921, made a cardinal: Sun sextile Mercury r, sextile Mars r, ruler of honor
(tenth).

1922, February 6, elected Pope: M.C. Conjunction Mercury r and Mars r,
Sun sextile Mercury r and Mars r, Mercury P Jupiter p.

1929, reconciliation between Vatican and Italy; first time in sixty years a
Pope left the Vatican grounds: Venus sextile Jupiter r, Mercury trine Pluto r,
Mars sextile Uranus p.
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POPE PIUS XII
March 2, 1876, 3:08 a.m. 12:25E. 41:54N.
Data obtained by influential Catholic when he visited San Francisco.

1894, had intended following law, but turned suddenly to the priesthood:
Sun sesqui-square Uranus p.

1914, made archbishop and carried message from Pope to Kaiser: Sun con-
junction Venus r.

1936, broke tradition as Papal Secretary of State by visiting America: Mer-
cury conjunction Pluto r, Sun sextile Sun r.

1939, March 2, became Pope, World War II broke six months later: Mer-
cury opposition Jupiter p, Mars sextile Uranus p.

1940, Italy entered World War II: Sun square Uranus p.
1945, war in Italy over with Vatican still undamaged: Mars sextile Venus r.
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Ritual and Religion

Chapter 5

I
F we are to discern the significance and value of ritual in religion it be-
comes necessary to trace that ritual back to more primitive times and
people and learn what it originally meant. For, without exception, these

rituals are merely modifications of practices handed down from an age in
which the priest followed the same type of ceremonial as the sorcerer, except
that the magic of the priest was directed to disperse evil spirits and benefit
people rather than to harm them.

The ceremonials of the various churches not only are derived from the
practices of white magic in ages gone, but they still perform the essential
functions of ceremonial magic.

These functions, as set forth in a preceding lesson, are three-fold: 1.
Through arousing the emotions of those present to furnish an energy supply
sufficient for magical purposes. 2. To direct that energy into the proper chan-
nels to perform the work desired. 3. To contact intelligences of the inner plane
who will assist in the work.

As an illustration of white magic performing these three functions, I turn to
newspaper reports. March 1, 1932, the baby of Colonel Charles Lindbergh
and Anne Morrow Lindbergh was kidnapped, and up to March 7 it had not
been discovered that the child had been murdered. In the Los Angeles Exam-
iner dated March 7, 1932, there is the reproduction of a photograph of school
children kneeling before a shrine, and the following inscription below it,

Two hundred Youngsters of old St. Stephen’s School, Chicago,
praying at shrine for Lindbergh baby. Youngsters knelt in ear-
nest hope that son of national hero was unharmed.

Other quotations from the same newspaper on that day read: “Supplications
Offered Up In All Churches. Hopewell Residents Turn Out En Masse For
Services to ‘Soften Kidnapers’ Hearts’.” Hopewell, N. J., March 6. “Fervent
prayers were offered up today in Hopewell’s six churches for the safe return
of Charles Augustus Lindbergh, Jr., 20-month-old son of Colonel and Anne
Lindbergh, who was kidnapped last Tuesday night.

Virtually all residents of this small, sleepy town that nestles in
the valley under the Lindbergh Sourland Mountain estate turned
out to pray for little Charlie.

White Magic Today
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Further headlines in the same paper: “Los Angeles Implores Divine Aid
for Child.” “Britons Pray for Safety of Lindbergh Baby.”

It is apparent from the above quotations that people believe that their
prayers are more efficacious when they congregate in a church or kneel be-
fore a shrine. Such a ceremony, simple as it is, does heighten the emotional
element; and it gives collective force to the energy so released.

The energy is directed by the ceremony to the accomplishment of a defi-
nite purpose, in this case to “Soften Kidnapers’ Hearts.”

The ceremony does not, however, merely direct the thoughts of those
present; but also solicits Divine aid in the undertaking; that is, it directs the
mind to an intelligence, or intelligences (angels) on the inner plane who are
asked to assist in the accomplishment of the work thus undertaken.

Religious ceremonies make use of the same principles for benefiting oth-
ers, and aiding in cosmic progression, that the black magician uses to block
progress and injure mankind. And even the witches’ sabbat has its counter-
part, although directed into constructive channels instead of those destruc-
tive, in contemporaneous religion.

Anyone who has ever attended a revival meeting of the old-fashioned
“Shouting Methodists” will find it difficult to believe that even the witches in
their sabbat became more excited. And this enthusiasm, like the olden epi-
demics of witchcraft, often swept a whole town or countryside. Each night,
after an hour or two of singing and praying, the spirit had hold of numerous
new converts, and they then realized, between hallelujahs, that they were
saved, and as such they came forward and knelt before the altar.

In the conduct of such a meeting, it was common to interlard the enthusi-
astic mass vocal efforts of the congregation with the most pathetic and soul-
stirring songs obtainable, sung by a trained singer who could render, “Oh,
Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight”, and “Tell Mother I,11 Be There, with
unusual pathos. The more efficient the leader in stirring the congregation to
emotional abandon, the more successful became the revival.

In these religious seances, which called upon Deity as a guiding power,
the efforts of mass hysteria, instead of being directed into channels of iniq-
uity, were turned to converting the individual to a better life, or to something
helpful. They were designed to arouse a frenzy of emotion directed to some
beneficial end.

Probably the closest present-day approaches to the witches, sabbat prin-
ciple, yet directed constructively instead of destructively, are some of the
Pentacostal meetings. Here it is the common thing for those most devout to
expect the “power” to descend and take possession of them. Some, in this
state, fall to the floor and roll about, hence the term, “Holy roller.” Others
“speak in foreign tongues.” Some go about healing those who are ill by laying
on of the hands.

Anyone who thinks that some of these people, who often are simple in
faith and quite illiterate, are unable to do rather remarkable healing in this
manner has certainly never investigated them thoroughly. After all, they are
merely following, according to their conception, the precedent of the healing
and talking in foreign tongues of the early apostles.

Nor, in this mention of the functions of ritual in religion, do I discounte-
nance the belief that these people, or those who pray at a shrine for the safe
return of a kidnapped child, actually contact beneficial intelligences on the
inner plane. God is an abstraction, or, if you will, the intelligence that perme-
ates all nature. But when the devout person offers up a prayer to God, he has
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in mind a much more definite image of attributes which are beneficent. And
this prayer penetrates the concentric layers of the astral region, and reaches a
realm corresponding to its vibratory rate. And the fact that it is directed to an
image, or even a quality, of high beneficence, increases its carrying power in
this direction.

Just as the black magician with his sign and symbol and inversive evoca-
tion, calls up the telephone number, so to speak, of some unknown gangster,
and asks this crook’s aid in his undertaking; so the devout individual, by his
prayers and religious ceremonies, calls up the telephone number, so to speak,
of some benign intelligence of a higher and better plane. And some intelli-
gence occupying the plane to which his devout thoughts connect him will be
reasonably sure to get the message. If the ceremony and prayer are unselfish
and of high aspiration, and not directed to some restricted lower circle, he
need have no fear that the message will be received by a gangster. The gang-
ster is unable to tune in on any high-frequency rate, because his own rate is
too sluggish. Furthermore, the high-plane intelligence thus contacted will be
quite apt to do what can be done, under the circumstances and in all justice,
to render the help desired.

Right here, however, another element enters that must be given full consider-
ation. It is the influence of organization.

Even as the gangsters in the astral slums have organizations, so also the
churches of earth, and the various religious sects, are quite as completely
organized on the inner plane as on this one. Of course, when the individual
belongs to any organized religion, and becomes more enlightened than the
others of its membership, he resigns from it and joins something more pro-
gressive. Or, at least, he severs his association with the organization.

But if the organization on earth is narrow in tenet, and manifests doc-
trines that are wholly unsound, those who remain faithful to the organization
on the inner plane will still cling to these outmoded notions. For if they have
outgrown them they will no longer remain members of it.

As is explained in Chapter 2, Course 20, The Next Life, those of fixed belief,
especially when there are many of the same thought, often build up an artifi-
cial environment on the astral plane that quite vindicates—until they awaken
to the true condition—all their preconceived ideas about what the next life is
like, how the universe is run, and the appearance of God and the angels.

It is necessary to understand this in order to recognize how religious
ceremonies under certain conditions may greatly benefit an individual, but
at the same time place him within a wall through which little enlighten-
ment can penetrate; and how such ceremonies, by specifically directing his
thoughts and prayers to a preconceived and limited region, prevent their
rising above, or recognizing a response from, other than this restricted area
of the inner world.

I believe in this place no proof need be advanced that religious organiza-
tions, as a rule, offer to their followers the idea that they are each the one and
only avenue of mediation between man and God. Each holds forth-the doc-
trine that salvation is assured in its own fold, but is doubtful or quite unob-
tainable to those belonging to other denominations. They are like political
parties, which commonly proclaim that the country will be saved if it adopts
the platform and candidates they advocate, but will certainly go to ruin if any
other candidates are elected, or any other platform accepted.

And like political organizations—for religious heads are the modern rep-
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resentatives of the priest-king ruler of old, and of the medicine man who
counseled the chief in still more primitive society—religious groups are jeal-
ous of rivals, and those in authority are keen to retain their station and power.
The essential ceremonies are only efficacious when performed by the Brah-
man caste, for instance; which gives them power, prestige, and an easy and
ample income. Or, in America, the burial services can only adequately be
performed by a priest-in certain organizations-otherwise the body cannot be
placed in sacred ground, and the soul will probably have a hard time of it.
And although the laws of the country make a civil marriage ceremony legally
binding, in order for it to be a real marriage, and not just prostitution legally
authorized, one church holds that the ceremony should again be performed
by the proper religious official.

What I am trying to bring out here is that those possessing religious author-
ity have, from the earliest times, set themselves apart as a favored caste, and
have neglected no possible means to maintain their caste and enlarge the scope
of its power. I am not implying that religious leaders do not endeavor to benefit
their followers. But I am pointing out that they have so invariably “rational-
ized” their desire for authority that they have deluded themselves into the be-
lief—as political leaders also often do—that the salvation of the world depends
upon them retaining power and assuming still more authority.

From such a “wish fulfillment,’ motive, comes the doctrine, for instance,
of Apostolic Succession. This doctrine holds that only those who have been
duly ordained by the Church can perform spiritual ceremonies; which re-
ally means that those already in power in the Church reserve to themselves
the right to appoint their successors and other religious officials. And to
maintain this right they pretend that the Holy Ghost is thus passed on from
one to another.

Kings also, throughout the past, pretended that they were appointed by
God, and that the Divine power to rule and exploit their less fortunate breth-
ren could be passed on only through heredity. If present day politicians could
formulate some plausible theory by which they could convince their constitu-
ents that it was the intention of God that they should select their successors
and all others who should hold office, how much more secure they would be,
and how relieved of the responsibility of serving the people efficiently!

Religious potentates, themselves, have propounded numerous cunning
explanations why they should be allowed to pass divine power to those who
later prove, by their acts, to be even unworthy of any esteem of decent men.
But it remained for the most subtle, and yet manifestly self-seeking, theory to
be advanced under the guise of occultism:

If the faithful had to institute an exhaustive inquiry into the pri-
vate character of a priest before they could feel certain of the va-
lidity of the Sacraments received from his hands, an element of
intolerable uncertainty would be introduced, which would prac-
tically render inutile this wondrously-conceived device of the
Christ for the helping of His people. He had not planned His
gracious gift so ineptly as that. To compare great things to small,
to attend a celebration of the Holy Eucharist is like going to a
bank to draw out a sum of money in gold; the teller’s hands may
be clean or dirty, and assuredly cleanliness is preferable to dirt;
but we get the gold all the same in either case. It is obviously
better from all points of view that the priest should be a man of
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noble character and deep devotion, and should thoroughly un-
derstand, so far as mortal man may, the stupendous mystery
which he administers; but whether all this be so or not, the key
which unlocks a certain door has been placed in his hands, and it
is the opening of the door which chiefly concerns us.
First, only those priests who have been lawfully ordained, and
have the apostolic succession, can produce this effect at all. Other
men, not being part of this definite organization, cannot perform
this feat, no matter how devoted or good or saintly they may be.
Secondly, neither the character of the priest, nor his knowledge
or ignorance as to what he is really doing, affects the result in
any way whatever.

We might just as well claim that Thomas A. Edison was incapable of invent-
ing anything useful because he was not a college graduate; or that Henry
Ford could not succeed in manufacturing because he does not belong to a
trade union. And we might just as well say that any ignorant man, if he were
but sanctioned by certain people in authority, could build automobiles or in-
vent useful machinery.

But, while wealth and social station can be conveyed through inheritance
or gift, ability in any line—and religion is no exception—cannot thus be con-
veyed. An Abraham Lincoln is not made through the favor of a political party;
otherwise we should have more Lincolns; and spirituality, as well as the abil-
ity to transmit any real spiritual energy, lies within the character of the indi-
vidual, and cannot be passed about like so much gold and silver.

This does not signify that those who attend the celebration of the Holy
Eucharist, or other religious ceremonies, do not receive a certain amount of
benefit. Such benefit as they derive, however, with a bloated, dissipated reli-
gious factotum officiating, is due to the elevation of their minds by the cer-
emony. If their emotions are energized, and the vibratory frequency raised
sufficiently, they tune in on truly spiritual regions, or at least on realms of the
higher astral, where kindly disposed beings dwell. Yet, as the ceremony, and
therefore the thoughts of those present, revolve around the one who con-
ducts the service, as a center, the character vibrations and the temporary vi-
bratory rate of this individual tend to tune all in on entities and forces of his
rate. Thus, because those present are somewhat in rapport with him, they are
influenced, in their rates and in their contacts, by him.

If the one conducting the ceremony is noble of character and spiritually
minded, he assists those present to contact regions and entities of like spiri-
tual power and beneficence. But if he is gross and lustful—in spite of any
apostolic succession or other folderol—such influence as he possesses to de-
termine the vibratory rate of the congregation is toward bringing them into
contact with unseen entities of licentious proclivities. As much so as the influ-
ence of a corrupt ward-heeler is to besmirch the honesty of all those over
whom he gains an influence.

It is certainly true that the church itself becomes a center which collects
and conserves the vibratory-rates that are tuned in on under the emotions of
those who participate there in praise and worship. It becomes saturated with
the astral influence thus contacted. But this influence is of the grade of spiri-
tuality, or lack of it, of the thoughts, aspirations and desires of those who
habitually come there; and these vibratory rates, in their quality, are deter-
mined in large measure by the officiating priest. To the extent that he has

Attempts of the
Unfit to Retain Power
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influence, he exercises a controlling influence over his audience and synchro-
nizes their thoughts and vibratory energies to those which he holds. And if
his vibratory rates are gross, those who attend such a service, influenced by
the prevailing vibratory rate even as are those who attend a mediumistic se-
ance, are brought into contact with lower entities, and are anything but ben-
efited by it.

Spirituality, or any inpouring or downpouring of spiritual force, is not
like gold handed out by a bank teller. If it were like gold our wealthy class
could buy their way into heaven, as some attempt to do. Nor is real spiritual
force like rain, which falleth on the just and the unjust alike. Instead, it is like
education, and must be gained. Money can be passed from hand to hand, but
spiritual energy can not. No one can acquire an education for another; but a
competent teacher can assist a student to acquire an education. No one can
acquire spiritual energy for another, but a competent spiritual instructor can
assist the individual to raise his vibratory rates to the spiritual frequency, and
can assist the individual in making contacts with spiritual beings.

I do not say that a gross man cannot assist people in a material way; for
even evil sorcerers are able to heal the sick and help people acquire wealth,
when they are so inclined. The handling of astral energies to gain physical
results is not dependent upon morals. The witch performs deeds that if ac-
complished by a priest would be deemed miracles. But a gross man cannot
impart spirituality; for his vibratory rates are so low he cannot contact spiri-
tual planes or spiritual beings.

One might as well say that it makes no difference if a college professor
knows nothing; for he is quite able to instruct others efficiently because some
college has given him the title of professor. Thus the illiterate man, by being
ordained a professor, should be able to teach students higher mathematics
and the classic languages.

It is true that a student in a college with an illiterate professor might by
his own efforts make considerable attainment. But it would be in spite of
the teacher, and not because of his help. And also, those who attend reli-
gious rituals conducted by corrupt and licentious officials may, through the
uplifting influence of the ceremony, gain in spiritual power. But such gain is
made in spite of the tendency of the priest or minister in charge to attract
low entities.

Aside, however, from the influence of the one conducting the service—
who often is really a spiritually minded person, and therefore helpful in tun-
ing up the emotions and minds of his congregation to a higher level—there
are two other features of religious ceremonies, and of lodge ceremonies also,
which should receive recognition. One of these features is usually very ben-
eficial, because it arouses emotions of a higher vibratory rate, elevating the
fundamental and the transitory vibratory rates. The other, through directing
the mind to make specific contacts and walling it off from other contacts,
sometimes is beneficial, but more often, at present, curtails and limits the
budding spiritual powers.

I shall consider this latter first.

The majority of those belonging to a political party have certain beliefs in
common, to which they are firmly attached. Fraternities and occult organi-
zations usually are grouped, likewise, about certain definite principles and
ideas. And the most obvious thing about a religious sect, or church, is usu-
ally the fanatical manner in which it holds to certain tenets, even though

The Ceremonial Wall
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they are disproved completely by experimental science and the develop-
ments of philosophy.

These religious bodies, as well as the chief fraternities of an occult na-
ture, exist also on the astral plane, and are there constantly recruited from
members on the physical plane who pass from the physical body. And so
long as they belong to this group on the inner plane, they must continue
faithful to the doctrines it propounds. Because of the thought-building power
of the mind on the astral, they live, until such time as they receive new light
and abandon the organization, in just such an artificially created environ-
ment as their religion describes. As is more fully explained in Chapter 2,
Course 20, The Next Life, they cling to the same beliefs they had on earth,
and reject every effort to bring to their notice any evidence that contradicts
the notions they held on earth.

Their leaders continue to lead them on the astral plane, and they are still
bound into an organized group working for the spread of their religion. And
because they have not yet discovered its fallacy, whenever opportunity af-
fords, they exert what pressure they can to confirm this belief to those on
earth, and to influence them to hold fast and refuse to permit any other con-
ceptions to be received.

The ritual of the church on earth, the vestments, the various parapherna-
lia used, especially those bearing symbols, the consecrated water, the magne-
tized incense; each and all are devices to concentrate the mind on the one
particular religion and tune in on those belonging to it on the inner plane.
They are, in fact, instruments of ceremonial magic which, instead of the in-
struments of the sorcerer which place him in contact with invisible gangsters,
are instruments to place the congregation in contact with the invisible breth-
ren of the particular church.

Usually such religious ritual begins with hymns of praise. This singing in
unison tends to give a common mental swing to the whole congregation, so
that lesser vibratory rates are suppressed, and the unified force dominates to
a point where the chief thought-vibrations of all are completely synchronized.
At later points in the service, oral responses are required of the audience or
some part of it, tending still further to unify the vibration.

Amen, for instance, is a word of endorsement. When the leader says some-
thing, and the response is Amen, there is a thought interchange, and the leader
has the dominant influence. Thus the swing of the music, and such responses
as are called for, unite the audience in a common strong vibratory rate, and
enables the priest or leader to direct the frequency of the rate, and the type of
invisible influence to which all are tuned.

Under these circumstances this congregation vibratory rate may be really
spiritual and uplifting; but at the same time, because the signs, symbols and
tokens of this religion are used, it contacts only the members of this particular
religion on the inner plane. If these members are liberal minded, and search-
ing for further information, this will have no restrictive effect. But if the mem-
bers of the organization on the inner plane—which is the case of a religion of
narrow ideas—have a fixed faith that the universe is run according to their
preconceived ideas, their influence will all be toward confirming the congre-
gation in these narrow concepts.

Among the western nations the most universally used ceremony is that of
the Eucharist. Primitive man believed that by eating some of the flesh and
drinking some of the blood of a slain creature it was possible, by means of a
magical ceremony, to cause the attributes of the creature to pass to the charac-
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ter of the man thus partaking of it. Cannibalistic practices were not due to a
taste for human flesh; but were magical ceremonies, in which eating a frag-
ment of the body and drinking the blood of the slain enemy was supposed to
transfer the bravery and energy of the one slain to those partaking of the
feast. Cannibalism today, wherever practiced, is well known to be chiefly for
this magical purpose.

The using of wine for the blood of the god, and a wafer of bread as a
substitute for his body, was practiced in Mithraism and other cults long be-
fore the Christian era. It was a magical process, conducted by the priest-magi-
cian, by which the quality of the god was supposed to be conveyed to those
who took part in the ceremony.

Some western denominations conduct the ceremony of the Eucharist with
great pomp and splendor. And, of course, the more impressive it is to the eye,
the ear, the nose and other senses, the more it tends to arouse emotion and
impress its suggestion upon the unconscious minds of those present. But even
when the ceremony is merely the offering up of a prayer, followed by the
ceremonial partaking of the bread and wine, it is a ritual which tunes in the
minds of those present on the members of their denomination on the inner
plane. And while these invisible intelligences no doubt exert an influence to
help their members follow the straight and narrow way, as outlined by their
religion, and therefore tend to give moral benefit, they also wall them about
with as much influence as they can to keep them from accepting anything not
taught by their leaders. So, while an uplifting influence is often present in
religious ceremonies, all too often such rituals imprison the mentality of those
subject to them.

Of course, if the ritual is that of some organization which does not limit
the thoughts of its membership, but encourages them to research and investi-
gation, such a limiting influence is not present. On the other hand, it places
those on earth in closer contact with their invisible brethren who have ad-
vanced further along the path of knowledge, and who are able to do some-
thing to assist in broadening their mental horizon. It is not that the religious
ceremony, as such, stunts mental growth; but only that it ties the individual
closely to a particular organization. If this organization is narrow in belief,
this makes it far more difficult for him to form broader conceptions; but if the
organization is progressive and alert for new truths, this aids him through
unconscious contact with those on the inner plane who likewise are striving
for real knowledge and real spirituality.

Now, the rather elaborate services and rituals conducted by some denomina-
tions are very effective, through appealing to the various senses, in arousing
emotion. The solemn procession, the unusual and symbolic garments of those
conducting, the chants, the colors, the banners, the incense, the gorgeous set-
tings; all tend to fire the imagination. The whole process is laid out along
efficient psychological lines for releasing emotional energy. It has been handed
down from times most remote, unknowing the term psychology, but never-
theless psychologically sound, as determined by the effects upon the partici-
pants as observed by a long line of priests, and by the pagan medicine men
that preceded them.

More commonly, in these religious rituals, the minds of those present are
directed to higher levels of aspiration. In the sense, therefore, of tending to
raise the fundamental vibratory rate of the individual, they have a spiritual-
izing effect. It is only when some corrupt and debased leader dominates the

Raising the Vibration
Through Ritual
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trend of the vibratory rates with his own vile thoughts that there is apt to be
thought-contagion spreading unwholesome desires.

But whatever gain in fundamental vibratory rate is made under the influ-
ence of present-day orthodox rituals, is usually more than paid for by the loss
at the same time due to shackling the mental freedom. Not merely do those
on the physical plane who lead such services discourage any thought or in-
vestigation which might reveal facts which would upset their creeds, but the
ritual serves habitually to tune the mind in on invisible regions where only
those holding to this creed abide. The ritual, therefore, under such circum-
stances, becomes an invisible instrument to hold the minds of those who at-
tend its performance in a set and predetermined groove.

Yet until the mind is free from the fetters of such narrow conceptions, and
is willing to accept a progressive conception of life, in which the soul does not
merely attain a stationary heaven, or sink into a permanent hell, the amount
of spiritual progress it can gain is quite limited. A ritual, therefore, to be of
high spiritual advantage must not only arouse the desire for high endeavor
and an unselfish life, but also must tune the mind in on regions whose inhab-
itants are not walled about by ignorance of nature, but are seeking out new
facts, and themselves are making true spiritual progress.

The holy water, which is used in some denominations, is water that has been
prepared according to usage; that is, according to magical formula. In its prepa-
ration, therefore, it has been thoroughly magnetized for its purpose. This
purpose is to carry the will—the thoughts—of the priest using it.

Water is one of the most readily magnetized of substances. As it is
sprinkled, or cast, so the astral energies which the priest has brought to a
focus are directed. The drops of water thus act as carriers of his magical
power. They are usually used in the ceremony for purifying something or
someone. And as thus prepared and used they are quite effective instru-
ments for driving out and dispersing other entities or vibratory rates than
those sanctioned by the priest. That is, the vibratory rates of the priest are
conveyed to the object or person so sprinkled, which tunes the thing or per-
son in on his vibratory rates strongly; and this, of course, cuts off any other
vibratory rate which has been present. Very similar methods are used by
native witch-doctors to drive out evil influences; and are quite as success-
ful. Both modern priests and native witch-doctors make use of the same
principle to attain similar objects.

It was the duty of the exorcists in the ancient Church to cast out
devils, to warn the people that non-communicants should make
room for those who were going to communion, and to pour out
the water needed in divine service. he book of exorcisms was
handed to him with the words: ‘Take and commit this to memory,
and receive the power to lay hands on demonaics, whether they
be baptized or catechumens.’The candidate was admonished that
as he cast out devils from the bodies of others he should rid his
own mind and body of all uncleanness and wickedness lest he be
overcome by those whom he drove out of others by his ministry.
For then only would he be able safely to exercise mastery over
the demons in others, when he should first have overcome their
manifold wickedness within himself.

Thoughts-Forms
in Motion
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This driving out of devils is mentioned in the Bible, and is occasionally prac-
ticed by a modern priest; but has mostly fallen into disrepute. It is an inherit-
ance of the Church from the period of the witch-doctor. Nevertheless, even in
modern times, it has been known to cure cases of obsession.

But before discussing further either the influence of the Church, or the
effects upon devotees of healing relics, baptism, or the absolution of sins, a
few words must be devoted to the creation and attributes of thought-forces.

Any image clearly held in the mind and vitalized with energy actually
builds an astral counterpart of the thing so envisaged. In this manner houses
are built in the next life; and in some detail I have discussed in Course 20, The
Next Life, how the environments which are visualized by religious enthusi-
asts on earth are thus artificially constructed on the inner plane, and afford a
place of occupancy for those who pass over with a fixed belief in such a heaven
or hell. And I there also indicated that even a being with some semblance of
intelligence could thus be constructed to act the part of God or devil, until a
more thorough conception of things revealed the source of its construction
and apparent intelligence.

But in addition to this, it should be understood that a strong and vivid
thought sent out with a given work to perform not only possesses power to
influence, but also a certain amount of intelligence to accomplish the purpose
for which it was formulated. I do not mean that it is a living thing, possessing
living intelligence. It is an automaton. Nevertheless it can perform a rather
complex function, and make a variety of adaptations to accomplish its ends.

A torpedo sent out to attack a ship travels directly toward the ship. Yet
even if the ship change its course and maneuvers about, this does not prevent
the torpedo from finding its mark; for it is so constructed that it will follow
the ship until it strikes it. And an aeroplane loaded with bombs can be sent
forth, with no human being aboard, to be steered, it is said, to a city a thou-
sand miles away, there to drop death-dealing missiles. Calculating machines
now do the work of many accountants, and do it accurately. Sorting and tabu-
lating machines exercise uncanny ingenuity in accomplishing the work for
which they are created. And new mechanical robots are coming into exist-
ence every short while, exercising the ability to adapt themselves to a wide
variety of circumstances and yet perform their function as if endowed with
human intelligence. They do have intelligence of a sort; but this intelligence
is that used in their construction, which enables them to do a definite thing
under any circumstance that is likely to arise.

In a very similar way a thought-form sent out to accomplish a definite
mission exhibits quite an uncanny appearance of intelligence. It does not have
the kind of intelligence possessed by a living thing, but the kind of intelli-
gence that a torpedo has in finding its target, or a sorting machine has in
discarding certain things and retaining others, or a tabulating machine has in
analyzing a report. It is a mechanical device constructed of thought energy
and endowed with the ability to accomplish a definite thing under almost
any circumstance that may arise. It does apparently exercise intelligence in
the performance of its set task; but has no intelligence of its own, nor does it
exercise intelligence about other matters.

In addition to the faith engendered by its reputation, a holy relic becomes
saturated by the thoughts of those who have faith in it; and after numbers
have witnessed its power to heal, and have projected their thoughts toward
it, a healing thought-form may be gradually built up around the relic that has
a surprising power to heal.
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Likewise, those who make the pilgrimage to Mecca to kiss the kaba stone,
perform a magical rite. They expect to gain in spirituality by their toilsome
journey and the great sacrifice it entails. This has an affect upon their minds.
And when they approach the sacred stone in reverence, they add to the accu-
mulated energy of the thousands who have kissed it, and give it a little more
potency to influence future devotees, because of the addition of their thoughts
to the thought structure with which it is enshrouded. Because of their rever-
ence and aspirations! they do benefit by having their vibrations raised.

About such a stone, or about a church in which ritual is conducted over a
period of time. there accumulates an enveloping and penetrating mass of
thought-forms. The thoughts of the priests usually are the dominant forms,
and the thoughts of the congregation furnish additional energy. Those who
enter this thought-edifice cannot help being influenced by its strong vibra-
tory rates. And these may mostly be spiritual and uplifting.

But commonly those who dominate the ritual or service send out imperi-
ous thoughts that those attending shall remain faithful in all details to the
belief and creed of the Church. That is, in such an edifice, or place, long used
for ritual or service, there are usually present energetic thought-forms which
have been sent out during the process of ritual, which have the definite mis-
sion to perform of compelling the members of the congregation to remain
faithful to its tenets and creeds.

It is not surprising, then, to find numerous instances of those who withdraw
from membership in such an organization who believe they are being perse-
cuted by the Church. They find that they are unaccountably emotionally and
mentally disturbed; that a seeming pressure is exerted by invisible forces to
compel them to discountenance the findings of their reason and return to the
fold. As a matter of fact, no one in the Church may even be aware of their
change of views; but the thought-forms of the Church, like faithful robots, are
at work endeavoring to keep them in line.

Baptism is a ritual of considerable importance in many churches. It is es-
sentially 2 magical ceremony, using symbolism to impress the purport of the
change on the mind, and by other portions of the service tending to tune in all
present, as well as the one baptized, on the invisible brethren of the denomi-
nation. The person realizes that his life has been far short of what he desires
in the past. But he has determined henceforth to do differently. To commence
with a clean slate, as it were, he goes down into the water, where his “sins are
washed away. His conscience need not bother with past derelictions. Only
the future need now be considered, and he is tuned in somewhat on forces,
perhaps on strong thought-forms, which help him keep his resolution.

The conflicts within man’s mind between the standard of conduct which
he has set for himself, or which his religion has set for him, and what he
actually does, leads to inefficiency and unhappiness. If he believes the priest
has the power to absolve him, he has a means of reconciling these conflicting
forces within himself, and starting a new day also with a clean slate. Confes-
sion and absolution of sins at times have been used by the Church as destruc-
tive agencies; and have aided the Church to retain its temporal advantage.
But they also have been of benefit to those who believe in them, because they
have enabled them to release mental disturbances and quiet inner conflicts.
Believing they were no longer sinful, it became easier for people to tune in on
high-frequency energies.

Like almost everything that is powerful, when used strictly for a construc-

Invisible Persecution
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tive purpose, religious ritual accomplishes much that is of great worth; but
when used to restrict the minds of others, or to exploit them, it is equally
powerful as an agent to retard human progress.

Prayer as well as progressed aspects affords the thought-cell groups within
the unconscious mind with additional energy for use as Extra-Physical Power.
And although these thought-cell groups have intelligence of their own, and
as witnessed in their response to progressed aspects, know how to bring physi-
cal events to pass, prayer, through the directive power of thought, may divert
the activities of thought-cell groups to performing a new and desired type of
work. That is, prayer may not only furnish the energy for work on the inner
plane, but may also effectively direct the intelligence of a thought-cell group
to performing the job required in the answer to the prayer.

In other words, prayer may cause the same thought-cell groups which are
responsible for the events attracted into the life when progressed aspects are
operative, to exert themselves to bring to pass other conditions and events
which are sought.

Yet in bringing about the condition sought through prayer, man need not
depend upon the intelligence of the thought-cell groups of his unconscious
mind. Each level of inner-plane existence is inhabited by intelligent entities,
and these respond to the earnest desires of those of similar aspirations who
can contact them. In the physical world we do not rely entirely on our own
abilities and efforts. There are friends and associates with similar interests
who give advice and who cooperate in various ways. And through the av-
enue of prayer, which is a deliberate effort to enlist the aid of a superior power,
we more or less contact intelligences occupying some level of the inner plane.
And we more or less contact the all-pervading intelligence of Deity.

How much, in any given instance, the all-pervading Divine Conscious-
ness responds to prayer, how much inner-plane intelligences give their aid,
and how much of the results obtained are due to the activities of thought-cell
groups within our unconscious minds, is determined by a variety of condi-
tions. But however much one or all of these three contribute to the answer to
prayer, the result is effected through the Extra-Physical Power brought into
play, Extra-Physical Power which in principle is similar to that which brings
other events, including those not desired, into the life coincident with appro-
priate progressed aspects.

Such Extra-Physical Power may be directed from any inner-plane level.
Under proper conditions, even the brutal prayers of bestial men gain a force
which brings their answer. But the brutal prayers of bestial men can only
reach and bring a response, if they bring a response at all, from the bestial
levels of the inner plane. They only have a force which operates with intellec-
tual cunning on the gross and selfish levels of the animal world.

It is only those prayers which are motivated by the unselfish desire for
the welfare of others which have a vibratory frequency that extends the con-
sciousness to those basic levels of the inner world where dwell those who
have once lived on earth, and other entities which have never had earth expe-
rience, but which work for all that is good and true, and which are willing to
assist the beneficent purposes of man.

If the dominant mood engendered by the act of prayer exalts the soul in
noble unselfishness, if the thoughts and supplications are chiefly for the ben-
efit of others, the inner-plane level contacted will have a similar vibratory
rate, and such intelligences as there reside will be unselfish and devoted to
being as truly helpful as possible to all.

Effective Prayer
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PHILIPPE PETAIN
April 24, 1856, 10:30 p m. 2:30E. 50:15N
Data from Mr. Scott’s War Commentary

1914, Brigadier General French army at war: Man opposition Venus r.
1916, in charge of operations in front of Verdun: Venus conjunction Saturn r.
General in Chief Sun sextile Sun r and Pluto r.
1918, Grand Cross Legion of Honour Mercury conjunction Venus p.
1934, Secretary of War of France Sun square Mars p.
1939, France at war with Germany: Mercury square Mars r.
1940, after France surrendered to Germany was made Prime Minister Sun

conjunction Venus p, Mercury conjunction Saturn p.
1945, August, convicted of intelligence with the enemy and sentenced to

death, sentence commuted to life imprisonment M. C. (honor) opposition
Saturn p.
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PIERRE LAVAL
June 28, 1883, 10:00 a.m. LMT. 3E. 45:45N.
Data from Mr. Scott’s War Commentary.

1914, Socialist Deputy for Seine (France): Sun conjunction Mercury p.
1925, Minister of Public Works: Venus sextile Saturn r
1926, Minister of Justice: Jupiter sextile Uranus p, sextile; Man r.
1930, Minister of Labor: Sun square Mars r, semi-sextile Jupiter p.
1931, Prime Minister: Venus sextile Venus r.
1934, Minister of Colonies: Venus sextile Mercury r.
1935, Prime Minister: Sun sextile Mars p.
1940, Deputy Prime Minister, when France surrendered he collaborated

with Nazis: Sun square Pluto r, Mercury conjunction Uranus p.
1945, Oct. 15, executed for intelligence with enemy: Neptune conjunction

Mars r, Asc. sesqui-square Mercury r, Venus sesqui-square Moon r and semi-
square Mercury r.
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Course 18

Imponderable
Forces

Press, Radio and Billboard

Chapter 6

O
NE can hardly consider any treatment of the imponderable forces
affecting human life as at all adequate which omits the various agen-
cies of propaganda. Commonly these agencies commence their work

soon after we arise in the morning; at least as soon as we turn on the radio or
glance at the morning paper.

As we drive to the office, or go to whatever work awaits us, their impact
strikes us from sign boards along the way, or from car signs placed conspicu-
ously in the public vehicles within which we must ride. Salesmen make their
appearance during the day, the magazine we read during the noon hour adds
its weight, and in the evening, as we relax a few moments before retiring, we
turn on the radio again, and receive a final bombardment.

From almost the moment of awakening until we go to sleep, and even
after we go to sleep if some member of the household keeps the radio on, we
are under a constant but subtle pressure to compel us to do something that
someone else desires us to do.

Now there can be no objection to our obliging other people and comply-
ing with their requests, provided such compliance is mutually beneficial, or
not derogatory to the welfare of society. Perhaps the greatest single economic
problem of today is that of distributing the products of industry. A high stan-
dard of living among the people can be reached only through informing a
wide public of the advantages that may be derived from the purchase of new
conveniences and improved articles. And it requires education and salesman-
ship to break down prejudices that favor the old and tried things. Advertising
thus, when received with discrimination, is of utmost value not merely to the
producer but to the consumer.

But along with their benefits, not only advertising channels that are rec-
ognized as such, but all avenues of education, are all too commonly used to
warp and distort the judgment of men, to the end that they shall act through
the compelling force of subtle, infiltrating suggestions, or through misinfor-
mation, to their own detriment and the grossly selfish benefit of those who
make it a business of exploiting others.

The histories that children study in school invariably inculcate in them the
belief that the conflicts of their country in the past were always forced upon
them by the outrages of some other nation. Children are led to believe that
their patriots, their generals, their great men, are superior to those of other

History Is Mostly Lies
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nations. Their country has always been right in its controversies. Their sol-
diers have always been noble and brave. Opposing countries have always
been base and vile.

Thus the histories of two countries about the same war, or the same crises,
in which they were antagonists, are always varnished in such a way as to
convince the child that his nation is vastly superior and that the other nation
is filled with detestable people. Napoleon, who made considerable history of
sorts, and therefore was entitled to his opinion, decided that history is mostly
lies. That is, like so much else we read, see, and hear, its chief concern is to
convince us, regardless of the actual facts, that someone was right and some-
one else was wrong.

Then we find, if Senate Investigating Committees are to be believed, when
the child has graduated from High School and gone to College, that he comes
under the influence of learned men, some of whom are granted salaries, much
larger than they receive from College, paid to them by large corporations.
These additional salaries are allegedly to enable them to do research or other
special work; but in reality carry the implication that the instructor is to give
a slant to his discourses that will be favorable to the political and other aspira-
tions of the corporation.

Of course, the majority of college professors would scorn to take gifts or
emoluments from such corporations. But there are enough of them willing to
do so that it is not hard for such interests to place very capable speakers un-
der their pay at such strategic points in our institutions of education, and on
lecture tours, as to make their influence widespread.

And even the instructors who would not take pay ostensibly offered to
further educational work vet with the implication that some corporation be
favored, not infrequently have strong and unreasonable prejudices in regard
to religion, prohibition, politics, and other things which so commonly rest
upon the emotional background of the individual rather than upon research
and experiment.

I have singled out history as a single example in the schools, and corpora-
tion propaganda as a single example in the colleges, and no doubt these are
the most obvious examples; yet numerous others might be cited, all going to
show that from the time a child enters an educational institution until he
leaves college he is more or less under the influence of those who are not
impartial in their views. Propaganda of some kind is constantly at work seek-
ing to sway his thinking into biased channels.

Now I suppose no one needs to be told that such a thing as an impartial press
is practically non-existent at this day. Many of the newspapers and maga-
zines which carry other than fiction, are owned by syndicates who have pur-
chased them with the view of influencing public opinion in a definite direc-
tion. Many other periodicals not actually owned by such syndicates are sub-
sidized by them. And nearly all the others at least have some definite political
view which they are determined, at all costs, to sell to the public. And even
the most widely read stories are written chiefly with a view to proving or
disproving something; and not infrequently their authors are assigned by the
publisher to write a story of so many words showing something to be true,
the editor indicating the “slant” he desires.

Banks, railroads, political bodies—Anti-Saloon League, Anti-Prohibi-
tion League, World Court Advocates, Anti-League of Nations Group, and
every other powerful group with an axe to grind—have their press agents
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whose work it is to manipulate the public through their utterances in the
press. It is estimated that New York City alone contains no less than twelve
hundred such press agents, all working to sell the public some particular
brand of thought.

An illuminating way in which to learn how prevalent and strong are
the influences of propaganda is to read the reports on the same important
events in newspapers and other periodicals that “slant” their news from
different angles. Let us take, for example, an account of some foreign dis-
turbance, or even a local disturbance, as reported in the Los Angeles Ex-
aminer (Democratic), the Los Angeles Times (Republican), and The Ameri-
can Freeman (Socialistic).

If the event is really important, Mr. Hearst’s Examiner will show that in
the last analysis the trouble was due to prohibition; and that light wines and
beer if easily to be had would make of earth a paradise without hardships.
The same difficulty will be shown by the Los Angeles Times to be solely due
to trade unions or radical labor elements in their efforts to destroy civiliza-
tion. And the American Freeman will quite as convincingly prove that the
only source of the difficulty was the greed of Capitalists in their effort to ex-
ploit the downtrodden wage slaves.

When prohibition is solved, the Los Angeles Examiner will have some-
thing else to blame for everything disagreeable but as the Times has always
blamed the workingman for every disaster, and the American Freeman can
see no evil except it is inspired by those of wealth, we may confidently expect
them to retain their special “slant” as long as they have existence.

What has been pointed out in connection with these three papers is
largely true of nearly every news sheet in the land. And not only many of
the best stories, but practically all the articles that appear in the magazines
are written specifically to support the views that the magazines are endeav-
oring to sell the public. Today there is almost no such thing as an unbiased
source of information.

The radio programs do the same thing that is done by the press, but as a rule
they are more frank about it. The press is really trying to influence public
opinion, trying to sell people some idea, and uses the news as the avenue to
get their attention and confidence. But it does not inform the public that it is
giving a biased version, or that in its news items and articles it is selling an
idea advantageous to itself. The radio program, however, makes no secret
that it is entertaining people, giving them something they desire, in order to
get their attention and sell them something. The radio announcer makes his
station call at intervals and plainly makes it known what his sponsor wishes
the public to buy.

Radio programs are mostly paid for by someone who is trying to sell some-
thing. As a rule, about three minutes out of every fifteen are devoted to sell-
ing effort, and the balance of the time is given over to holding the public
attention through some form of entertainment. It is the work of the radio
announcer to word his sales talk so that you will have the utmost confidence
in what he says, and will be possessed by an intense desire to buy what he
has to sell.

In addition to these paid for programs, radio stations have what are
known as sustaining programs. These are periods of time which the station
has been unable to sell to some advertiser. The station procures as attractive
entertainment as possible for these sustaining programs, because in order
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to sell time to advertisers it must hold the attention of its public. A good
sustaining program adds to what in newspaper work would be called “cir-
culation.” This attracts to it those who wish to buy time; for time is what the
radio station has to sell. But the notable lecturer it hires to hold the attention
of the public and make the paid-for time of this station valuable to the ad-
vertiser may, and usually does, have some particular “slant” which he is
promoting in his broadcasts.

Billboards and posters are unlike the press and educational institutions in
that no one is led to believe they are not trying to sell something. They are like
the radio, except that they appeal to the eye instead of to the ear, in that al-
though they use many subtle methods to make sales, they are not so com-
pletely camouflaged as to their real objective.

Not only is there practically no unbiased source of information available
to the public, but. human life being what it is, it is unlikely that such will be
forthcoming in the future.

Since men have been upon the earth they have had opinions formed from
incomplete data that they have been eager to persuade others to accept. They
have had material possessions which they were desirous of trading to others
at the best possible profit to themselves. They have wished other people to do
certain things; and have ransacked their wits to find some means by which
they could induce the action that would, irrespective of its effect upon soci-
ety, be beneficial to themselves. And it is too much to expect these tendencies
to vanish. We may as well accept the situation as it now exists, and as it prob-
ably will exist in the future, that there are many men either through igno-
rance or self-seeking, using all available channels of information to influence
people to think and act in the way they desire they should.

This being the case, what can we do about it? How can we prevent, through
the lies of purported history, through smooth statements of half facts by edu-
cators, through the “slant” of fiction and news items, and the subtleties of
radio and billboard, forming erroneous conclusions and acting as a conse-
quence in a manner detrimental both to ourselves and to society?

When we become conscious that all these sources of information have
something they are enthusiastically trying to sell, we can then make an ef-
fort to discern the “slant” they give to information. That is, before accepting
information as such we can delve to find the real motive behind the source
of its dissemination.

Add to this a clear comprehension of the chief methods by which we are
subtly influenced without usually being aware of it, and the common method
by which fact is distorted to make it signify something different and yet re-
main plausible, and we have a means at our command by which we can dis-
criminate effectively between the real truth of any situation and the appear-
ance that is given to that truth by the organ presenting it. Through our knowl-
edge of the methods of those purveying information we will be able, in great
measure, to separate the real kernel of truth from its chaffy covering.

There is a form of distorting facts in which a lie is resorted to, plain and simple.
Political opponents, on the night before election, sometimes publish a bare-
faced lie about their antagonist, and count on it swinging public opinion be-
fore it can be proved false. But an unadorned lie usually can be made effec-
tive only over a brief period of time; for unless it is very cunningly concealed
amid such truth, or given wide repetition, it is too easily proved untrue.

Billboards

Invention
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To maintain plausibility, and therefore confidence that it is not a lie, the
common method used by those both on the physical plane and in the astral
slums, is to use truth—the more obvious the truth the better—and within it to
insert a very small and inconspicuous distortion of the truth, which cleverly
makes the meaning of the whole just the opposite of its true significance. This
method is called inversion; and because it is the almost universal method
employed by astral gangsters, they have come to be known in occult circles as
the INVERSIVE BRETHREN.

The success in misleading the public, of an inversion, depends chiefly
upon three factors:

1. It must present facts that are widely recognized to be true, or which can
easily be proved to be true; and if they have a strong emotional appeal,
so much the better.

2. The inversive twist—the misinformation or misinterpretation—by which
the whole matter is made to appear to have a meaning exactly the op-
posite of its true purport, must occupy so small a part of the whole
presentation, or be so cunningly concealed by sophistical handling, that
it escapes the notice of all except those with critical faculties highly
developed.

3. The inversive twist—the misinformation or misinterpretation—must
be so worded that it can be subjected to no direct and simple test of
accuracy. In fact, the more loopholes left by which to sidestep any di-
rect test of its truth the more it fulfills its purpose.

To accomplish this last, for instance, no direct accusations are made against
an opponent; for these could be brought to trial. But instead insinuations are
published, which if brought to trial could be said to have meant something
entirely different, and to have no derogative import. Or, in setting forth some
matter, 80 many alternatives are left, any one of which seemingly supports
the inversion, that as fast as one is traced down and proved to be a lie, an-
other can be substituted. Thus the number of such substitute lies becomes so
great that the public has not the patience to follow the efforts of anyone who
has the diligence to hunt them down, one after another. This is the real hydra-
headed monster which grows two heads in the place of each one which is cut
off. That is, when one lie is slain, those responsible for it have two others
ready at hand to take its place.

As illustrative of the inversive method, the Senate Investigating Commit-
tee previously mentioned found that a certain huge corporation was granting
large salaries to certain college professors to travel about giving lectures. These
lectures were something in the nature of University Extension Work, under
the auspices of some college. The lecturer was always a man recognized as an
authority on his subject. And in his lecture he did his utmost to impart real
information to his audience. But subtly injected into these lectures, which
were otherwise of much educational value, were observations on economics
which were given such a twist that those listening felt the corporation in ques-
tion had been much maligned, and that when the matters affecting it were
made a political issue, they should use their influence to favor this benign
and unselfish syndicate.

There is no question here as to the right of a corporation to hire a lecturer
to inform people of its virtues. The inversion consisted of hiding behind rec-
ognized colleges to give the impression that those of unbiased authority were
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of the opinion that the corporation was wholly benign; hiding the fact that
the lecturer was actually being paid for creating this impression, and in pre-
senting half-truths thus cunningly concealed amid a large amount of infor-
mation of real value.

If we drop back to the commencement of the Christian era we see this
principle of inversion vigorously at work then.

There can be no question but that in all ages it has been quite common to
abuse the sex functions. Sex often has led to bestiality, to gross passions, and
to extremes of selfishness and grossness. Also, material possessions, from the
most ancient times, have caused many people to be dishonest, to become self-
ish and cruel, and to develop unspiritual qualities. Such facts are so obvious
and so well recognized that no one requires them to be proved.

And because of the popular acceptance of them as facts, it became easy to
use them for inversive purposes; for the more widespread a belief the easier
it becomes to use it as a trap to snare the unwary.

It was therefore argued by church zealots that if sex and money were the
source of most of the evil in the world that the spiritual man should renounce
both completely. The other half of this truth was completely ignored; that sex
and money are also the sources of most of the good in the world. The fact that
only by means of material possessions are we able to alleviate the suffering
caused by the poverty of others, providing for them medical care, shelter and
food, and that only through wealth-the product of labor-can we sustain our-
selves and develop the resources of the earth so that people may have more
comfort, education and more happiness; this was entirely overlooked.

It was also ignored that family life is the most potent source of unselfish
emotions in the world. If spirituality is based upon unselfishness and love,
family life is the most effective training school of spirituality at hand. Man
and wife frequently are unselfish in their relations with each other; and pa-
rental love is commonly unselfish.

Therefore, the inversive doctrine that it is spiritual to renounce sex and
wealth was disseminated; resulting in a period during which monastic life
flourished. And the inmates of these holy institutions were so self-centered in
their determination to attain salvation for themselves that little of real spiri-
tuality could penetrate to them. They shifted the responsibility of the world
from their own selfish shoulders to the backs of others; themselves seeking
spiritual safety while materially provided for by the institution they had joined.
And having renounced love, except a vague and abstract affection for all
mankind, it is not surprising that the histories of these monasteries are a record
of epidemics of hallucination and outbreaks of mental aberration.

Following down the centuries to the settling of America, we find the Pil-
grim Fathers believing in a not unrelated inversion.

It has been noted throughout man’s development that he often spends
time that should be devoted to work in play, that he frequently dissipates
wealth that should be used in sustenance in securing enjoyment, and that in
the quest of pleasure he often disregards the rights of others and becomes
gross and brutal. Hence, by the inversive method, it was easy to get a follow-
ing for the doctrine that all pleasure is wicked.

And as I have pointed out elsewhere, so-called “American nerves,” are
probably largely the result of the doctrine of suppression that has been handed
down from the early settlers of our country. Their religion cultivated a rigid
austerity, the restraint of every emotion, and looked with horror upon fun of
any kind. The partial truth which gave rise to this doctrine failed to recognize
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that pain is contractive and pleasure is expansive, that pleasure is construc-
tive and only its excessive and perverted use is destructive, and that happi-
ness is an aid both to constructive work and to spirituality. That happiness or
pleasure is a sin, according to the findings of psychology, and according even
to facts understood for centuries, is an inversion.

As an illustration of the complexity of alternate factors, which is a favorite
method of escaping detection when an inversion is given propaganda, I can
find no better illustration than the doctrine of repeated reincarnation.

I am well aware that many who read these lines will not agree with me in
this. I am not questioning their right to believe in repeated human reincarna-
tion if they desire to do so. Nor am I making any accusations against them
because they thus believe; or against those who now teach it; for I am sure
they are sincere, and they have as much right to their opinion as I have to
mine. Yet, as a free soul, I maintain I have the right both to have and to ex-
press my own ideas on this or any other subject.

The truth, as I see it, is that the soul does incarnate successively through
various lower forms of life in its evolution. It passes through various forms in
mineral, vegetable and animal kingdoms, but never reincarnates in the same
species twice. But when it has undergone experience once in the human spe-
cies, this being the climax of physical evolution, its progress from that point
on is in worlds above the physical. It no longer returns to the physical earth,
because it has lessons to learn and work to do in realms that offer it advan-
tages that cannot be had on earth.

To me—and this is the Hermetic view—the truth that the soul reincar-
nates in many forms of life has been used to cloak an insidious doctrine of
materialism which implies that nowhere can experience worth while be had
except on the physical plane. This materialistic doctrine demands that the
soul keep coming back to earth to gain experience and to pay debts; entirely
overlooking the fact that when self-consciousness is once attained through
even a brief human incarnation, that any further necessary experience—even
the paying of debts—can be had in the next world.

Human reincarnation ignores that education, evolution, and constructive
effort are continued in other regions that are even more real than the earth. It
loses sight of the fact that as each soul is being prepared for a special mission
in the cosmic scheme that the experience, or education, of no two souls is the
same. But these things I have set forth in Chapters 7 & 8 of Course 1, Laws of
Occultism, and in Course 19, Organic Alchemy.

But any specific doctrine in connection with remembered past lives, the
period between rebirths, or how many times such rebirths can occur, as soon
as it is attacked in one quarter, is shifted in another quarter to an entirely
different doctrine. It now appears, from a lecture by an international author-
ity on the subject given in Los Angeles a few months ago, that human reincar-
nation is entirely optional. If one wants to return to the earth to reincarnate
he is privileged to do so, and if he does not wish this additional experience on
earth, he need not return.

In times past repeated births of a single soul have been traced back many,
many thousands of years. But when such a remembered series is shown, upon
indisputable historical evidence, to have been impossible, it is relinquished and
someone comes forth with the idea that, after all, incarnations take place quickly
and are few in number. If it can be shown, upon archaeological evidence, that
no such dwellings existed in a region at the time when a remembered life took
place, this is also relinquished and something else is quickly substituted.
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But I think I have said enough to illustrate my point; for I have no desire
to offend anyone who holds to any belief. But whether it be in politics, in
religion, or in business, whenever the factors representing evidence can be
shifted first to mean one thing, then to mean another, and finally relinquished
in favor of still other substitutes, it is the part of wisdom not to accept them
without the most careful research and thought.

Since the foregoing was written that master of inversive methods, Adolph
Hitler, rose to power and plunged mankind into World War II. Also, in these
United States certain unscrupulous academic scientists have endeavored to
get laws passed prohibiting both the teaching and the practice of astrology.

While enslaving the people of Germany, Hitler orated constantly on the
great benefits they would derive from the Socialistic State which he was cham-
pioning. In his book outlining his program, he set forth a method which later
he successfully used. And others, witnessing this success, have employed the
same tactics. He said that if one told a big enough lie people would believe it,
because they were themselves accustomed to telling small lies, but they would
not believe anyone audacious enough to tell a gigantic untruth.

In political campaigns in the U. S., we now find that an unscrupulous
opposition at times spreads a barrage of unreasonable lies about a certain
candidate believing, quite correctly, that in spite of the refutation of these lies
by the candidate, these “smears” will stick in the mind of the public and, due
to personal bias, will influence a certain number. It is recognized that some
people, to raise their own opinion of themselves relatively, are all too willing
to believe any evil they hear or read about another.

One of the inversive methods employed by Hitler was to accuse those he
wished to destroy with the crime he was committing or contemplated. If he
contemplated appropriating the property and wealth of a certain minority
group he first spread the propaganda that this minority group had unfairly
gained property and wealth from others. When he desired to attack some
other nation, he spread the propaganda that this nation was arming to help in
an invasion of Germany. He made accusation after accusation so plausible
that, to their ruin, the people of Germany believed him.

The inversive propaganda of certain academic science groups—which, to
maintain their prestige as the final authority on all information relative to
natural law, are determined to recognize no energies other than the physical,
and no possibility of life beyond the tomb—takes two chief forms. Straw men
are set up and knocked down as fake tests are made and given wide publicity
through the press.

Astrology, as are other sciences, is progressive. In books of thirty years
ago on almost any material science one can find statements which since have
been proved erroneous and are no longer held by scientists. This is equally
true of the science of astrology. Thus it is possible for the foes of astrology to
unearth such statements and prove them false.

For many years competent astrologers have recognized, for instance,
that sun-sign alone is not a reliable guide to the vocation followed by an
individual. Yet it is possible to find astrological textbooks that state the
sign Libra inclines to music. And, other things being equal, it does give a
love of music, although not necessarily causing the individual to follow
music as a profession.

But some years ago a professor at the University of California collected
the birth-date of over 1,000 musicians. He found more born under the sun-
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sign Scorpio than under any other sun-sign. And this finding was given wide
and repeated press publicity as completely disproving astrology.

The latest such straw man set up and knocked down to disprove astrol-
ogy appears in TIME magazine, issue of September 24, 1945, page 52. Aca-
demic psychologist Mrs. Lee R. Steiner went to an outstanding New York
astrologer and got a reading for her husband, and denounced the science of
astrology because the astrologer did not tell her her husband was dead.

Yet progressed aspects do not indicate inevitable events, merely prob-
abilities. And it is never wise to predict death, as due to precautionary actions
or mental treatments or other factors, the individual may slip by death’s door.
If Mrs. Steiner had asked the astrologer what happened to her husband dur-
ing a given year—instead of deliberately misleading the astrologer—she would
have been told he had experienced a most serious illness.

Where extra-sensory perception and psychic phenomena are concerned,
the foes of the belief in any other realm than the physical commonly employ
a professional skilled in legerdemain, who offers to reproduce the ESP test or
phenomena. But when he attempts to do so he employs his own parapherna-
lia and selects his own conditions. Yet the wide publicity given such exhibi-
tions convince many people that all psychic phenomena is legerdemain.

There are words which have come to mean those things which are highly
desirable to society and which, because of the desirability of those things thus
generalized, come to possess strong emotional power. The unconscious minds
of people are so accustomed to responding either favorably or unfavorably to
the things designated by these words, that the words themselves have come
to be symbols that arouse a special type of emotion, regardless of their asso-
ciation at the particular time.

Good, true, honest, unselfish, patriotic, benign, high-minded, noble, di-
vine, and charming are a few of such words as are responded to in a favorable
manner. Murder, avariciousness, selfish, coward, yellow, tyrant, grafter, sedi-
tious, crafty, cruel, and bully are a few that thus incite instant antagonism.

Now, as has been learned by those who exploit the weaknesses of the
public, if some person, some cause, or some object can adroitly be coupled
with one of these words, due to the habit of emotionally associating only
things of a definite kind with the words, the unconscious reaction to the per-
son, cause or object thus associated is that habitually aroused by the word.
The emotional reaction, because of the power of habit, is so spontaneous as to
lull reason. Before the critical faculties have time to question whether the
association between the person, cause or object and the word is warranted,
the habitual emotion aroused by the word has taken charge and embraced
the whole phrase or sentence in its customary pleasant or unpleasant feeling.

For instance, not long ago the subject of “birth control” came up in the
city of Syracuse, N. Y. In this country we are supposed to have free speech.
Nor did those who wished to stifle even a discussion of “birth control,’ com-
mit the error of bringing up the question of free speech. Yet they were con-
vinced “birth control” is a terrible thing, and that the surest way to prevent
any change in the New York statute in regard to it was to prevent the facts
about it from being presented. How, in the face of the constitutional guaran-
tee of free speech, were they able to do this?

Well, it is commonly accepted by the public that murder is about the
worst of crimes. So they coupled the word murder with “birth control.”
They gave wide voice to the opinion that “birth control” is murder. Those
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thus appealed to responded spontaneously to the emotion aroused by the
word murder, and dominated by this emotion failed to question the appro-
priateness of the association.

It seems never to have occurred to them, amid their repugnance at the
thought of murder, to inquire if it were possible to murder a child before it is
even conceived. And the emotional element so dominated the aldermen that
they not only failed to consider whether the present laws on the subject are
just or not, but they stifled our boasted free speech to the extent that they
passed an ordinance, on the ground of indecency, prohibiting all discussion
of the subject, even any discussion of whether the present laws on the subject
are good and just.

As this is being written there are some 8,000,000 people seeking, but un-
able to get employment in this country. Under such conditions it is bound to
follow that there is considerable hunger and privation. And at times there are
parades of protest or gatherings of people who are hungry and who wish
food or employment by which they can secure food. The word “Red”’ be-
cause of the Russian revolution, has become a word arousing terror in the
hearts of those who have property. Therefore, every parade no matter how
just or how far removed from thought of revolutionary activities, is reported
by those who suppress it as a demonstration of the “Reds.” Several such hun-
ger paraders were shot down at Dearborn, Mich., a few days ago; and the
newspaper headlines screamed with the news of a “Red Outbreak.” The word
“Red” was used to justify the killing.

On the other hand, we have the words “Capitalistic Exploiter of the
Masses,” and “Capitalistic Grafter,” used by those who wish to disparage the
usefulness of any individual who is not utterly poverty stricken. No matter
how much a man may have added to the wealth of society, if he possesses, or
even controls, some wealth, his enemies can cause him to be hated by a large
part of the populace. They keep calling him a “Capitalistic Exploiter”; and
those who hear and see this term used in association with him are moved to
hate, because it is their habitual reaction to the words. The habit is so strong
that it suppresses any desire they might have to make a detailed inquiry
whether or not, in his case, the term is appropriate.

And a man in the employ of the State is just as readily and unwarrantedly
attacked by repeatedly attaching to his name the words “Grafter” and “Tool
of Big Business,” The fact that those in public life have frequently been graft-
ers, and tools of big money, has developed an habitual emotional aversion to
those words, and it comes to the surface so quickly that it commonly sup-
presses reason. For reason would make diligent inquiry to discover if the
man so designated really does belong to the group designated by the words.

There is another type of influence that is very prevalent. It is really an inver-
sion, but is less cunningly concealed than the more elaborate inversions, and
relies almost wholly on suggestion to do its inversive work. To distinguish it
from the more complex inversions, it may be termed an insinuation. Some
proposition is stated in such a way that the public is led to believe that things
are dependent upon each other that in reality have little or no relation.

During the war it was recognized that people were desirous of helping
win it. Streetcar placards and bill posters appeared, therefore, advising the
public to “Buy Mr. Skokum’s Pills and Help Win the War”; “Patronize Your
Corner Grocer and Do Your Bit”; “Eat Sanded Wheat Husks and Help the
Boys Over There,’; “Mail Your Son or Sweetheart Over There a Package of
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Cow Tobacco to Give Him Fighting Strength.” I have not, of course, quoted
the names of the firms exactly, but all will be familiar with the type of adver-
tising that was used.

As a matter of fact, there was no real help toward winning the war in any
one of these items; but the advertisement gave the suggestion strongly that
doing the thing suggested would help the cause which was so close to people’s
hearts. And because of the power of suggestion, when repeated over and
over, many people, no doubt, made such purchases with the feeling that they
were doing something patriotic, when in reality they were merely doing what
the advertiser wished them to do for his own selfish advantage.

And as this is being written I find some radio announcers, and many bill-
boards and newspaper advertisements, thus capitalizing the present period
of unemployment and money shortage.

We are told to go to a certain Finance Corporation and borrow money on
our car, “To Help End the Depression.,’ We are informed that we should buy
certain nationally advertised products, “To Provide Work for the Unem-
ployed.” We are admonished to buy our merchandise at a certain department
store, “To Discourage Hoarding.”

In some of the advertising of this nature there may be a little truth, but
most of it merely makes use of the public desire to help restore prosperity to
insinuate that this need may be accomplished by borrowing, buying, or sell-
ing, to a certain firm, when in truth the transaction urged has little or no
bearing upon the restoration of normalcy.

Now we come to a factor that is unusually potent in getting an Inversion,
a Platitude, or an Insinuation accepted and acted upon. It is the power of
suggestion gained through repetition. This power is baldly stated by politi-
cians thus: “In order to get people to believe a lie it is only necessary to go on
repeating it.”

Coué, in his famous formula, “Every Day in Every Way, I Am Getting
Better and Better,” gave a world-wide demonstration of this power in its con-
structive aspect. But constant repetition is quite as potent to hammer a lie into
the unconscious mind and get that lie acted upon as it is to heal the individual
of his ills when constructively applied.

If you see on the printed page and on bill-boards, twenty times a day for
twenty-five days a month, the words, “Smoke Hemp Rope and Get Kiss-
able,” unless your critical faculties are unusually awake you will uncon-
sciously accept the idea that smoking hemp rope actually adds to your at-
tractiveness, and that others will have far less desire to kiss you if you do
not smoke anything.

Or if you have it dinned into your consciousness by the radio announcer
that a certain merchant sells for less, you will probably not stop to reason that
where he is located rents are higher, that his displays are costly, that his whole
overhead is such as to make it unlikely he can sell goods at as reasonable a
figure as certain other merchants you know. Because you hear his name so
often, and the assertion that he sells cheaply, when you desire merchandise
you forget about the other tradesmen and go directly to his place.

In addition to the objective influence of inversion, platitude association, in-
sinuation, repetition and suggestion, when there is an enthusiastic body of
thinkers who desire to put over some program, or who desire that some idea
shall be accepted, there is also to be considered the very potent invisible in-
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fluence exerted by their thought-forms. These thought-forms once given suf-
ficient impetus, and irrespective of truth or reason, may gather as they move,
like a snowball rolling down hill, until they have sufficient power to sweep a
whole nation into a war-hysteria, into a stock-gambling mania, into a land-
boom craze, or into a panic of depression. In this country we have had all of
these within less than a score of years.

Religious, political, occult, and other organizations which have some defi-
nite idea to sell sometimes are able to enlist individuals who have oratorical
and literary ability to sway the public. In this enthusiasm for the “cause,”
these protagonists send out, perhaps quite unwittingly, powerful thought-
forms impregnated with the mission to make converts. These thought-forms,
throughout the duration of their existence, work unremittingly to convince
people, through impression, or in extreme instances even through obsession,
to adopt the standard of the particular cause. And those who become thus
enlisted in the same effort, and zealous in its mission, unwittingly add the
strength of their thoughts to the thought-form creation already working out
its mission.

The unconscious response of people to such energetic thought-forms, when
they once gain headway, is illustrated by the well-recognized irresponsibility
of a mob. Incited by the words of a few leaders, who may be extremists and
quite unbalanced, otherwise well-poised people, when part of a mob, often
abandon reason entirely and help commit murder, arson and other crimes
that undominated by such group thought-form influence they would never
dream it possible for them to countenance, and for which, after reflection,
they arc heartily remorseful.

Such thought-dissemination—or collection of smaller thoughts about a
more powerful nucleus—for the accomplishment of a given work is usually,
but not always, a process unrecognized by those responsible for it. And used
thus unconsciously, as in the case of the religious evangelist to sweep a whole
town into the fold at a revival meeting, it may result in no great damage, or
may, when public sentiment is aroused thus in favor of some good cause,
even help to bring about conditions more favorable to society.

But used by crooked politicians, by those who make propaganda for self-
ish advantage, and as encouraged by crooks and gangsters, it results in tre-
mendous damage. Where the underworld is concerned they, of course, are
interested only in promoting those conditions which assist them to prey upon
more honest and spiritual men. And while they may support many things
that aid them in this, one thing in particular that they sponsor, because it
leads to disorganization of society and thus weakens it and permits them to
have their will, is confusion. Confusion of any sort enables them to gain their
selfish and unfair ends without discovery and punishment.

Nor are all those who use this thought-dissemination method—collect-
ing the less potent thoughts of those they have persuaded to sympathize
with their movement into a huge and powerful thought-form as snow is
gathered into a ball as it rolls along—of the physical plane. Racketeers, gang-
sters, and leaders in iniquity on the astral plane find such thought-dissemi-
nation a potent means of getting the things done on earth that they desire.
They must, of course, make contact with some negative individual whom
they can influence to send out such thoughts and to promote the ideas they
have formulated. Anything that leads to confusion they hold to be to their
advantage, because a confused mind is one easily influenced by another
through suggestion.
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FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT
January 30, 1882, 8:00 p.m. 74W. 41:45N.
Data obtained from his secretary.

1905, married: Sun trine Moon r.
1910, elected New York Senate: Mercury trine Mars r.
1913, Assistant Secretary of Navy: Sun sextile Neptune r.
1917, U. S. enters World War I: Sun opposition Uranus r.
1911, stricken with infantile paralysis: Sun semi-square Saturn r and

Venus r.
1932, elected to first of four terms as president of U. S.: Asc. trine Mars r

and Mercury r.
1941, August, met with Churchill and they proclaimed the Atlantic Char-

ter, the purpose of which was to enable all the people of the world to gain the
Four Freedoms: Mercury opposition Uranus p, Uranus trine Neptune p, Nep-
tune trine Uranus p, Mercury sextile Neptune p.

1941, December 7, Japan attacked U. S.: Sun square Mars p.
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HARRY S. TRUMAN
May 8, 1884, 4:00 p.m. 94:15W. 37:29N.
Data given by a member of the family.

1918, sailed overseas and served as captain and adjutant: Sun semi-sextile
Neptune p, Mars sextile Venus r.

1919, June 28, married: Mars sextile Moon r.
1922, elected judge: Venus conjunction Jupiter r.
1923, started studying law: Mercury sextile Jupiter ,p.
1934, elected U. S. Senator: Sun semi-sextile Jupiter p.
1941, gained popularity as chairman Truman Senate Investigating Com-

mittee: Venus sextile Uranus p.
1944, elected vice-president of U. S.: Venus sextile Neptune p.
1945, April 12, through death of Roosevelt (progressed Mars square Saturn

p) became president of U. S.: Mercury conjunction M.C. r, Mars trine Sun r.
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The Wholesome Pathway

Chapter 7

I
T should be plain to any individual that an energy is capable of being
diverted to a wide variety of uses, and that some of these possible appli-
cations are destructive in character and that other possible applications

are constructive in their work. Even dynamite must be used to blast the build-
ing occupied by public officials, and thus destroy their lives; in addition to
being used to secure the gold which is locked in dense rock in the course of
mining operations. And thus it is with imponderable forces. They may be
used to add life or to bring death; and it is the object of this lesson to indicate
how they may be applied for constructive purposes.

But before we begin to indicate their constructive operation, as distinct
from that destructive, we must form some conclusion as to the things in man’s
life which are truly desirable. We must know what it is that is worth while
building before we enlist any energy in constructive work, so that what is
built will be of real value and not a liability.

From the Hermetic viewpoint we can state the matter quite concisely; that
there are three mutually dependent and highly desirable things in life which
are worth supreme effort to obtain. These three are usefulness, happiness
and spirituality.

Usefulness implies that one is doing something which helps along the
tide of cosmic progression. and adds something of value to society. Man has
no excuse for existence unless ultimately he can be of some use to other enti-
ties. Otherwise he is constantly a recipient of help without being able to ren-
der compensation in return. He is indigent and a burden upon others.

But man can not arrive at his highest efficiency in any line if he is un-
happy. Unhappiness contracts the muscles and the thoughts and hampers
movement. Pain is restrictive. Nor can man be of highest use unless he is also
spiritual; for only when spiritual can he perceive what he should do to be of
real service. And only when spiritual does he operate from a plane of fre-
quency high enough to do the best class of work.

Yet an individual who is idle, or an individual who is destructive, or
an individual who is a burden upon others can not have any high degree
of happiness; for any high degree of happiness implies a consciousness
of self-esteem and a feeling of kindly helpfulness toward others. Nor can
an individual have a high degree of happiness unless he is also spiritual.
For unspirituality coincides with grossness, and grossness is incapable

The Three Highly
Desirable Things
of Life
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of experiencing the fine feelings and intense consciousness that alone
yield great happiness.

Furthermore, because spirituality rests upon tuning up the dominant vi-
bratory rates of the individual to permanent high-frequency through culti-
vating certain thoughts and emotional states, there can be no spirituality not
based upon constructive work and happiness. That is, the unselfish desire to
be helpful to others which inspires and accompanies the better class of con-
structive work, builds up the spiritual vibratory rates. And real happiness,
also, through intensifying the vibratory rates, conduces in a similar way to
building up the spiritual body. Happiness and effort to benefit others both
yield spiritual vibrations.

Not only should it be apparent that an energy is capable of being diverted into
either destructive or constructive channels, but it should be equally apparent
that when an energy is tapped in too great volume, irrespective of desire to use
it constructively, it breaks away from control and usually brings disaster.

Driving a car around a curve in the highway, if the speed is too great, in
spite of the good intentions of the driver, it escapes from the road and piles
up in the ditch. Even on a straight course under the most favorable condi-
tions, as exemplified by the attempts to break auto speed records at Miami
Beach, if too great speed is attained it results in ruin.

It used to be said of the White Steamer Auto that it could go much faster
than anyone could hold it to the road. That is, there was more energy than the
driver could properly control. And I might go on to show that too heavy an
electric current burns out a lighting system, that too much water in a canyon
tears out or overflows the dam built to gather its power, that too much wind
destroys the windmill, and that too much of any kind of energy becomes
destructive because it cannot adequately be controlled.

And having said this, I may take another step and say, as the result of
observing people for more than half a century, and of contact with occult
aspirants for over forty years, that most people generate normally about all
the mental and psychical energy they can properly handle. When an indi-
vidual is well poised enough so that he never loses his temper, never be-
comes irritated, never permits himself to feel fear, anxiety, or any other dis-
agreeable emotion, he proves that he has the energy at his command well
under control.

But the most touchy people I have ever contacted, those irritated at the
least, and who fly into a tantrum when things do not go just right, have been
some who live what they believe to be unusually spiritual lives. One man,
living near Los Angeles—just to give a concrete illustration—who is so holy
that he never wears shoes, does not cut his hair, never wears a hat, and is
looked upon by many as a saint, flies into a rage at the smallest provocation
and curses his burros and beats them unmercifully. Another similar saint
whose hobby is breathing, diet and few clothes, when others do not agree
with his beliefs, gets red in the face and shouts and storms around asserting
that the others have no sense.

If you are desirous of meeting people who are easily upset emotionally,
quickly thrown off balance by unexpected events, and who become unduly
excited when slightly opposed in anything, just visit almost any occult colony.
Not that colonial life is to blame; but commonly those who reside in such
colonies have gone there to develop their spiritual qualities, and are under-
going some sort of training.

Control Must Be
Commensurate

With Energy Volume
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I am not condemning colonies. I am merely stating that I know many
people who belong to these colonies, and have acquaintances who have lived
in practically all of them. And I find that the average man of the street is much
better poised than the average individual who lives in an occult colony. For
the person who lives in such a colony usually strives either to develop new
energy-sources, or places himself under some kind of nervous strain.

Again I must say that I have no fault to find with colonies. I only draw
attention to their membership because there you can more readily find, and
study the conduct of, numerous individuals who are living unnatural lives.

Because, as I have already pointed out, so few people have trained them-
selves to control and direct the thoughts and nerve currents they normally
have, when these individuals begin to turn on new and unaccustomed ener-
gies through arousing the kundalini, through stimulating the chakras, through
rhythmic breathing, or through any one of the dozen methods commonly
advocated by those following Oriental procedure, they quickly get into a lot
of trouble.

I do not say that these methods as used in the Orient get those there into
such difficulties; for there the teacher may train his disciple for years in the
art of thought control before permitting him to start playing with new ener-
gies. And here in the West, when we are thoroughly established in the habit-
system of at all times directing our thoughts and controlling our emotions, no
harm can come from taking on, through breathing, for instance, an additional
energy supply. But the energy supply should never be developed, as it so
often is among those mentioned, to a volume too great for continuous and
perfect control.

A man or woman who flies into a temper, who worries, who becomes sad,
who experiences fear, who is irritated by what husband or wife does or says,
who cries, who becomes despondent, or who permits himself or herself to
have any disagreeable emotion under even the most trying circumstances,
has all the energy already present that can be handled with safety. And the
individual who cannot keep his thoughts from wandering to some particular
object or particular subject, should better avoid psychic experiences until he
can learn to focus his thoughts, like the beam from a spot light, on the region
he chooses, to the exclusion of everything else.

This is not merely the opinion of the Western School of occultism, but also
that of the Oriental School; for the Yoga System emphasizes the same thing
over and over again. But Western students, in a hurry, and hoping to find a
short cut and avoid arduous work, too often ignore it.

Furthermore, these bodies we possess are inherited from ten thousand
generations of ancestors; in fact, they are inherited from a time when the only
life on earth was single-celled in form. A minute portion of that single cell has
come down to us without suffering extinction on the way, and as it came it
subdivided, developing organs that through division of labor have constructed
a very complex organism. And this complex physical organism we now have
has very gradually developed many distinctive traits.

Not all of these traits, these ways it has of doing things, or the things it
does, are the best that can be thought of; but they are the ones that, through
countless repetition, have become firmly fixed in our inheritance.

Now there can be no question but that certain improvements in the way
this physical body performs are desirable. It is desirable that it shall live on
certain foods instead of those on which its ancestors mostly lived. It is desir-
able that certain fundamental urges be diverted into channels that are more
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acceptable to the present status of society. It is highly desirable that this or-
ganism become sensitive enough that it can be tuned in on messages and
programs from the inner planes. It is desirable that psychic (astral) energies
be developed in volume, so that they may perform work at a distance, and
that nerve currents become more intense, to the end of using electromagnetic
energy to produce wonderful phenomena.

These, and many more that might be mentioned, are all within the possi-
bilities of what can be done with the human body under control of a highly
developed mind.

But this body has not been accustomed to these things, and its ancestors
have not been accustomed to them. Therefore, if the desired condition is forced,
if a very delicate process of development is not observed, the balance of the
whole organism is disturbed. It is possible to cure virulent germ diseases by
saturating the body with mercury. If enough mercury is given the patient it
kills the disease, certainly. But it may also kill the patient. And even when it
permits the patient to live, it is a long, and often impossible process to get the
mercury out of his system.

By far, too many occult schools adopt a policy toward their neophytes
which is comparable to saturating the body with mercury to cure its ailments.
With a completely distorted view of what is meant by spirituality, they have
decided that the animal propensities in man are all different, but malignant,
types of spiritual diseases. And they set about the task, with great vigor, of
killing them out, regardless of how the patient is weakened, or even destroyed,
in the process.

Yet, in truth, these animal propensities, which nature has been ten thousand
generations building, are the only source of energy which can be utilized for
spiritual purposes. If one has never acquired the desire for self-preservation,
how is he to acquire the more complex desire for race-preservation? If one
has never developed the ability to benefit himself, how shall he learn the
technique, which is still more difficult, of effectively helping many others? If
he has had no experience with loving one individual, how shall he learn to
love all mankind? If a man has no capacity for being happy, how does he
know what will most conduce to the happiness of others?

The fundamental desires of the animal are transmitted by inheritance to
man. And should he succeed, through some artificial method, in destroying
them, he would have nothing of any worth left. He would be a negative, list-
less individual, who would have that greatly heralded quality of “detach-
ment.” He would be so “detached” that nothing would matter to him, and he
would do nothing, and his spirituality would be about on the level with that
of a piece of driftwood floating down the river.

“Detachment” is the opposite of love. We attract things or conditions when
we think about them, or when there are thought-cells within ourselves that
have been organized by consciousness, of a similar vibratory rate. To visualize
a thing, and then to feel intently about it, tends to attract it. But when we feel
intently about something we certainly are not “detached” from it; we are, on
the contrary, attached to it. But unless we are, either consciously or unconsciously,
able to feel about a thing, we are unable to affect it in any significant way.

It is certainly not through becoming “detached” that we become spiritual,
but through becoming attached, just as strongly as possible, to those things
which are spiritual in quality. The more intense the desire for a quality, the
quicker that quality is developed.

Animal Propensities
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Energy, under the direction of the soul, is directed by feeling. A“detached”
individual implies lack of feeling about things. But the stronger the feeling is
to perform spiritual acts, and the stronger the feeling is to refine the thoughts
and inclinations, the more will spiritual acts be performed, and the more will
the thoughts and inclinations be refined toward truly spiritual vibrations.
Which all means that if we are to become spiritual we must determine what
things and qualities are spiritual, and then cultivate as great a joy in these
things, as great an attachment to them, as it is possible for us to form.

In truth, however—although many occult schools have so failed to keep
abreast of modern experimental psychology that they are unaware of it—
those who attempt to deprive their fundamental animal propensities and think
they have risen above them, merely suffer an illusion; for the propensities
manage to find a substitute outlet elsewhere. It may be set forth as a general
rule that the suppression of any fundamental urge or function merely drives
the energy of that urge or function into some less obvious, and less beneficial,
channel of expression. Those who attempt such suppression unbalance their
nervous systems, or otherwise disorganize their faculties; which explains why
those who follow prevalent methods of occult training so often are flighty,
unreliable, and easily aroused to uncontrolled emotions.

Yet it is true that so long as the animal propensities express in animal-like
channels there is always an absence of spirituality.

What must be done by the neophyte seeking the healthful and normal
highway to spiritual attainment, is gradually to lead all his fundamental ani-
mal desires and propensities, as well as those not so fundamental, into meth-
ods of expression which will give them full satisfaction and at the same time
build spirituality.

There is not one of the fundamental urges—love of the opposite sex, de-
sire to live, desire for self-esteem, desire for self-expression, etc.—which can-
not find satisfaction in a manner which will conduce to all the three most
highly desirable things in life: service to society, happiness, and spirituality.
That is, each can express in a manner which refines the emotions, gives plea-
sure, and aids in some manner to give the ability for useful work.

How these desires may thus be led to find satisfaction and enjoyment in
the channels of expression which have been selected as more befitting the
spiritual man has already been set forth in Chapters 5 & 6, Course 14, Occult-
ism Applied to Daily Life, in connection with the formation of new habit-sys-
tems. Through the gradual formation of new habit-systems the animal is not
killed, but is deliberately transformed into the spiritual man.

Such character development may be accompanied by practices which tend
to make more active the psychic senses. These psychic senses are the or-
gans by which we are made aware of what is taking place through inner-
plane perception.

There is nothing unnatural about using the faculty of clairvoyance, the
faculty of psychometry, the faculty of clairaudience, the faculty of though-
transference, or any other psychic faculty. They are the use of the sense or-
gans which, in less than one hundred years when we no longer have a physi-
cal body, we will commonly use. Nor does their use necessitate negativeness.

Feeling Extra-Sensory Perception is present when the nervous system
becomes sensitive enough that the electromagnetic currents flowing over it
are able to pick up, and the nerves interpret, the inner-plane radiations of
objects and events. Yet what is said about the danger of developing new sources

Psychic Development
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of energy faster than they can be controlled likewise is applicable to the de-
velopment of such sensitivity. Sensitiveness should never be developed faster
than the ability to determine what vibrations will be received is developed.
This insures that one is not subject to the call on the phone connecting with
the invisible world except when one wants to listen, and that one does not
have to listen to someone whom one does not care to hear.

The most valuable faculty anyone can possess who becomes somewhat
sensitive to imponderable forces, is the ability to hang up the receiver and cut
the connection whenever it is desired.

I have already, at some length, explained how this may be accomplished,
and that when the connection is thus cut no invisible entity can have any
influence on the individual. Yet merely turning the objective thoughts in a
concentrated manner to some other subject often is not sufficient, unless the
habit-system has become well established also to direct the full attention of
the unconscious mind into the same channel. This is because feeling may be
able to keep a part of the attention on the sensation felt, and this keeps the
unconscious mind tuned in on the source of the feeling.

Under such circumstances, something must arouse some other feeling to
an intensity greater than that induced by the invisible energy in order to turn
the unconscious attention, as well as the conscious attention, from the invis-
ible connection. In cases, therefore, when such an invisible influence once
contacted tends to become obsessive in character, it may be necessary to have
some quite exciting event happen, something that gives the person so afflicted
an emotional shock, to break such an undesirable connection with an entity
or thought-form. This is applying Induced Emotion.

Many people have nervous systems so sensitive that they exercise Feeling
ESP without training or effort. But so far as training for psychic development
is concerned, it is much better to direct the efforts toward developing Intel-
lectual Extra-Sensory Perception. This depends not on picking up inner-plane
vibrations with the nervous system, but on extending the consciousness to
the inner-plane information to be apprehended. While either intuition or in-
spiration may be experienced through Feeling ESP, more commonly it is the
exercise of Intellectual ESP. When without any pronounced feeling, one has
the conviction, apart from reason and the reports of the physical senses, that
something is true or that some event will take place, such intuition is derived
from Intellectual ESP. And when, without any pronounced feeling, ideas be-
yond the normal capacity seep into objective consciousness, such inspiration
also is derived from Intellectual ESP.

Intellectual ESP derives from. the Intellectual activity of the soul on the
inner plane. The soul on the inner plane can either feel the radiations of ob-
jects and events and interpret these feelings, or it can apprehend them intel-
lectually. Thus also, on the physical plane, one may feel the distress of some
person in ill health, or one may investigate the symptoms intellectually with-
out feeling any of the distress. And those who learn how not to feel the suffer-
ing of their patients make the most successful healers. Likewise, those who
learn how to acquire inner-plane information through Intellectual ESP in which
feeling is not a prominent factor, can use this ability without the annoyance of
feeling disagreeable or perhaps even dangerous influences.

Consciousness can move out or it can move in. The necessity of keeping
aware of outer-plane conditions, and reasoning about them correctly, in order
to survive in the physical world has developed the habit of keeping the con-
sciousness out. This is termed objective consciousness. But if cerebral thinking
cease, except to retain sufficient awareness to keep from going to sleep, the
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consciousness can be thrust down and back to function on the inner-plane and
become aware of the objects and thought-forms of this high-velocity region.

Of course, merely ceasing cerebral thinking does not insure that the soul
becomes active gaining information on the inner plane, no more than the fact
that an individual is objectively conscious implies that because of being thus
conscious he is gathering and reasoning about outer-plane information. In-
hibiting cerebral activity merely withdraws the attention from outer-plane
activities and gives it the opportunity to focus on inner-plane conditions.
Whether or not it takes advantage of this opportunity depends on the electro-
magnetic energy with which it is directed. What is it on the outer-plane that
permits one person to gain and remember information of value while an-
other person in the same environment learns almost nothing? It is chiefly the
difference in habit-systems. One has developed not merely the desire for in-
formation, but the habit-system of becoming cerebrally active in the deter-
mined effort to realize this desire. The other perhaps has just as good brain-
cells, but either has a less strong desire for information, or has not developed
the habit-system of becoming resolutely active in realizing his desires. He
does no. mobilize electromagnetic energy to produce the required kind and
intensity of cerebral activity.

With training, an individual can learn how to inhibit cerebral activity and
shove his consciousness out on the inner plane to acquire knowledge not pos-
sible to acquire through reason and the physical senses. But information thus
contacted does not necessarily reach his objective awareness. To impress his
brain and thus become perceived by objective consciousness, the information
sought and gained by the soul on the inner plane must be able to mobilize
and use enough electromagnetic energy successfully to compete with the elec-
tromagnetic energy mobilized and used by other thoughts and impressions
derived from either the physical plane or the inner plane. Whatever is per-
ceived on the inner plane resides within the soul, or unconscious mind, even
as a physical experience which has been forgotten resides thus also within
the unconscious mind.

In either case, to affect objective awareness this memory must be able
successfully to compete for attention with other thoughts and impressions.
Therefore if there are imperative unconscious desires struggling for atten-
tion, these may either prevent what was perceived on the inner plane by the
soul from getting recognition, or they may warp and distort it as it impresses
objective consciousness. And if cerebral activity of any kind, such as common
objective thinking, is taking place it may be, and usually is, impossible for the
ESP information to mobilize enough electromagnetic energy to compete for
attention with these images and thoughts. In this case, even when the soul on
the inner plane has sifted the desired information from other inner-plane
images it has contacted-and such discrimination requires practice to exercise
at will-the information continues to reside within the unconscious mind as a
memory of which the individual perhaps never becomes objectively aware.

Even as accomplishing work on the outer plane and acquiring informa-
tion on the outer plane become possible through training, so doing work on
the inner plane and gaining knowledge on the inner plane also become pos-
sible through proper and persistent training.

As the subject of inner-plane work has been brought up, it may be well here
to mention certain organizations which are always accusing other organiza-
tions and people of different belief of using black magic.

As a matter of fact, there are very few organizations in existence on the

Psychic Instability
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physical plane which do very much in the way of black magic. Nearly all the
various occult schools, and the colonies which I mentioned earlier, are com-
posed of earnest, well-meaning people who have no real desire to injure oth-
ers, and who really aspire so make the world better, and themselves to be-
come more perfect.

Some of the members of such organizations, however, become unduly
sensitive. Also they are violently intolerant of any belief other than that which
at the time they entertain. Thus they connect up with those on the inner plane
of similar intolerance of belief, and become accustomed very thoroughly to
the vibratory rates and thought-form vibrations of the particular school or
organization to which they belong.

While they are in a region permeated with these thought-vibrations to
which they have become accustomed, and in contact only with people of be-
lief similar to their own. they feel quite at peace with the world. But, because
they are so sensitive, when they come in contact with some individual who
has positive beliefs which are quite at variance with theirs, they at once in-
tensely feel the clash of incompatible thoughts. When they come into contact
with some organization which holds to ideas displeasing to them they are
quite upset by the clash of vibrations. And because they feel this discord,
which really arises from psychic instability, they think, and say, that others
are black magicians.

What I mean by psychic instability is the condition that arises when people
have undergone training which so places their feelings on edge that any slight
inharmony is exaggerated by them to feel like an overwhelming force. In the
world of affairs a certain amount of give and take is essential to getting along
with others. It is not to be expected that all people shall agree in detail. Two
people should not, and under normal circumstances do not, feel distress be-
cause they do not completely agree. But under forced development of psy-
chic sensitivity, even a slight jarring of thoughts that are not compatible is
sufficient to give the individual so afflicted the “jitters” and cause him to
think he is being attacked by “black magic.”

Discerning the cause of such reactions to be the unbalanced psychism of
the individual, I always look askance at the methods of those groups which
make much of black magic persecution, or which seem to think that every
group which does not agree with them must be black magicians. There must
be something wrong with the method of training they use or their students
would not get into such an abnormal condition.

All mental practices which are grounded in the desire to injure others or to
gain a selfish advantage over others are virulent diseases of the soul. But it is
never wise for a doctor to think too protractedly about any disease; for in so
doing he is apt to develop the disease in himself. Cancer specialists, for in-
stance, with unusual frequency die of cancer. And it is even more dangerous,
because more contagious, to let the mind dwell too much on the “brethren of
the shadow” (really invisible racketeers and gangsters), or on inversive forces.

I believe every occult student should be informed in detail just how these
malicious and destructive intelligences and forces operate, so that he can dis-
tinguish their activities when present, and so that he knows just how to avoid
contact with them and how to protect himself and others from their cunning.
But as soon as he has accomplished this, the less thought he gives to such
matters the better; for thinking about them much tends to ring them up on
the invisible telephone.

Invisible Brotherhoods
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With such a comprehension of processes, he will certainly not use magi-
cal symbols with whose import he is unfamiliar in the effort to arouse energy,
accomplish work through invisible forces, or in attracting Invisible assistance.
In fact, unless he has completely lost his common sense, he will avoid both
black magic and ceremonial gray magic completely, and will no more think of
trying to use elementals to get something done than he would of taking a trip
to the arctic with the purpose of trapping a pack of wolves to make them
serve him.

It is permissible to use rituals of a spiritual character such as are used in
many religions. And it is permissible to use the rituals of lodges and organiza-
tions which are known to work consistently for human betterment. The Ma-
sonic ritual, for instance, when understood, may not only intensify the emo-
tions, but tends to connect the individuals with those of the lodge on the inner
plane. And if one is a member of some organization which works energetically
to help and enlighten people, there can be no objection to asking the invisible
brethren of that organization for assistance. And in making the contact, the
ritual, or the symbols, of the organization may be employed ceremonially.

But in asking help from the invisible brethren of such an organization, or
in taking part in the ritual and worship of any group with which you have
sympathy, it should be remembered that the general attitude of the invisible
members tends to be shadowed in the attitude of the membership on the
physical plane. If the physical membership seem unbalanced, morbid, ner-
vously irritable, and not useful citizens, you may be sure that the member-
ship on the inner plane have similar characteristics; for those on the inner
plane who yet belong to it have not changed greatly since passing over.

If you find the membership of an organization on this plane to be narrow
in their views, intolerant of any ideas but their own, with a tendency to keep
others from thinking, reading about, or getting acquainted with, anything
that does not confirm the beliefs they hold, you may be sure that the invisible
membership also, in so far as they are contacted, and in so far as they can
make their influence felt during the ceremonial gatherings of those on earth,
will make strenuous efforts to blind anyone taking part in the ritual, or who is
present, to everything but the creed which they advocate. Therefore, in tak-
ing part in such ceremonials, even when the general trend of aspirations of
those present is high and helpful, bear in mind that those who are ignorant,
but well-intentioned, often are violently opposed to truth and progress; and
that under such circumstances there is often present a strong psychic influ-
ence that discourages the acquisition of information and strives to dominate
the beliefs.

Other than this influence of religious and other organizations to bind
the individual to their views, which may be determined from a knowledge
of the membership, the spiritual benefit, or otherwise, to be derived from
attending such a gathering can be determined quite accurately from the
feelings. If, upon leaving such a gathering, ceremony, or place of worship,
there develops a feeling of dejection, of discouragement, or worry and dis-
cord, or other low-vibration feeling, you may be sure that the imponderable
forces thus contacted are detrimental. But if the feelings that follow, and
which are sustained, are those that give buoyancy, which encourage the
desire to perform some good deed, which engender tenderness and unself-
ishness and a high aspiration for a noble life, you may be sure that the im-
ponderable forces contacted have been constructive and—other than possi-
bly limiting intelligence—quite spiritual.
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The same criterion may be applied to almost all the circumstances of life
in determining whether they are beneficial from a spiritual standpoint or not.
It is applicable as a test of the spiritual value of music, of other entertainment,
or of social relations.

Because passion associated with any selfish objective is a coarse and base
emotion, it should be apparent that sex-magic is a delusion and a snare. That
is, while it is true that the emotions can be aroused to a height of magical
possibilities through sex, where love is not the dominant motive for sexual
expression the element of selfishness is so strongly present that only energies
of the lower astral region can thus be contacted. Those, there fore, who try to
use sex magically to attain worldly prosperity, to injure others, or to gain
some unfair advantage, connect up only with the scum of the invisible re-
gion. And such use of sex for magical purposes is destructive to the soul and
detrimental to spirituality.

On the other hand, sex is the fountain from which springs true, unselfish
love. Unselfish love is not concerned with benefiting self; it is concerned with
tenderness, helpfulness and the welfare of another. And this unselfish atti-
tude engenders an intense longing to be noble, to be of some vast service to
the world, to be better in every way, and to help others to be better. And, in so
far as the kind of imponderable forces contacted is concerned, and in so far as
the spiritual effect is concerned, it is the type of emotions, and their intensity
that count.

We can state it as a general rule, therefore, that whenever domestic or
social relations—irrespective of what they may be—engender tenderness,
loving solicitude, unselfish desire for greater service, a lifting of the mind to
higher and nobler things; these things raise the dominant vibratory rate, and
are spiritually beneficial.

Fear, on the other hand, is a destructive and unspiritual emotion. It tends
to tune the individual in on the very thing feared. And the most potent av-
enue of any malignant invisible force is through the fear it engenders. But, as
I trust I have shown in this course in detail, there is really nothing to fear from
“black forces.” Astral gangsters do exist, and physical persons who try to
gain an unfair advantage through psychic channels have not become extinct;
but the individual who knows that they can only reach him when he tunes in
on them through thinking intently about them, or through fear of them (which
is one way of thinking intently about them), is quite fully protected by the
application of this knowledge.

After all, destructive imponderable forces are merely the carrying to the
astral plane of propensities that nature has been at extreme pains to de-
velop on earth. They are merely a continuation of the animal nature. But
none of this animal nature can exist above the astral. Even animals and plants
continue to live in the astral; but their vibratory rates are not high enough,
nor are the vibratory rates of the animal soul of man high enough, to in any
way affect spiritual substance. Therefore, while the destructive intelligences
and thought-forms we have been considering persist for a time on the astral
plane, they never reach nor influence the true spiritual world. They have,
thus, no immortality.

To build up positiveness and initiative, which in spiritual realms will be
used exclusively for constructive purposes, Nature sent the soul through the
lower kingdoms of life. Life on earth is a constant struggle for survival. One
form of life exists only at the expense of another form. Big fish eat little fish,

Sex Magic
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and these eat those smaller, while the smallest fish feed on diatoms, which
are single-celled plants; and even vegetarian man lives at the expense of the
vegetable kingdom.

In addition to other enemies, nearly all types of life suffer also from some
kind of parasitism. The chief diseases to which man is subject, for instance,
are due to minute organisms endeavoring to live within his body at man’s
expense. Everywhere—from mineral up to the Wall Street banker who floats
an international loan by which he takes advantage of the trust placed in him
by the public to sell them foreign bonds that later turn out to be worthless, in
the process of gaining a fat commission for himself—everywhere in the ani-
mal domain we find organisms trying to gain an unfair advantage over oth-
ers. It is the law of the survival of the cunning and the strong. The racketeers,
high-jackers, and criminal gangs of our cities, and the so-called inversive breth-
ren of the inner plane, are merely yet living under this law of animal life.

But when evolution reaches the state of man, if it is to continue, the law of
survival is broadened to embrace an universal scope. It cannot develop above
the astral while dominated by so narrow a view as that the individual, or
group, is the important survival unit. Evolution, to continue according to the
Divine Plan, must be broadened to the conception that the Cosmic Whole is
the thing which must survive at all costs.

Spiritual life is dependent upon the correlation of the individual to cos-
mic advancement. To survive in spiritual spheres he no longer must think
first of himself, but he must think first of the welfare of universal society. In
the animal kingdom he has developed his constructive powers; but to sur-
vive on any plane above the astral he must use these powers for universal
service. This is the law of spiritual life and of Immortality.

But still existing in the lower astral regions, and still existing on earth, are
many individuals who have developed a cunning intelligence, but who as yet
have not attained to this cosmic viewpoint. They will have opportunity in the
astral of the next life to develop it, but as yet they are essentially still animals;
for the human form does not of necessity confer spirituality. And as I say,
there are many human animals on both planes who have as yet developed no
more spirituality than a tiger, or than the protozoa which, in the blood stream
cause malaria and its chills and fever.

We who have acquired at least the rudiments of spirituality must con-
tinue for a time to live in a world which contains among its membership those
who have spirituality in various degrees, and others who have cunning intel-
ligence but who still live in that stage of evolution that ruthlessly destroys
everything that stands in the way of its own selfish advantage. Thus living,
we are privileged to lead such lives, at least to an extent, as those live who
occupy the real spiritual world. For we can so order our lives as to make all
our efforts constructive; and we have unusual opportunities for spiritual work
in leading others into spiritual enlightenment.

But in addition to this more direct spiritual work. we cannot afford to
forget that we still live on a plane, visible and invisible, that is largely domi-
nated by the might-is-right, take-what-you-want-if-you-are-smart-enough
motive of the animal kingdom. In order to preserve ourselves, and to secure
opportunity by which others can have access to truth and spiritual knowl-
edge, by which others shall live under such economic and educational condi-
tions as will not stifle their spiritual aspirations and noble efforts, we must be
constantly vigilant to prevent the unspiritual from dominating the situation.

And because the unspiritual of both worlds commonly resort to cer-
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tain types of endeavor in order to accomplish their selfish ambitions, we
should understand their methods thoroughly, and exercise a constant guard
against them.

Let us remember, therefore, that the easiest way by which another can get
what he wants at our expense is commonly through influencing our desires
and opinions. If he can cause us to want something, no matter how untrue,
how devoid of reason the method he employs, he has taken the longest step
toward selling it to us.

Even if it is a lie, if he keeps shouting at us from bill-boards, from news-
paper advertisements, from the radio, that something is a fact, unless we
stop and analyze it, we become in our unconscious minds convinced that it
is true. Not only so, but if it implies something else which is not really stated,
we will tend to become convinced that the implication is true, and may act
upon it. The habit of careful analysis of facts is the only safeguard against
such methods.

Politicians, when they wish to put something over which is unscrupu-
lous, often resort to the expedient of kicking up a big furor over something
else which is of no real importance. While the public is heatedly debating this
unimportant matter, the politician unnoticed slips in and gets what he wants,
and goes his way. And this same method of creating confusion is employed
by invisible gangsters also, to get ideas about the occult and about psychic
matters accepted that will make such dupes on earth readily susceptible to
their control. Amid a jumbled medley of notions, some of which are true, and
others of which are heatedly debated, they slyly inject some pernicious doc-
trine which escapes analysis in the subsequent discussion, but which enables
them to get certain less keen individuals within their power.

But whether such propaganda comes from those on the physical plane, or
from “big-shots” in the astral slums who have lieutenants on the physical
plane, it can be detected by those who take the trouble thoroughly to test it
out. This method of testing is first to secure all the facts possible about the
matter. Consult those who oppose as well as those who advocate. Then con-
sider what the individual or group is trying to sell, why he is trying to sell,
and what methods are open to him to create a favorable sentiment. And fi-
nally give facts and motives a very careful analysis.

Under such a rigid scrutiny your favorite breakfast food may not appear
quite so attractive, you may not be so keen to walk a mile for a smoke, you
may not be convinced your political party will be able to save the nation at
once, and you may even find yourself relinquishing some religious belief or
some pet doctrine. But for these various apparent losses you will be more
than amply compensated by the satisfaction you will derive from the assur-
ance that you are now, and without confusing detour, traveling in the proper
direction, along the wholesome pathway.
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How To Act Under Adverse Progressed Aspects (Serial No. 183)
1. What is superstition?
2. What is the best way to remove excessive reverence and fear?
3. When some mysterious force is truly inimical, what is the best attitude

toward it?
4. What is the most powerful imponderable force to influence our lives?
5. What imponderable forces are next in their power to influence our lives?
6. To how many people is a so called horoscope based merely upon the

month of birth equally applicable?
7. To how many people is a so-called horoscope based merely upon the

day of the month of birth equally applicable?
8. How many people are subject to the influence of every aspect shown in

the daily aspectarian?
9. Except for some exceptional aspect, can reliable predictions as to what

will happen in any given locality be made from the aspects of the plan-
ets as given in the daily aspectarian?

10. What kind of charts give reliable day to day predictions as to the events
which will occur in a given locality?

11. For what purpose is the daily aspectarian valuable?
12. Why do some people have very good luck, and other people very bad

luck, on the same day?
13. Upon what type of astrological conditions should great reliance be

placed?
14. Indicate by weather conditions how certain things can be done easily at

one time, and not at all, or only with great difficulty at another time.
15. Just how should the Birth-chart be regarded?
16. Just how should major progressed aspects be regarded?
17. What is the problem always arising in connection with each major pro-

gressed aspect?
18. Should endeavors shown by adverse major progressed aspects always

be avoided?
19. What is the best method to follow when there are signals of a severe

astral storm in a certain department of life?
20. How thoroughly should you know your major progressed aspects?
21. Just how should the transits of the planets through a mundane house be

regarded?
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22. Just how should minor directions and transitting aspects be regarded?
23. What should particularly be considered in regard to the less impor-

tant affairs of life?
24. When an affliction by major direction is operating does a harmonious

minor direction of the same planets indicate a favorable short period?
25. Should progressed or other astrological conditions be interpreted in

terms of events?

Sympathies And Antipathies (Serial No. 184)
1. Give an illustration showing that the same environment affects differ-

ent people in entirely different ways.
2. What is the relative importance of his own thoughts to the total influ-

ence of all imponderable forces affecting a person’s life?
3. What is the relative importance of astrological forces to the total influ-

ence of all imponderable forces affecting a person’s life?
4. What is the relative importance of other people’s thought to the total

influence of all imponderable forces?
5. What is the relative importance of suitable objects and situations to the

total of all imponderable forces as affecting a person’s life.
6. What is a decave, and what is its use?
7. How many characters, or different tone symbols, are required to com-

pletely chart a complex train of thoughts?
8. How can the key of a train of thoughts be determined?
9. From what arises the power of names and numbers to affect people

with whom they are constantly associated?
10. What is the most important name with which an individual is associated?
11. To what extent do nicknames have an influence over people?
12. What is a birth-stone?
13. Is a birth-stone fortunate for the individual wearing it?
14. If the birth-stone corresponds to the sign on the cusp of Second house in

the birth-chart, how will it affect the wearer?
15. What is the really important factor in reference to wearing a gem or a

name?
16. What determines the importance of the house number as affecting the

individual?
17. How important usually is the license number of an automobile?
18. What is meant by a character-vibration as distinct from a thought-vi-

bration?
19. What are the two different methods of protecting oneself from inhar-

monious vibrations or the inharmonious thoughts of others?
20. Which of these two techniques should be used when it is necessary or

advisable to cooperate with discordant people?
21. What are the three distinct categories of imponderable forces which

have an influence upon human life?
22. What two types of vibratory influences have domestic pets?
23. Is there usually some compensation for bringing call to plants and do-

mestic pets?
24. In what way are we limited in the choice of our vibratory associates?
25. How can one know whether or not the cheerful, jolly, benevolent atti-

tude has been a success in protecting one from surrounding discords?
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Ceremonial Magic (Serial No. 185)
1. What distinguishes black magic from the other kinds?
2. What distinguishes white magic?
3. What distinguishes grey magic?
4. What are the three functions of ceremony in magic?
5. In what way does a symbol, name, or token connect the individual with

invisible help?
6. Is innocence of their meaning a protection to those who make use of

black magic symbols?
7. How is a call put through to get in touch with an astral gangster?
8. Is the time when such a call is attempted important?
9. How can the general significance of a seal be determined?

10. Illustrate by comparing criminal conditions on earth how efforts to com-
pel astral entities by conjurations is highly dangerous.

11. What must be done to enlist the aid of a criminal on earth or a racketeer
on the astral plane?

12. In what way alone is it possible for an individual to sell himself to the
devil?

13. Do astral “big shots” always keep their end of the bargain?
14. Do those who use black magic prosper long even on the physical plane?
16. Is it more evil to take unfair advantage of another by magical than by

physical means?
16. Why is the conscious use of elementals so dangerous?
17. Is it necessary to call in the help of elementals in any process of white

magic?
18. What invisible intelligences may be called upon to aid in white magic?
19. Is either compulsion or flattery resorted to in gaining aid in white magic?
20. Of what value in magic is a long and arduous preparatory period?
21. In what way do the specially prepared articles aid in magic?
22. Why are special astrological conditions selected in the preparation of

the instruments to be used in magic?
23. Of what value in magic are devotional exercises?
24. What effect upon the unconscious mind has every act performed ac-

cording to strict ritual?
25. What discipline is it customary to follow in the work of white magic?

Sorcery And Witchcraft (Serial No. 186)
1. What distinguishes sorcery?
2. What element is particularly emphasized in sorcery and witchcraft?
3. Why, in sorcery, are the most frightful rites encouraged?
4. What is meant when it is stated that emotions are ambivalent?
5. What kind of emotions are most effective in sorcery?
6. In the Salem outbreak of witchcraft, how many persons were executed?
7. What individual, more than any other, was responsible for the spread

of witchcraft in the Salem outbreak?
8. Mention some witchcraft outbreaks in which hundreds of people were

executed.
9. What were two standard characteristics of witchcraft?

10. Why were witches prevalent during the dark ages and so rare now?
11. When and where was the birth of modern spiritualism?
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12. Previous to this how did the Church look upon anyone who had com-
munication with spirits?

13. Who alone were responsible for the outbreak of witchcraft in Europe
and America?

14. Why did the mediums of yesterday believe they were instruments of evil?
15. Why did witches come to believe they had entered into a compact with

the devil?
16. Why did witches keep the place they held their seances secret?
17. How did witches visit their sabbat?
18. What is the probable truth of witches anointing their bodies with oint-

ment so as to be able to visit their sabbat?
19. Why did witchcraft often become epidemic and sweep a whole village?
20. Why did sorcery find so fertile a field in convents and monasteries?
21. Even though a witch was not wickedly inclined to start with how did

the attitude of the Church compel her to join with the forces of evil?
22. For what purposes were the debauches of the sabbat?
23. How do certain priests of oriental religions utilize the same principle,

but not for destructive purposes?
24. What is the greatest aid black magic has ever had?
25. What is the best method of protection from black magic?

Ritual And Religion (Serial No. 187)
1. From whence is modern religious ritual derived?
2. What are the three essential functions of Ceremonial Magic?
3. Illustrate a modern ease of wide spread attempted white magic.
4. In what way is an enthusiastic revival meeting like the witches sabbath?
5. Mention a close approach to the witches sabbat at the present day, ex-

cept that it is directed into constructive endeavors.
6. How do religious ceremonies tune the congregation in on the invisible

congregation?
7. Is the invisible congregation likely to be more liberal in belief than the

earthly congregation?
8. How do religious ceremonies often limit the possibility of gaining real

information?
9. Why do religious leaders advocate the apostolic succession?

10. Can spiritual ability be conveyed by inheritance or gift as if it were
money?

11. In what way is spiritual ability like education?
12. What is apt to be the effect upon the congregation of being led by a

licentious and corrupt man?
13. Because of the thought-building power of the mind, do the members of

the congregation who have passed to the astral plane have much addi-
tional knowledge?

14. What power have the vestments and other paraphernalia used in church
ceremony?

15. What is the effect of beginning a religious ceremony with hymns of
praise?

16. What power has the word Amen given as a response by the congregation?
17. What is the origin of the Eucharist?
18. What is the effect of participating in the ceremony of the Eucharist?
19. In what way do the invisible church brethren help, and in what way do

they hinder the members of the congregation on earth?
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20. What is the magical effect of baptism?
21. Explain the magical quality of holy water.
22. How do holy relies gain in power?
23. How much intelligence has a thought-form which is sent out to accom-

plish a given work?
24. What is the psychological effect of confession and absolution of sins?
25. Why do people who withdraw from a church so often complain of in-

visible persecution?

Press, Radio And Billboard (Serial No. 188)
1. How universal is the effort made to bias our judgment?
2. Indicate how history books commonly distort facts?
3. Indicate how prominent educators are sometimes paid secretly to in-

fluence public opinion is a way favorable to their employers?
4. To what extent are newspapers “slanted” in their interpretation of the

news?
5. How extensive are the operations of press-agents?
6. How is much fiction published in magazines written purposely with a

“slant”?
7. How is it possible to estimate the distortion of the news in the papers?
8. How is the radio used to influence public opinion?
9. Upon what do billboards depend chiefly for effectiveness?

10. What is meant by the inversive method of presenting a situation?
11. What are the three factors upon which inversion depends for effectiveness?
12. Why does inversion avoid a lie, plain and simple?
13. Why is an inversive doctrine commonly based chiefly upon widely ac-

cepted facts?
14, Indicate how, through inversion, the doctrine of poverty and celibacy

gained a foothold?
15. Indicate how, through inversion, the idea became accepted that to have

any kind of fun is sinful?
16. How are platitudes used to influence public opinion?
17. Why do people commonly fail to investigate the appropriateness of

associating some person or doctrine with a platitude?
18. Indicate how the words “Red” and “Capitalistic Exploiter” commonly

have been used to distort fact and build up sentiment?
19. Is the Sun-Sign alone a reliable guide to the vocation?
20. Why does repetition have so much power to convince?
21. According to politicians, how can people be made to believe a lie?
22. Indicate by current billboard advertisements how reason is lulled and

people made to believe things are desirable through using a catch phrase.
23. How does thought-dissemination take place and gather force?
24. From what regions and what people does insidious thought-dissemi-

nation come?
25. What means can be taken to be sure we form our own opinions rather

than accept them ready made from others who wish by them to gain an
unfair advantage?

The Wholesome Pathway (Serial No. 189)
1. What are three highly desirable things of life?
2. In what way does happiness increase the ability to be useful?
3. Why is usefulness necessary to any high degree of happiness?
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4. In what way does happiness aid spirituality?
5. In what way does usefulness aid spirituality?
6. In what way does spirituality increase the ability to be useful?
7. Do people normally generate about all the mental and nervous energy

they can handle?
8. What happens when people generate more energy than they can handle.
9. What kind of conduct indicates that the individual can safely tap new

sources of energy?
10. Of what value are the animal propensities?
11. What is the effect of becoming too “detached”?
12. Why are many occult students flighty unreliable and easily aroused to

uncontrolled emotions?
13. Why do students of certain occult schools believe that other schools not

agreeing with them are “black magicians”?
14. What is the cause of psychic instability among certain occult students?
15. What kind of rituals alone should be used?
16. How is it possible to gauge the influence of invisible brotherhoods?
17. Why is sex-magic a delusion and a snare?
18. In what way is fear an unspiritual emotion?
19. What qualities are built up in the lower kingdoms of physical life?
20. For life to develop above the astral how must its conceptions and mo-

tives be broadened?
21. Why must we be on guard against the unspiritual on both planes?
22. What is the strongest ally of insidious propaganda?
23. What is the easiest way another can cause you to do as he wishes?
24. How do politicians and others use confusion to get what they want?
25. How can insidious propaganda be detected?
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T
o trace the origin of The Religion of the Stars, recourse must be made
to tradition. Pseudo occultists and charlatans are only too ready to ap-
propriate a name and use it to deceive the unwary. Hence a name and

boasted lineage mean nothing in such matters. When genuine they rest upon
secret tradition. And such documentary evidence as can be submitted for
the genuine may easily be imitated by the spurious.

The only safe criterion of the genuineness of any esoteric teaching is the
amount and accuracy of the information contained therein. The Brother-
hood of Light lessons are now accessible to all. We welcome investigation
with a view to proving their value. The lineage here given is not to claim
infallibility or to prove authority, but to disclaim any originality in the ideas
set forth beyond their method of presentation. Upon the prima facie evi-
dence these lessons contain as expositors of THE RELIGION OF THE STARS,
The Church of Light is well content to rest all its claims.

According to tradition, in the year 2,440 B.C., a group separated from
the theocracy of Egypt, and through subsequent times, as a secret order,
the name of which translated into English means The Brotherhood of Light,
has been perpetuated, and has exerted a beneficial influence upon western
civilization.

During only one period of Egyptian history did the teachings of The Re-
ligion of the Stars have a great influence on Egyptian civilization. This was
during the reign of Akhenaten. This king was influenced by The Brother-
hood of Light and broke completely with the corrupt priesthood of Amen.
He moved to his City of the Horizon and spread stellar art and wisdom
throughout Egypt. He died before the establishing of a new civilization could
be completed; so the priests of Amen did the best they could to destroy his
city and philosophy.

With the ascension of the Greek civilization, the influence of The Broth-
erhood of Light is seen in the astrology and mythology of Greece. Many of
the Greek Mysteries take their basic rites from the ancient Egyptians.

The Greek philosophers, Thales, Pythagoras, Plato, Euxodus, and a score
of others famed for learning that might be mentioned, received initiation
directly at the hands of the Egyptian members of the fraternity.

At a later date this venerable order gave the impetus to learning in Alex-
andria, which made the city so justly famous. One of The Brotherhood of
Light, the noble Hypatia, who, after the decline of the colleges in that city,
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was the last to withstand the onslaughts of superstitious ignorance, and died
endeavoring to spread the light of ancient wisdom.

It was The Brotherhood of Light that preserved the taper of learning from
complete extinction during the dark ages, and that was responsible for kin-
dling with it the fires of science and philosophy in Europe, even in the face of
ruthless persecution.

The Brotherhood of Light not only has persisted as such on the innerplanes,
but the line of succession has been kept alive, although at times it became
exceedingly thin, also on the physical plane.

Much of our written history is lost in the mist of time. The thread of
modern day existence on the physical plane picks up with the following.

M. Theon, for years, was the head of The Brotherhood of Light in Eu-
rope. The teachings came to America and were published in two books trans-
lated and edited by Emma Harding Britten, Art Magic and Ghost Land. The
original edition of Art Magic bears this legend at the bottom of the title page,
“Published by the author, at New York, America, 1876.”

T.H. Burgoyne was the son of a physician in Scotland. He roamed the
moors during his boyhood and became conversant with the birds and flow-
ers. He was an amateur naturalist. He was also a natural seer. Through his
seership he contacted The Brotherhood of Light on the innerplane, and later
contacted M. Theon in person. Still later he came to America, where he taught
and wrote on occult subjects. We find articles on the tarot, written by him,
for instance, during 1887 and 1888, in The Platonist, published by Thomas
M. Johnson at Osceola, Missouri. This was more than a dozen years before
Genevieve Stebbins translated the work of P. Christian.

Captain Norman Astley, an officer in the British Army, had traveled ex-
tensively. In the performance of his duties he had lived in India and there
had pursued occult studies. He also resided a short time in Australia. Later
he returned to England to meet M. Theon, having previously contacted The
Brotherhood of Light in his travels.

Astley was also a surveyor. Retired from the British Army he surveyed,
among other places, what is now Carmel, California. It was such a beautiful
region that when he married Genevieve Stebbins, a member of The Brother-
hood of Light and a Delsarte teacher in New York, they decided to build
their home in Carmel. That was in the 1860’s.

As T.H. Burgoyne was a member of the same organization, it was natural
he should pay them a visit. Captain and Mrs. Astley, who had contacted a
number of earnest students suggested to Burgoyne that he write the basic
Brotherhood of Light teachings as a series of lessons. This he agreed to do
provided the students would enable him to live while he did this work. The
Astleys made contact with students he knew and 12 were found who were
willing to donate $5 per month to this purpose.

Burgoyne lived in the home of the Astleys while he wrote Light of Egypt,
Volume I. He wrote and issued as a manuscript lesson, which the 12 stu-
dents were permitted to copy, one chapter each month. He had a white pony
which would come at his whistle and follow him as if it were a dog. Each
morning the weather was clement, he and his pony would leave the Astley
domicile and go to a certain wild spot on Point Lobos to commune with the
Monterey pines, to listen to the birds, to caress the flowers, and to hear the
noisy surf boil into a little rocky cove above which in spring wild asters grew
in profusion. Overlooking the charging and retreating waters, always sitting
at the same spot, he wrote the whole of Light of Egypt, Volume I.
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For reasons set forth in the preface to Light of Egypt, Volume I, it was later
decided to publish these private lessons in book form. That this might be
done it became necessary to finance the venture, and to have some kind of
an organization which would resist the attacks it was anticipated would be
made by those opposed to the purpose of the book.

Dr. Henry Wagner and Mrs. Belle M. Wagner (both with Jupiter in the
tenth house of their birthcharts) agreed to finance the venture, and did so
to the extent of $100,000. And a branch of The Brotherhood of Light called
the Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor, was formed for the express purpose
of seeing to it that the Light of Egypt and its teachings should receive wide
distribution.

The Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor was governed in all its affairs by a
council of three members consisting of a scribe, or secretary, an astrologer
and a seer. Burgoyne was the original secretary. He passed to the next plane
in March 1894, while residing in Humboldt County, California. Belle Wagner,
Sun in Pisces, Aquarius rising and the Moon in the first house in Aquarius,
was elected to take his place on the council. Minnie Higgins, Sun in Gemini,
was the astrologer. Mrs. Anderson, Sun in Sagittarius, Moon in Cancer, Li-
bra rising, was the seer. Meetings to decide issues were held on the second
floor of Mrs. Anderson’s large home in Denver, Colorado.

The bylaws of The Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor made it impossible
for any person under 21 years of age to join; made it impossible for a married
person to join unless the spouse also joined, and made membership possible
only after the individual’s record had been thoroughly investigated.

Early in 1909 Minnie Higgins passed to the next plane, and in the spring
of that year Elbert Benjamine was called to Denver and elected to take her
place on the Council as the astrologer. At this meeting on the second floor of
Mrs. Anderson’s home, the other two members of the Council did their ut-
most, as the official minutes of the meeting show, to convince Elbert
Benjamine that he should undertake the job of preparing a complete system
of education that would enable a wide public to become conversant with
The Religion of the Stars. But it was not until April of the following year that
he consented to do this work.

Meanwhile he had contacted personally and through correspondence
not only members of the Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor, but members of
The Brotherhood of Light who had remained aloof from the organization
with headquarters at Denver. But it was chiefly by his becoming more closely
associated with The Brotherhood of Light on the innerplane that he over-
came his reluctance to take over so imposing a task.

In 1913 the three members of the Council of The Hermetic Brotherhood
of Luxor, after due deliberation, voted unanimously to close The Hermetic
Brotherhood of Luxor, and since then no members have been accepted.

During the period, 1914 to 1934 that The Brotherhood of Light lessons
were being written, there was never any spirit other than that of helpfulness
shown toward this work by any member of The Brotherhood of Light or by
any person who had been a member of The Brotherhood of Luxor. And, in
particular, Captain and Mrs. Astley were helpful. Elbert Benjamine visited
them in their home on various occasions, and some of the extensive and
encouraging correspondence he received from them helped him in this work.

In 1918 classes were first opened to the public. In order to carry out its
objective of reestablishing The Religion of the Stars on earth, The Brother-
hood of Light was incorporated as The Church of Light, on November 2,
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1932, 9:55 a.m. PST at Los Angeles. The three founders of The Church of
Light were Elbert Benjamine (C.C. Zain), who served as President until his
demise November 18, 1951; Elizabeth Benjamine, who served as Secretary
Treasurer until her passing in 1942; and Fred Skinner, who served as Vice
President until his demise in 1940. From the 1920’s through the 1940’s much
astrological research was carried on which has become standard reference
for many astrologers.

Much of the history of The Church of Light in years between 1915 and
1951 involve the history of Mr. Benjamine’s efforts. His mission on earth
being completed through the writing, rewriting and printing of The Broth-
erhood of Light lessons, he felt that his physical form was worn beyond
repair and that he could better serve the cause of Universal Welfare by leav-
ing that body behind and moving to the next phase of his work in God’s
Great Plan.

In accordance with Mr. Benjamine’s instructions, there was no public
funeral, and his body was cremated. Because of his desire to be free from
thoughts and emotions of grief so he might make a speedy adjustment in his
new life, the announcement of his passing was withheld until the Response
Day dinner in Los Angeles on December 18, 1951.

He left a priceless heritage in The Brotherhood of Light lessons, which
must be preserved and passed on unchanged to succeeding generations.

The Light of Egypt is a consortium of advanced students and Hermiticians
who seek to carry on the high traditions of the Brotherhood of Light by
contributing our utmost to Universal Welfare without thought of personal
gain or recompense.

It continues to work toward fulfilling these purpose by meeting the needs
of a new world order with its progressive philosophy of soul development.
As always there is a determination that each individual should have the op-
portunity to Contribute his or her Utmost to Universal Welfare to the end
that all people may live with freedom from fear; freedom from want; free-
dom of speech; freedom of religion, and to be enlightened to the extent they
wish by the soul uplifting teachings of The Religion of the Stars.
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W
e are a Religious altruistic association. We consider all humanity as
equal in the higher sense, and utilize our resources for the pur-
pose of assisting each individual to fulfill their part in the Divine

Plan. Our Hermetic Philosophy indicates that each soul is responsible for its
spiritual progress; and our lessons provide the best information possible for
the attainment of true spirituality and happiness on the physical plane and
on each higher plane of progress.

There cannot be Two Orders of Truth in the Universe. Therefore, we
deny that there is any antagonism between true Science and true Religion.
We accept but one book as infallible in interpreting the Will of Deity. That is
the Book of Nature. We worship but one Religion, which is also a Science:
Nature’s laws.

Students are under no obligation to accept our teachings. We encourage
them to investigate all existing religious and occult organizations, and our
course on Evolution of Religion gives details on how our philosophy relates to
many of the religions of the world today.

We teach that the family and the marriage relationship are the most pow-
erful aid in building the spiritual body. It is through the sacrifices of the
parents for the children that they give up selfishness and then transfer that
love to higher planes of work. Our course, Ancient Masonry, gives more de-
tail about this process, as well as the course on Spiritual Alchemy and the
one on Occultism Applied to Daily Life.

Our view of the reason for existence upon the earth is discussed in the
book, Astrological Signatures, and the book Organic Alchemy. We know from
tradition and scientific experiments that the soul and personality survive the
transition called death and live on higher planes of existence. This is outlined
in the book The Next Life. We also have lessons on healing and alchemy (psy-
chology) both from the spiritual and physical plane.

Our philosophy is grounded in two basic studies: The Golden Key of
Astrology and the Silver Key of the Sacred Tarot. Only with a thorough knowl-
edge of these two keys may the sanctuary of Nature’s Temple be opened.
Astrology is the science of finding and utilizing the natural potentialities as
indicated by the planetary chart of birth. It becomes a religion when it shows
the individual how these natural tendencies can be utilized for the benefit of
all humanity and furtherance of the purposes of Deity. This is why we are
called The Religion of the Stars.
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The Sacred Tarot is the pictorial form of the spiritual ideas of our world as
viewed by the spiritual giants of the past and checked by subsequent illumi-
nated ones as to accuracy. Initiates of all ages have added their contributions.
It is the esoteric presentation of the Hermetic Philosophy, and provides each
Neophyte with many sources of meditations and inspiration. Our courses on
The Sacred Tarot and Spiritual Astrology give much insight on these two foun-
dations of Knowledge.

The Religion of the Stars is dedicated to the unfoldment of the Universal
Plan for this Aquarian Age. A Nine Point Plan provides the framework for
this work. The Nine Point Plan is:

That everyone should have:
Freedom from Want

Freedom of Expression
Freedom from Fear

Freedom of Religion

That to obtain these in proper measure, people must have the freedom to
become familiar with:

Facts of Astrology
Facts of Induced Emotion

Facts of Extrasensory Perception
Facts of Directed Thinking

And, that instead of working to take all that he can for himself, each must
learn to find pleasure in

Contributing His or Her Utmost to Universal Welfare

The Brotherhood of Light teachings are presented in 21 courses covering
21 Branches of Occult Science. The courses have study questions in the
back of each book for every lesson. If you you request them, you will re-
ceive a final exam for each course. Upon passing the final exam, the Award
Manuscript will be sent to you. These give information on the safest method
of developing higher states of consciousness and other information of value
to the neophyte.
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About The Home Study Program...
The Brotherhood of Light lessons offer the safest and most reliable infor-

mation concerning occult studies found anywhere! Many are interested in
investigating the occult sciences but cannot find a suitable teacher or are un-
able to find a practical approach to such matters. To meet this challenge the
Home Study Program was designed.

Much information about the outerplane environment can be had in pub-
lic schools and universities. Of equal importance is knowledge of the
innerplane. Since this information is not yet available in our public institu-
tions, The Brotherhood of Light lessons are published.

With the dawning Aquarian Age, our planet is undergoing a new dispen-
sation of knowledge. Manifestations of this knowledge are evident in the sci-
entific and technological growth experienced since 1881. So that development
may be along the most constructive channels, it is important that we work to
align personal and community intention to the Will of Deity. It is the role of
religion to facilitate this alignment.

The Religion of the Stars teaches that the most reliable evidence of God’s
intention is obtained by observing Nature. To do this requires not only effort,
but the process of trial and error. Sometimes standing on the shoulders of
those who precede us can be helpful. May we suggest that you will find The
Brotherhood of Light lessons to be a reliable guide, as well as some of the
most uplifting material you will ever encounter.

Who can enroll in the Home Study Program...
Anyone can study the 21 Courses by reading the material contained

therein, and may submit examinations for correction. Upon receiving a pass-
ing grade, members will receive the “NotSold Manuscripts.” They contain
information which we believe to be safest and most reliable methods for psy-
chic unfoldment.

While the reason for each person’s study is highly personal, there can also
be an organization goal. That is, to become a Hermetician. A Hermetician is a
person who has passed final exams on all 21 Courses and thereby demon-
strated physical knowledge of all branches of the Hermetic Sciences (Astrol-
ogy, Alchemy and Magic). As a Hermetician one is eligible to participate more
fully in the religious and educational aspects of the organization.
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How does the program work...
Recognizing that each person begins his/her course of study with a par-

ticular area of interest we have structured the program so you may pass courses
in any order you wish. We strongly encourage you to undertake the passing
of examinations in sequence from Course 1 to 21.

You can request that we send you an a Course 1 (Laws of Occultism) ex-
amination.

After receiving a passing score (exams are open book) we will send you
the “Not Sold Manuscript.” This process is repeated until you reach the
Hermetician level by passing exams for all 21 courses.
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Other Brotherhood of Light Courses in the Magic Branch

Course 1, Laws of Occultism
The word “occult” means hidden or unseen. The Laws of Occultism is the
study of unseen energies and the subjugation of these energies to human
control insofar as we are able. There are in existence undeviating natural laws
that are yet unexplained by physical science. In this course various types of
psychic phenomena are examined and explained. The nature of the inner plane
and how it affects human life and activities is revealed.

Course 4, Ancient Masonry
In this course the rituals and symbols Ancient Masonry are revealed. For the
modern Freemason this is an unprecedented work enabling him to perceive
the esoteric and spiritual significance of the symbols and rituals of the lodge
room. The astrological significance of the symbolism and their relationship to
soul development are thoroughly discussed.

Course 5, Esoteric Psychology
Of all the energies that influence man none have a more powerful effect than
his own thoughts. Directing one’s thinking is the most potent of all forces to
control one’s life land destiny. Commonly, our efforts to exercise control are
hindered due to faulty conceptions or repressions that result from environ-
mental conditioning. Whether this conditioning expresses in a subtle way or
one that is more obvious, the consequence is an obstacle to progress.

Course 6, The Sacred Tarot
With this book the student may redily determine the astrological correspon-
dence of any number, name, color, gem or other object. In this course the
“Religion of the Stars” system of numerology is set forth, and divination by
means of numbers is explained. It is also considered to be one of the most
complete, detailed systheses of the Tarot archetypes as they manifest in dif-
ferent areas of occult science and spiritual truths. Each of the 78 cards is elu-
cidated and 11 tarot card spreads are illustrated.

Course 11, Divination & Character Reading
Divination is a means to assist extension of consciousness on the inner plane
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to acquire the information desired. It is then brought up into the region of
objective consciousness. Clairvoyance, precognition, telepathy, the divining
rod, teacup and coffee cup methods, among others are discussed in detail.
The last four lessons are devoted to learning to read character based on physical
characteristics.

Course 20, The Next Life
Life on earth is but one phase of existence. Physical life constitutes necessary
schooling so that the soul can function effectively on a higher plane where it
will be less restricted. By understanding the nature of the life to come, the
individual is better prepared to live this life and the next. Course 20 gives a
great deal of information about the conditions to be met, and the activities of
life after physical death. It tells about the various levels of the inner plane
world, about the three methods of birth into the next life, about the influence
of desires there, of the effect of sorrowing for those who have passed to the
next life and how they may be helped, of the work to be done there, and how
education is handled. The Next Life is not only interesting, but the informa-
tion it contains will be a highly valuable guide to anyone when he/she passes
from the physical.

The 21 volume Brotherhood of Light series
on the occult sciences by C.C. Zain includes:

3 Branches of Study

Title Serial Number

Astrology

Cs. 2 Astrological Signatures 1–5, 20, 21, 46 & 47
Cs. 7 Spiritual Astrology 71–83
Cs. 8 Horary Astrology 36, 86–92
Cs. 10 Natal Astrology 19, 103–117
Cs. 13 Mundane Astrology 141–150
Cs. 15 Weather Predicting 190–196
Cs. 16 Stellar Healing 197–208

Alchemy

Cs. 3 Spiritual Alchemy 49–54
Cs. 9 Mental Alchemy 95–101
Cs. 12 Natural Alchemy 125–140
Cs. 14 Occultism Applied 151–162
Cs. 17 Cosmic Alchemy 164–172
Cs. 19 Organic Alchemy 209–215
Cs. 21 Personal Alchemy 216–225

Magic

Cs. 1 Laws of Occultism 39–45
Cs. 4 Ancient Masonry 6–18
Cs. 5 Esoteric Psychology 56–67
Cs. 6 The Sacred Tarot 22–33, & 48
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Cs. 11 Divination &
Character Reading 118–124

Cs. 18 Imponderable Forces 183–189
Cs. 20 The Next Life 173–182

Award Manuscripts

Title Serial Number
1 The Safest and Most Effective Method

of Psychic Development 226
2 How to Become Conscious

on the Inner Plane 227
3 How to Contact Desired Information

on the Inner Plane 228
4 How to Hold the Consciousness on

the Selected Level of the Inner Plane 229
5 Breathing to Acquire Proper Electrification 54
6 How to Become Objectively Aware

of Information Acquired from the Inner Plane 230
7 How to Use the Transition

Technique of ESP 231
8 How to Control Inner Plane Activities 232
9 How to Develop Soul Activity 34
10 How to Direct Soul Activity 35
11 How to Travel in the Astral 94
12 Soul Mates 69
13 How to Use Personal Cycles For Soul Unfoldment 93
14 How to Use Talismans For Special Purposes 84
15 Customs and Habits of Elementals 68
16 Value of Totems 85
17 Contacting the Masters 163
18 Great Pyramid Interpreted 55
19 Symbol Reading Made Easy 70
20 Initiation 38
21 Practice of White Magic 37




